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Inflation Strikes RHC
by JOHN J. WROBLEWSKI

“ Only 38 students came to the
student forum .” said Pat
Weichsel, a resident assistant at
56 Campus Drive East.
Thé forum, in Wick Social
Room on Jan. 21st, was called by
Dr. Robert Marshall to announce
the tuition increase effective next
September. It will cost each full
time student a $150 more, per
semester, to return in the fall.
“ I hate it, but there isn’t really
that much you can do about it.”
said Pat.
Rosary Hill, like many other
institutions, is going through a
financial storm of trouble. For
the last five years, the college has
been operating at a deficit. By the
end of this semester, the school
may well have an operating de
ficit in excess of $800,000. Cut
backs in operating costs have
been made everywhere.
“ There are no frills left at
Rosary Hill.” said Dr. Marshall.
“ All wage increases to staff and
faculty members have been
frozen for a year — How would
you like to have to tell them
that?,” he asked.
With his right hand, he pointed
a black pen at my neck.
“ That’s not easy,” he said.
indeed, there are no frills left
at RHC. The positions of Director
of Residence and Director . of

Wiçk Center haye been combined
under the auspices of Tom Stein
berg, Director of Student Life.
According to Sr. A ngelice,
director of the business office, all
departments of the school have
been asked to conserve our re
sources carefully.
We '“ don’t even buy paper
clips,” she «(plained.
Dr. Marshall frowned as he
counted the school’s problems.
- -Inflation is a problem, of
course,” he said. “ Everything
costs more.”
Another big problem is the de
crease in enrollment. Rosary Hill
has about 1,050 full time students
now, and is expecting a decrease
in the fall.
We’re taking “ a reasonably
pessimistic view” on enrollment,
he said.
The administration is counting
on a Fall enrollment of at least
925 full time students. Without a
sufficiently large enrollment,
Rosary Hill couldn’t open.
The dormitories are costing us,
too. They are on a long term lease
to RHC, and rent must be paid
yearly. We’re losing money on
these simply because there are
not enough students to fill them.
Dr. ^Marshall has been in touch
with Mr. Hud, from Housing and
Urban Development, trying to
get a deferral of payment for one

year . This would help us out of
the “ slump.”
“ We have been encouraged,”
said Dr. Marshall in reference to
his conversation with Mr. Hud,
but these are “ hard times.”
Resident students have yet
another cause fra- concern. The
prices of many food items have
skyrocketed. In the extrem e
case, such as sugar, food costs
have risen as much as 300 per
cent. Food services, which main
tains RHC’ s cafeteria, may be
demanding an increase in the
Fall. This would force a rise in
room and board fees as well.
“ I intend to resist.” stated Dr.
Marshall, “ We don’ t want to
raise room and board.”
There are other food service
systems and we are free to
change companies at the be
ginning of any year.
Dr. Marshall apparently does
not foresee the closing of Rosary
Hill.
“ I have both short and long
range financial goals,” he said.
He is a man of action who will
not sit complacently by and
watch the college dissolve. He in
tends to do “ whatever dreadful
things I must do” so that long
range stability can be achieved.
How should one react to the

tuition increase? Perhaps Len
Williams, psychology major, has
summed it all up: “ Obviously I
don’t like it. But I don’t think we
have any choice.”
EDITOR’ S NOTE: Johanna
Coleman, in the Financial Aid Of
fice, is willing to do everything in
her power to help a Rosary Hill
student with financial problems.
The office, located in DS 101, ad

jacent to the Chapel and across
from the Library school en
trance, is open weekdays from
8:30 to 5:00. Ms. Coleman en
tourages all students seeking
financial aid to please contact
her, set up an appointment or just
stop in (especially in the morn
ings, from 8:45 to 11:15). “ It’s
never too late,” Ms.„ Coleman
stresses,'to seek financial assis
tance.

Mexico Experience
by KAREN KLINCK

RHC’ s Mexico students.

“ I felt like I was high when 1 family life is a warm and happy
was there,” said Ginny Corig- experience. This experience was
liano, “ Everyone was so happy. extended to guests as well.
It’s just words now, but I’ve got
the feeling inside.”
Fr. Wangler and Ginny both
agreed that the greatest part of
On December 29, 1974, a group the learning, experience was get
of Rosary Hill students began an ting to know people, both those in
Mexico and the others on the trip.
intersemester course — three
They were one big happy family
weeks in Mexico. They, among
for three weeks, no hassels worth
them Fr. Don Wangler and
Ginny, attended lectures on Pre- reporting.
Hispanic life in Mexico and be
Lectures and study were not
cam e expert at identifying
the only experiences ojf the trip.
Mexicans with primarily Indian
Sightseeing played an important
blood from Mexicans with pri
part in the journey. They climbed
marily Spanish blood. The telling
the pyramid of the Sun and
distinctions are facial features.
explored the rooms under the
pyramid of the Moon at
Each student in the group lived
with a Mexican family for two Tianuanico. On their way to
weeks. Ginny’s Mexican family Tasco, a silver mining com
was typical middle-class. She ad munity, they explored caves. It
was “ like a dream,” Ginny des
mits that she got rather tired of
cribes^
tortillas for breakfast. The
family could only afford meat
They climbed a mountain out
three times in two weeks. Ah, but

side Tepozthan and sat on a pyra
mid at the top: Tepozteco. They
went swimming in an artesian
spring — Las Estacas, and saw
and heard the Mariachi (the rov
ing bands) in the Plaza de
Garibaldi.
The person responsible for the
trip was in large part Dr. Paula
Hennin, Director of International
Studies at Rosary HUl. “ Dr.
Hennin is a terrific guide,” said
Ginny, “ Her son lives out there.
He runs a home for ‘campesinos’
— children who live in the moun
tains and don’t have the re
sources of city children. Often
they’ve been abandoned by their
parents. These children are
taught art as well as the neces
sities of life. They’re wonderful.”
On Dr. Hennin’s guiding, Fr.
Wangler explained, “ It made Us
feel a lot safer.”
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Discrimination! W ho Me??
by DARYL SMITH

Dear Editor :
Does Rosary Hill still have a theatre arts concentration? According
to some rumors flying around campus last spring the answer is no.
There was a difference between those rumors and what actually
happened. However, they were not totally unjustified.
In actuality, the administration of the college decided that the
theatre arts concentration was not bringing in enough students to pay
for the cost of running itself. The cold hard truth was that the cost of
doing major productions four times a year was too great while at the
same time having to maintain a maximum of five faculty members in
the department. The solution waç inevitable. The numbe of faculty
members must be cut. The number was -cut from five to one point
seven (1.7).
Basically two things resulted from this cut. The first, perhaps, is
that there is a shortage of directors for major productions performed
at the college theatre. Specifically for freshmen, there is a shortage of
courses which are mandatory to fulfill degree requirements^
Most of the students in the theatre arts concentration are working
toward B.F.A. degrees. A B.F.A. leads to much more concentrated
specialization in the aspects of theatre. Specializations are offered in
the fields of acting, directing, technical theatre and children’s theatre.
Early this fall the department was informed that its B .F.A. program
was being phased out. It is simply too expansive for the program to
remain unless therq is a radical increase in the department’s enroll
ment. Through the present freshman class seniors have been assured
of graduation with a B.F.A., however.
In light of these previous facts a burden has been placed on the
students in theatre arts as well as its faculty Gan we consciously try to
recruit students for the department in light of these recent events, and
will students who know these circumstances be willing to pay money
to attend school here? Faculty members are also desperately trying to
find means to fill in the gaps created by the absencé of these necessary
course requirements. >
We have been told that we must be realistic. We must simply face
the fact that we are in debt and comply with these recent changes if we
are to survive. The department is constantly being confronted with the
question — How do you serve the college? Financially, we do not serve
it well. We take its money to put together productions which we feel
have artistic merit and are a learning experience for the students
involved. Learning and artistic merit cannot be measured in terms of
dollars and cents.
Susan Lenz

Shalom
Rosary Hill College is supposed to be a non-denominational college.
Why then, are only masses scheduled for the chapel, why not Protes
tant and Jewish services? Also, why in the Campus ministry, do we
have only priests to go to? Not all of the students here are Catholics. I
demand a Rabbi.

Since the yawn of the dawn of
man, practices of discrimination,
whether aimed at individual,
racial, or inanimate targets,
have played a most determining
factor in the shape of societies. I
use “ discrimination” here in a
broad sense, eliminating the
widely known monopoly the term
seems to have with racial oppor
tunity.
We have all been, at some time,
involved in a conscious or uncon
scious sort of discriminatory
behavior. I like* the music of
^Rachmaninoff, Carly Simon, and
Stevie Wonder (among others)
but I don’t particularly care for
John Field1(whose Nocturnes for
piano were a catalyst for
Chopin’s), the Osmond Brothers
or Bobby Vinton. This kind of ex
clusive behavior pertains to taste
in art. There are many examples
of it and it is usually less emo
tional and confronting physically
as compared to taste in humans.
Charley Pride likes country
western music and I don’t.
There’s no hard feelings about
that! I prefer bigger cars while
maybe you are going to buy a VW
tomorrow.
On the other hand, Man has
hurt him self to excruciating
proportions within the realm of
human discrimination. Each one
of us„ inevitably is cornered by it
each day. We are all-providing it
for someone or receiving it from
someone else. The basic dis
crim inatory practices against
humans here may again lie in a
sort of artistic taste — pre
ferences in height, weight,
and or mental projections by
which we deem a person socially
acceptable and adjustable. We
usually either attempt to appear
more warm to a physically
and or mentally handicapped
person or frustrate those
attempts in order to avoid such a
person from interpreting arti
culations of over-warmth as “ I
noticed you’re handicapped!”
Regardless of physical and
mental genres, and regardless of
nationality, each of us approve or
disapprove of the many per
sonality types we daily associate

with. Basically, we adhere to
those who like us and are like us,
and attempt to avoid those who
we cannot cope with. This is more
or less an individual approach to
discrimination, which some day
may totally replace the ancient
but persistent “ group” approach.
A general male and female
type discrimination has a bene
volent tendency to override the
influences of group dis. since
nationality ^within this dis
criminatory act may appear ir
relevant. Though each man,
woman or child is subject to some
kind of coloration an individual
may stereotype the male as
stronger physically of the sexes,
possibly avoiding any references
to color etc. of the male(s)
referred.

Whenever the terms racism,
discrim ination, bigotry, etc.
appear, we usually will first think
of group discrimination based on
incoherent and unproven stereo
types that still feed many minds.

To avoid confusion, terms such
as “ racist” and “ bigot” must be
clearly defined. We are all sub
ject to racist behavior. How?
When we see another human
being, one of the first 'things wè
notice is his nationality, whether
we can identify- his specific
nationality or not. (and here
race, ethnic background, and
nationality mean all, different
things which an anthropologist
could explain). Then we in a very
quick and unconscious way, pro
ceed to decide whether the
nationality the person appears to
be is going to stifle, keep con
stant, or further encourage our
conduct towards receptivity or
rejection; however, this does not
mean that if we feel we should
stifle welcoming behavior that
we will allow ourselves to
actually show this on the outside.
Paradoxically, “ reverse psy
chology” may suggest warm,
welcoming type behavior is re
presentative of buried, reserved
feelings of strong Rejection.

While, according to the pre
vious account, we are all engaged
in racist behavior, some humans
are labeled “ bigots.” Usually,
this term refers to a person who
experiences and or expresses
rather hostile views, conceptions,
or judgments concerning a cer
tain group of persons. Because
many of the stereotypes of every
nationality infinitely rem ain
neither proven nor applicable on
an individualistic basis, con
ceptions are often becoming mis
conceptions.
Since, for many reasons stereo
types are convincing and potent
at times, it is difficult and un
desirable for the bigot to extri
cate and articulate himself and
others from the group. And of
course, this does not apply simply
to racial stereotypes* Beyond the
statement, “ Group X ” is superior
to “ Group Y , • should, for
clarity’s sake, appear the ques
tion “ Superior in. what, and to
what significant extent?” Un
fortunately if the answer to the
question is “ Superior in every
thing,” (unless in fact proven
true) it tends to be a brainwashed
answer — not a proven one. One
psychological component pro
vides an unfortunate roadblock te
better human relations. Namely
— the need to be or appear to be
right. As long as that remains as
part of human psyche — all the
proof in the universe will con
tinue to become distorted in order
to accom m odate more com 
fortable and previously learned
and existing beliefs.

Racial prejudice may be re
duced by an increasing aware
ness of the human condition. I
feel those many basic, human
ties, if provided within a
common, equal situation, can
force themselves out from the
wings of the stage and take part
in a beneficial role upon the stage
of which each human is, as
Shakespeare put it, “ a player . . .
who stnits and frets his hour . . .
and is heard no more.”

Sincerely yours
John Rusin
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Thoughts from
Campus Ministry
A friend is one to whom one
may pour out all the contents of
erne’s heart, chaff and grain to
gether, knowing that the gentfest
of hands will take and sift it, keep
what is worth keeping and with
the breath of kindness blow the
rest away.
Arabian Proverb

Dr. Robert Marshall
QUESTION: Could you please tell us the reason for acquiring the
Star of David in Wick Dining Room? Was'it donated or did Rosary Hill
College purchase it? Also where are The Eyes?
ANSWER: The Star of David which is now residing in the Wick
Dining Room was acquired because it is an excellent piece of work
manship and a pleasing art object.
The person who purchased it wishes to remain anonymous. I haven’t
the foggiest notion where “ The Eyes” are. I suggest you check with
the Art Department.

Committee Against Racism
by JANET SUSAN ELMER
C.A.R. (Com mittee Against
Racism), distributed and dis
played their literature last week
at R.H.C. Hie distribution here
was handled by Lenard Williams
Lenard is a member of the
Buffalo branch of C.A.R. and a
student at Rosary. He became in
volved in the organization When
members of C.A.R. came to his
door with a petition to have the
White Power Bookstore, 2113
Bailey Ave., shut down. Now he is
involved in the group and their
picketing of the same bookstore.
This past weekend members of
C.A.R. and their sympathizers
were picketing the White Power
Bookstore again. The store sells
b§sically propaganda materials
of an anti-rsemitic, anti-black
nature. In talking with persons
well acquainted with the
Kensington area, one who wishes
to remain un-named said “ The
first time I drove past I thought it
was some kind of joke!” He
added later “ I’ve heard it’s run
by the Nazi Party; but that may
just be a rumor. It might be, how
ever, because who else would
have enough nerve to open a
place like that on the corner of
Ferry and Bailey!”
This person also told me that

the Nazi Party is very strong in
the Kensington area and that
their headquarters was now on
Genesee Street. “ T hey’re a
bunch of kooks!” he said while
telling me of their role in the
racial- upsets that have struck
Kensington High School over the
last 2 years. “ They used to come
marching down to the bus stops in
light brown uniforms with the
armbands and some wore hats;
but most had headbands.” They
also would arrive at the High
School and distribute serious
pamphlets condemning blacks
and “ nigger joke cards.” Many of
thev articles that the bookstore
sells today have almost the exact
same wording with different
covers!
The first picketing of the book
store occurred on Christmas Eve
with a crowd of about 15 people.
C.A.R. felt that it was symbolistic
that on such a night of ‘peace and
goodwill’ that they should draw
attention to a bookstore based on
‘out and out bigotry.’ Their
second picketing was larger, the
crowd ranging somewTiere
around 50 people. They are hop
ing that many more persons will
join them in their efforts to wipe
out such bigotry.,

A Thought for
a Boring Class
Lawrence, Kans. (I.P .) —
Calder M. Pickett, professor of
journalism, has referred to the
developing innovative courses as
turning the University of Kansas
into an “ academic garbage can.”
In his article, “ The University.
.. As Garbage Can,” published in
the Spring 1974 “ Jayhawk
Journalist,” Pickett said, “ Hie
way things are going on our
campuses we’ll be graduating
people in a few years who have
b ea r enrolled in so many trash
courses and involved jn so much
“ relevance” that their education
will be little more than a know
ledge of rock music, comic books
and a few skin flicks.”
Pickett said that the changes
began in the late 1960s and early
1970s, when he and other instruc
tors ran scared for four years. He
referred to the period as a time
“ when a Screaming mob could in
vade a lecture course in
anthropology and demand the
rostrum, when all of us could
bravely arise in democratic con
viction and vote to cancel term
papers arid final examinations so
that we could listen to rock
groups and meditate on the war
in Vietnam, when administrators
from coast to coast could be
terrorized by demands of a few
noisy students.”

The committee started moving
about 3 months ago in Buffalo. Its
base before that was U.B.! I
talked with Charles Reitz, a
graduate assistant at U.B. who
has been involved in C.A.R. for a
long time. He, along witli Gean
Grabiner, assistant professor of
Education at U.B., have designed
a course. ‘Jensenism & the Crisis
in Education’ is being thought in
the experimental Social Science
College at U.B. this semester.
Mr. Grabiner told me that it was
based on the racist theories in
evaluating IQ scores. Be talked
of Mai thus, who as early as 1789
put forth the idea that the lower
classes were the cause of over
population. Mr. Grabiner also
stated
that
racism
and
capitalism have been connected
since the time of Thomas Moore

The Great 8-Ball
Tournament

newspapers and magazines. It is
not why they go to college.”
“ I’ll say that in my opinion we
watered down the curriculum, in
part to accom m odate the
demands of graduate students
teaching here. We did much of
this, too, because of what we call
the marketplace. We got the mes
sage that it would be desirable to
attract students,”

by KAREN KLINCK
During the holidays a strange
pool tournament took place. It'
was played on a regulation sized
pool table with regulation sized
ques and balls . the size of
marbles. They were superballs,
all properly marked.7
The game quickly took epic
proportions. It must hold the re
cord for the number of the tim^s
the cue ball was sunk. Often the
designated ball would inscribe an
arc on the felt while the cue ball
made a bee-line for the pocket. At
these times the game would be
held up while the players fished
along die side of the pocket to re
cover the cue ball, which refused
to roll down to the recovery area.
Another problem came with toe
balls that were struck too hard,
bounced off the table and skittled
off across the floor.
And yet, this nonsense had a
winner. Joe Maraglino, referee of
last semester’s 8-Ball tourna?
ment in toe R.H.C. Game Room,
sank the last ball.
I Think!
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W eekend in New York

Instructors had to tell students
that the courses they were teach
ing were relevant and as a result,
he said, “ We began to create
courses with 1970ish titles and
1970ish content, and I’m afraid
that in the process wd" taught
things in 1971 or 1972 that still
would be useless and quite irrele
vant two years la ter/’
j “ There’s nothing wrong with
discussing sexual mores or
movies or the urban crisis, but
that is what students have bull
sessions for and why they read

Hie Buffalo Branch of C.A.R. is
part of an international organiza
tion, I.N.C.A.R. (International
Committee Against R acism ),
Founded in November of 1973 at a
conference on ‘Racism and the
University’ held at New York
University. C.A.R. is now very
strong in cities such as New York
and Toronto. They have moved
off campus and are now involved
in racism in institutions other
than just universities.

March 21-24

and the Enclosure Acts. He
pointed out that Herbert Spencer
in 1890 re-stated Malthus’ theory
of a white upper class and stated
that it would be bad for everyone
to try to raise the living
standards of the lower classes.
Mr. Grabiner believes that this is
“ making a science out of what is
yet undefined.”
At U.B. about 9 persons are
directly involved in setting up
lectures and forums for the
classes. The classes are open to
everyone if you can find the
room. The last outside lecturer
drew a crowd of 350. C.A.R.
thinks that most of the race prob
lems are economically based,
any other reasons according to
Mr. Grabiner are simply
^ideological excuses.”
The first off campus activity
that the group has undertaken is
the White Power Bookstore. Mr.
Reitz stated “ The first time I saw
it I got really upset. It’ s like wav
ing a red flag in front of a bull!”
He added however that “ We’re
not so much worried about the
strength of the Nazi Party as we
are about the people really in
power in this city.” Bussing will
be their next issue when the ques
tion of it comes up before the
School Board.

Mr. Reitz says of the com
mittee “ I certainly hope it grows
and flourishes,” in the Buffalo
area.
The picketing has gone well so
far and the support of C.A.R.
seems to be growing all the time.
Lenard told me that “ when we
were picketing people were driv
ing past and honking and waving
to tell us they agreed with us. It
was B E AU TIFU L!” Lenard
hopes that the pamphlets he dis
tributed will draw some atten
tion to C.A.R. and the racial
problem and maybe even find
some
new
m em bers
or *
supporters on the campus. After
all, as Lenard puts it “ Hey man,
I’m not stopping you from getting
your crum b!”
Many students at R.H.C. looked
upset by the pamphlets and had
the feeling that they were being
forced on them and claimed there
isn’t much racism at R.H.C.
Lenard says of this that “ 1 don’t
really agree with everything the
group says; but I belong and it’s
my job to distribute the stuff
here. If anyone really started tp
dose down the bookstore I’d be
die first to say no I just want
everybody to know there’s
another side.”

Rosen Review
by DARYL SMITH
Pianist Charles Rosen perfor
med in a recital, sponsored by the
University of Buffalo, on January
30. The program, at Kleinhans
Music Hall, included three sona
tas by Scarlatti, toe “ Reminens
of Don Giovanni” by Liszt and
The Thirty Three Variations on a
Theme of a Waltz by Diabelli by
Beethoven. The Scarlatti sonatas
were all well done, conceived
within a clear bell-like tone and
impeccable pedal and phrasing
control. Particularly beautiful
was the first in c sharp minor.
The Liszt work - a mighty colos
sus in the virtuosic repertoise -

grappled the attention of toe en
tire audience from start to finish.
This piece was transcribed for
piano from Mozart opera, and
outstanding was the m elody
“ Reich Mir Die Hand Mein
Leben.” Beethoven’s variations
were indeed- a tedious test of
stamina, but Mr. Rosen dis
played meticulous handling. The
lively, quicker movements were
played in the vivacious manner
intoided by the composer while
toe more serious and introspect-1
ive pieces were brimming with
feeling and lyricism of the
highest caliber.

Marathon Table Tennis
/ Mark Kawaler, Robin Gabneri
Randy Gerlach and Brian Wettlaufer, in the name of the Gamma
Chapter of the Phi Beta Gamma
Fraternity at Rosary Hill, plan to
challenge the World Record for
Marathon Table Tennis as set
down by the Guinness Book of
World Records. The feat will
begin Friday, February 14 at
noon in the Wick Dining Room.
The following rules will be
strictly observed.:
—No substitute players will be
allowed.
—Each player will be allowed 5
minutes o f rest per hour. This in
cludes time for eating, etc. How
ever, they are subject to the fol
lowing stipulations:

time can use a rest period.
2) The remaining three must con
tinue play during this time.
(Marathon Play must never
cease).
3) Although a player may divide
his time, he can never take more
than five minutes per hour.
—A log of Witnesses will be kept
and any impartial observers
have toe right to sign their
names,
attesting
to
the
legitimacy of the feat.
—Marathon play
will
be
restricted to a Table with
Tournament dimensions.
—To accom plish their goal
Marathon play must continue for
over 42 hours and one minute.

1) No more than one person at a

Opportunity to attend
plays, visit art museums
V»wsi — I nyill ---

.

Hotel — $ 5/night
< *

;;\

Sign Up Immediately if Interested
Contact Dr. Hennin at E X T . 339

of Buffalo 4
Erto County
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FO O D DAY PROJECT:
Open Letter to College Students
—Contact local consumer, en
vironmental, or Public Interest
Research Groups (PIRG) to find
out what activities can be under
taken in your community.

Here are a few facts you may
or may not be aware of:
—The U.S. military budget is 60
times greater than the budget for
overseas economic aid. During a
14-hour period, the Defense
Department spends more than
the entire annual budget of the
United Nations food program.

Initial FOOD DAY actions may
not make headlines or im 
mediately change Federal or
corporate policies, but they w ill,
put decision-makers on notice
that the American public is no
longer willing to participate in
the wasteful use of food re
sources.

—Only about 40 per cent of
Am ericans eligible for food
stamps currently receive them.
—The ad budget of General
Foods is almost three times big
ger than the budget of the Food
Bureau of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.
—The American meat7based diet
deprives the world of 18 million
tons of cereal protein, an amount
almost equal to the world’s
v protein deficiency.
—President Ford, during the re
cent World Food Conference,
denied the U.S. delegation per
mission to increase emergency
grain shipments from one million
to two million tons to India,
Bangladesh, . Sri
Lanka,
Pakistan, and Tanzania.
—Americans consume, on the
average, about one hundred
pounds of sugar each year. Some
foods — sugar-coated cereals, for
instance — contain up to 50 per
cent sugar.
—40 million Americans are over
weight; almost half die of heart
disease.

Soaring food prices, increasing
world food shortages, and mount
ing evidence of the dangerous
health effects of the overly pro
cessed and refined American diet
indicate that, if left to its own de
vices, the Federal government
will not take the steps necessary
to develop a responsible food
policy. The food industry — the
corporations that bring you CoolWhip and Twinkies — have sold
Americans on a diet of sugar
laden, fat-rich “ convenience”
foods that are contributing to a
national epidemic of heart dis
ease, diabetes, hypertension and
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obesity. While encouraging un
healthy eating habits through ad
vertising and availability, these
corporations are also contribut
ing to high food prices. A Federal
Trade Commission study esti
mated that consumers were
overcharged $2 billion in 1972, be
cause of the monopolistic struc
ture of several segments of the
food industry.
As government and corporate
decision-makers allow the food
situation to deteriorate further, it
becomes clear that individuals
and organizations in com 
munities and campuses across
the nation will have to begin a
massive education effort — an
effort aimed at changing per
sonal eating habits; improving
food welfare programs; reform
ing corporations that promote the
sale of billions of dollars worth of
nùtritionally-empty,
resource
squandering junk foods; investi
gating the energy- and resource
intensive practices of agri
business that are forcing small
farmers off the land; ahd de
veloping national policies which
recognize the needs of hungry
people at home and abroad.

This job requires a national or
ganizing effort. The nonprofit
Center for Science in the Public
Interest, in conjunction with
dozens of other groups and in
dividuals, is building a move
ment to take on this task, a move
ment that will blossom on FOOD
DAY, a national day of action on
the food crisis. FOOD DAY is set
for April 17, 1975. .

committee has planned a sixweek lecture-discussion series on
world food problems and has
already organized a fast in which
over 2000 students participated.

We hope that college and uni
versity students will take part in
FOOD
DAY,
using
their
campuses as organizing focal
points for both campufe- and com
munity-oriented activities. As a
first step in accomplishing this,
we urge students and faculty to
set up joint committees to in
vestigate what can be done at
your campus, such as creating a
campus-community garden or
food coop, initiating sweeping
changes in university food-buy
ing policies, or planning massive
teach-ins for April 17th.

—Write to' President Ford and
urge him to make additional food
aid available to needy nations as
soon as possible. Urge your uni
versity president or student
council to do likewise.

Students at the Universities of
Michigan and Wisconsin are al
ready planning teach-ins for next
Spring. At Yale, a student-faculty

Summer Camp Counselor Pre-Professional Traineeships
Undergraduates who will be
juniors, graduating seniors,, or
beginning graduate students this
summer are invited to apply for
the Summer Camp Counselor
Pre-Professional traineeships at
the Pennsylvania branch of The
Devereux Foundation, a group of
multidisciplinary residential and
day care treatment, therapeutic
education and rehabilitation
centers in suburban Philadelphia
and at its treatment camp in
North Anson, Maine. Several
summer traineeships may be
available at other branches
located in Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia; Scottsdale, A rizonay
Victoria, Texas; Hot Springs,
Arkansas; Rutland, M assa
chusetts; and in Washington,
Connecticut. A few continuing 12month traineeships may be
offered to college graduates fol
lowing the summer appointment.
Devereux is approved by the
APA for doctoral internships both

■

Association of Counseling Ser
vices as an Accredited Counsel
ing Center.
The program provides training
and supervised experience with'
em otionally disturbed and
mentally handicapped children,
adolescents and young adults
presenting problems of learning
and personal adjustment. The
summer traineeships provide an
orientation to career oppor
tunities for work with the
mentally and emotionally handi
capped. Supervised experience
includes a functional role as a
camp counselor in a treatment
facility. There is an unusual
opportunity for observation of onthe-spot crisis intervention and
multidisciplinary
treatment
techniques as well as participa
tion in clinical case conferences,
milieu therapy and social re
habilitation.

in Clinical and in Counseling Psy
chology and by the International
Tax exempt training stipends
of $200-$275 per month (about
$375-$600 for the summer), hous
ing and meals are offered to
qualified applicants who are U.S.
Citizens, unmarried, and at least
21 years of age. Applicants should
have a broad background of
academic training and demon
strate applied skills in activities
related to the traineeship. Early
application. is recommended as
spaces are limited.
Informatimi mi the Summer
Camp Counselor and year-round
Pre-Professional
Traineeships
and application blanks are avail
able from Dr. Henry Platt, Direc
tor, The Devereux Foundation,
Institute of Clinical Training,
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333 and in
Rosary Hill’s Career Planning
and Placement Office.

The food problems which face
the nation and the world demand
immediate action, and there are
dozens of things you can do now.
These include:

—Find out how much fertilizer
your university uses to keep its
lawns green, and request that
such wasteful use of this
critically-needed resource be
halted.
—Request that at least half the
selections in vending machines
on campus contain wholesome
snack foods — fruit, fruit juice,
yogurt, unsalted nuts and seeds,
etc. — instead of junk foods.

The rise of the environmental
movement and the end to direct
American involvement in the
Vietnam War are directly trace
able to campus activity. The stu
dents of America can once again
make a commitment to actior
that can result in long-overdu
changes in the way in which the
Federal government, corporate
America, and individuals decide
how and to whom food will be
allocated.

FOOD DAY national offices are
open at 1785 Massachusetts Ave.
NW, Room 206, Washington, D.C.
20036 ( 202-462-8510). If you are in
terested in organizaing FOOD
DAY teach-ins or other activities,
contact the office for further in
formation and organizing sug
gestions.
Sincerely,
Frances Moore Lappe
author of Diet for
a Small Planet
Kathy Kelly
President
National Student Association
William Sloane Coffin
Chaplain
Yale University
Michael Jacobson
FOOD DAY coordinator
Center for Science in the
Public Interest

Parents Guild of Rosary Hill College
presents
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Spring Fashions of 1975 ]
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King's Department Store

Tuesday, March 11,1975 at 8:00 p m
Wick Campus Center
Rosary Hill College
4380Main Street

V

Refreshments
Door Prizes
Admission $1.00

Male and Female Models Needed.
Contact Mrs. Kolber 835-0144
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Students Soak Their Troubles Away
o

EARTH NEWS.
WOMAN EVICTED FROM
DORM
(EARTH NEWS) - A student
at Jersey City State College has
been formally evicted from her
dormitory room because she ob
jected to her roommate’s sexual
habits.
Teresa Fernandez, a first year
student at the college, received a
formal court-order eviction
notice at the request of college
officials who claimed she “ con
tinually harassed” her room
mate.
The two women had been shar
ing a room since September and
reportedly had not been getting
along for most of that time. The
breaking point came when Ms.
Fernandez and several friends
entered the room and discovered
the roommate making love with
her boyfriend.
Instead of unobtrusively leav
ing, “ they just stood there point
ing their fingers and calling
names while the pobr guy who
was in bed didn’t know what to
do,” according to a dormitory
supervisor..
Officials of the college explain
that when two roommates don’t
get along, the one with less
seniority is moved into a different
room. Since Ms. Fernandez —
loser in the seniority battle — re
fused to move, the school re
sorted to the courts to force her
out.
No action has been taken
against the love-making room
mate. Says the dorm supervisor,
“ There is no written rule against
fornication on campus.”
WASHINGTON D.C.
(EARTH NEWS) — The
Federal Bureau of Investigation
is planning to celebrate the
nation’s bicentennial in its own
peculiar way. The FBI already
has -established a special
“ bicentennial unit’” here to in
vestigate possible acts of political
terrorism aimed at the Ration’s
200th birthday celebration.
And, according to the People’s
Bicentennial Commission, the
Justice Department’ s Law
Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration (LEAA) is getting
into the act, as well, LEAA
reportedly has appropriated $1
million for local programs to
combat terrorism in 1976. LEAA
Administrator Richard Velde
says that “ the possibility of such
terrorist activity will require
even more diligent attention from
already taxed police personnel.”
Hie $1 million will be distributed
to all cities hosting major bi
centennial events.
RECESSION HITS
PORTABLE OUTHOUSE
ASSOCIATION:
(EARTH
NEWS) — A measure of the
nation’s woes is the sluggish
condition of the National
Portable Sanitation Association,
which represents some 173 manu
facturers of portable toilets — the
kind you see around construction

q
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by BILLSIEVERT
EARTH NEWSSERVICE
(EARTH NEWS) — If theire is
to be a fad to replace “ streaking”
as the national campus pastime
for 1975, it just might be com
munal bathing. Already, group
baths are becoming an integral
part of after-class life for some
students at the Universitv of Cali
fornia at Berkeley.
Following a hard day of
classes, student neighbors here
now take to big back-yard tubs to
sip wine, exchange tales of the
day’s woes, read poetry, and soak
their troubles away.
“ I’m sure there’s going to be a
big hot-baths phenomenon pretty
soon,” says Clive bullion, a selfdescribed leader of what’s be
coming known as the “ com
munity tub” movement. But,
says Scullion, group bathing is a
far healthier form of tensionrelease than simply running
across campus nude.
“ Whatever your troubles may
be— if school is getting you down
or your old lady is giving you a
hard time — popping into a hot
bath with your friends will make
you feel better,” he says.
Scullion, a major in conserva
tion and natural resources at the
University of California, became
a “ hot bath fanatic” after trying
a dip in a friend’s backyard tub.
He decided immediately that he
wanted a tub of his own. But,
after some research, he dis
covered that he couldn’t afford
one. Most commercial models,
built of redwood for Japanese hot
bath enthusiasts^ cost atMeast
$1,600.
Then, a few months back,
Scullion stumbled onto a pro
verbial gold mine — 13 huge in
dustrial containers made of con
crete and wasting away in a
vacant lot. He purchased the un
wanted tubs from the land’s
owner and went to work.

sites. According to Larry Miller,
the association’ s director in
Washington, the nationwide
market for portable outhouses
was down 30 to 40 per cent last
year, due largely to constipation
in the building industry.
RENT-A-THIEF:
(EARTH
NEWS) — A campus research
firm in (Toronto is cashing in on
the shoplifting boom by renting
out professional shoplifters for
$100 a day. “ Rent-A-Thief, Ltd.,”
a subsidiary of College Market
ing and Research, places actors
and actresses in department
stores with instructions to steal
everything in sight. The hitch is
that part of the job indudes get
ting caught by store detectives
who create a humiliating spectacle in front of all the other
shoppers. Rent-A-Thief manager
Les Cohen explains, “ The whole
thing is a put-up to show everyone
present what is in store for shop
lifters.”
NIXON FARES WELL IN L IN
(SOVIET) HISTORY: (EARTH
NEWS) — The new edition of the
Great Soviet Encydopedia is
pretty charitable toward Richard

By smoothing and painting the
concrete and drilling holes for
water pipes, Scullion built his
first tub which is capable of seat
ing up to eight people com
fortably. Now, he’s in the process
of turning out additional tubs for
other Berkeleyites at a total cost
of only $250.
Scullion is also planning to
“ make forms” from his original
containers so that he can con
tinue to produce inexpensive tubs
after his original supply is soldout.
Although Scullion isn’t sure
just how many, quite a few out
door tubs are springing up in the
Berkeley area these days. Aral
they are put to use even when the
weather is at its winter ugliest, as

Nixon. The volume lauds Nixon
for ending the Vietnam War and
encouraging East-West detente.
As for his resignation, it says
only, “ Because of internal
political circum stances con
nected with the so-called Water
gate affair, Nixon resigned.”
Russians who don’t understand
what Watergate was all about are
referred to the encyclopedia’s
artide on Watergate — which
won’t be published for another
eight volumes and four years.
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Remember
Friday
February 14,1975
Start of
Table Tennis
Marathon

most have small gas heaters to
maintain a water temperature
slightly beneath scalding.
For many of the participants,
communal bathing has become a
vital part of their social schedule.
Ogden Williams of The “ Daily
Californian,” student newspaper
at the University of California at
Berkeley, recently interviewed a
group of communal bathers.
“ Your body just sort of melts
away,” reports one bath«* who
believes that group baths
“ release harmful' toxins” from
the body.
Another participant, Jennifer
Bayless, adds, “ It’s not really
sexual. It’s a mental and physical
bond experience, a social

Tuesday
March 11,1975
Spring
Fashion Show

Wednesday

March 21.24
Weekend in

NewYork

Thursday
April 17,1975
FOOD
DAY
P R O JEC T

activity. I’ve taken baths alone
and with other people, and I
definitely prefer bathing with
others.”
Scullion himself adds that the
community tub is a great way to
get to know your neighbors. “ I’vê'
had some of the best conversa
tions sitting in the bath naked
with my neighbors,” he says.
“ It’s a totally* honest, totally re
laxed experience . . . People just
start to say exactly what they
feel.”
(Note: Students desiring in
formation as to how to build or
buy a hot-tub can contact Clive
Scullion at 2222% Parker Street,
Berkeley, Calif. 94704.)
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FRANKLY SP EA K IN G ... .by phil frank
Barry Diller, former VP of programs at ABC, took over as the new president of Paramount. All
fans of Star Trek are urged to write Mr. Diller and tell him how they feel. Tell him you want the show
back on the air with the original stars. Please be polite. Mr. Diller’s attitude toward the show is at
present unknown.
Address your letters to:
Mr. Barry Diller, President
Paramount Studios, Inc.
5451 Marathon Street
Los Angeles, California 90038
The Conventional Sectional Rifle Match will be held at Canisius College Feb. 28 through March 2.
Girls with previous experience are welcome to represent Rosary Hill as a team. For information
call: 896-7480 Thurs. or Fri. after 5 p.m.
Daryl Smith, Rosary Hill music major, will perform in a piano recital Sat., Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. in Wick
Center. The hour long program, sponsored by the Concert Committee, includes sixteen pieces written
in baroque, classic, romantic and modern styles.
Students,
I am presently'serving a prison term at the Attica Correctional facility. I am seeking to get to
gether with anyone who wishes to maintain a correspondence relationship with me. I am 27 years old
and wish to correspond with anyone who is eighteen or older. The reason I said eighteen is because of
the rules here at Attica. Anyone who wishes more information about me, please write to the address
you will find at the close of this letter.
Sincerely,
Harry Delore
74-L-286
Attica Correctional Facility
Box 149
Attica, New York 14011

" rtten tio h Al l u n it s ...v ie n e
SOLVED IT1. TWENTY TWO ACK66
IS COCONLTT... X R EP EA T C0OONÜT1.1/

I am presently a resident of the McNeil Leland Federal Prison Camp. Many things have happened
to me since my incarceration, but the tragic incident that most drastically altered my consciousness
was the rape and brutal beating of my daughter.
The severe shock of this event has left her mentally affected. My first reaction was a resolve to
seek vengeance. In later frustration, I sought to avoid the reality of it and to forget it, to no avail.
Finally, after talking with a number of sex offenders, I began to see my problem as neither unique
nor exclusive to me or my family.
The many victims of rape (other than homosexual) are women who are mothers, sisters,
daughters-, friends, to many other people who are affected like me. Recently, I have been working
with others to organize Alternatives to rape centers (ARC), nation-wide; We are in need of materials,
staff help and ideas. We would be very interested in knowing of any people at your school who might
care to help us or to join with us.
We are planning an organizational meeting in Seattle on the 15th of April, 1975, and we need all the
help and support we can get. Our choice of site for the meeting in Seattle will soon be made, and any
one interested may please write now one of the persons listed here for further information and to ex
press how they feel they wish to contribute.
Anyone may serve and heip in any way to make our organization a success.
Thanking you in advance.
Ms. Marylyrr King
623-2nd Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104

;

GOT A MATCH?'
Ms. Susan Sherbina
305 Bellevue East
Seattle, Washington 98102

Ken Hawkins
Box 1000 FPC
Steilacoom, Washington 98388

Hope to hear from you soon.
Love and Peace
________________________________ Ken Hawkins
<

Vintage Ascent Headlines
- Do You Remember?
Open Dorms a Possibility

Oct.1973

New Hall Entitled Duns Scotus

Oct.1958

Zielonka: R.H.C. Will Survive
Professors, Students Protest

Feb.1974

Senate Votes In Favor of The Spring Social
W here Has Mr. Nixon Gone?

Nov.1972
Nov. 1968
O c t 1968

Addition to Duns Scotus to be Blessed Sunday

May 1967

Changes Forseen in R.H.C. Faculty for Next Year

May 1966

Largest Class in School's History Enters RH.C.
S, Angela Announces Tuition Increase for '64-'65

sept. 1966

'JULIE HAS HAD €0 MANY GOOD
THINGS TO 5M AKWT TOU 4&A
fOOIAATE, KATHY»]
XJLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES* BOX 9411-BERKELEY. CA 94709

March 1964

Student Association Takes A New Direction
By John J. Wroblewski
“ People are putting the finger
mi m e,” Jim Chase, Chairman of
the Student Activities Board,
said, as he traveled the distance
between the storage cabinet and
his white topped desk.
Jim looked agitated when I
entered the SA office in the back
hall of Wick Center. After just
one week in office, Jim had al
ready been buffeted with
questions about the lack of co
operation among the new chair
men. “ That’s ridiculous,” he
said, as he sank his stocky form
into the lightly cushioned chair:
There may be internal conflicts
among the new officers, but co
operation is far from lacking.
The Student Association is
broken down into three boards —
Governing,
A ctivities
and
Budget. Each board has its own
constitution, its own chairman,
vice-chairman and other repre
sentatives . The three boards

rumors to the contrary have
proven difficult to control.

have separate but equal powers,
but according to the constitutions
are not legally connected in any
way. There is no president of
Student Association as such.
Neither is there a constitution.
According to Jim, this is a prob
lem.

present situation, the writing of a
constitution that would encom
pass the workings of all three
boards and the election of SA
representatives to fill the newly
created positions. Any such
change would have to be ratified
by the entire student body.

In its present form, Student
Association is structured in a way
that makes working together
essential. The Governing Board
is in charge of student policy
decisions,; the Activities Board
plaits and executes student
iictivities and the Budget Board
controls the student funds. -Any
plan requiring the attention of
more than one of these bodies is
bound to encounter red tape and
costly time delays.

“ You’re changing the whole
structure of .. ! what is S.A.” said
Tom Steinberg, Director of Stu
dent Life.
The political composition of
S.A. is not the only problem. “ I
think outside sources tried to put
us in a hoüsé divided,” said
Dennis Morley, the tall, shorthaired chairman of the Student
Government Board.

There' was a question as to
whether or not the money, left
over from last semester’s S.A.
budget would be forwarded to
this year’s funds. The new chair
men, after speaking with the
administration, have insured that
these funds will be available.

“ There are. too many people
involved,” Jim said. His idea is to
reorganize the entire structure of
Student . Association.
This
involves a careful study of the

Traditionally, the chairman of
the Governing Board had been
assumed to be the president of
S.A. Dennis is working with no
such
assumptions,
though

The student budget is limited,
though, leaving approximately
$6,500.00 for this semester. Some
of this money has already been
spent on movies, arranged by last

Last sem ester’ s
Student
Association elections were invali
dated, due to the disappearance
of a nomination ballot, and the
electoral process had to be
restarted in January. The post
ponement in filling the elected
positions did not keep problems
from piling up, however.

semester’s Activities Board to
guarantee that students would
not go without activities while
awaiting the election of new
officers. Furthermore, the new
officers have been encouraged
¡not to spend the entire semester’s
allotment. Because previous S.A.
administrations have been able
to return some of their budget to
the college fund, the Associations
funds have not been cut. Because
enrollment is decreasing, the ad
ministration feels that it would be
justified to decrease S .A .’s
budget, should that becom e
necessary.
The role of an officer in student
goveminent is not any easy one.
It is strenuous work, and a thank
less job. Why then does one
accept the responsibilities of such
a position? “ I think I can accom
plish som ething,” Jim said,
scratching his brow. “ Someone’s
got to do it.”

Russ Lupi Named Phi Beta's
New President
By TONY VIOLANTI
Three years ago, Russ Lupi
was a pledge for the PHI BETA
GAMMA fraternity. It was trip
night when Russ and five other
pledges were on the way back to
Rosary Hill from Allentown, New
York when:
“ Hey, what’s that grinding
sound in the front of the car?”
“ There’s smoke coming out the
front wheel, what’ll we do?^’
“ Where are we anyway?”
“ Olean.”
“ Where?”
“ OOOOOLEEEEAANNN.”
“ Olean, where-do you fix a car
in Olean at this time of night?”
“ What time is it anyway?”
“ Almost three o’clock in the
morning.”
“ Three o’clock?”
“ Yep.”
“ Olean?”
“ Yep.”
‘‘Shhhiiitt.”
Russ Lupi sat in an almost
empty classroom as he recalled
his trip night adventure. His

mood seemed almost wistful as
the memories came back:

he fixed the car and everything
was O.K.”

“ Hey there’s a gas station.
Let’s try it.”

Today, Russ Lupi is president
of PHI BETA GAMMA. He’s
come a long way since trip night.

“ Your front wheel bearings are
gone,” said the young gas
station attendant.
“ Where can we get wheel bear
ings at three in the morning in
Olean?”
The young attendant looked at
the pledges straightfaced and
gave his answer.
“ I can get the parts down the
road, I’ll fix it at eight in the
morning,” he said.

“ I’ve been in the frat since my
freshman year,” Russ said, “ I
started this year as historian for
the frat. That’ s because I was
always in all the pictures.” It’s no
surprise to find that Russ is
always in the frat pictures. He’s
got a half-moon smile, like the cat
in Alice in Wonderland.
“ The guys figured the only way
to keep me out of the pictures was
to make me take the pictures,”
Russ said jokingly.
Phi Beta’s New President Russ Lupi (on right).

“ Why don’t you fix it now?”
“ I can’t, the attendant said, my
tools are locked-up.”
“ Why are your tools lockedup?”
“ Because som ebody said
something about my sister and
I hit the guy with a wrench,”
said the attendant.”
Russ laughed as he recalled the
incident. “ We thought we’d be
stranded for the night with a
homicidal maniac. I slept in the
car all night. The next morning

‘ ‘Then the vice-president had to
resign so I was appointed in his
place. About a month later, the
president transferred to another
school. As vice-president, I
assumed the office when the
president left.”

tion. The feeling of brotherhood is
important. If a person has a
desire to become a brother, we’re
happy to have him. We take guys
for what they are.”

Russ tugged his brillo-like
black beard as he spoke about his
position in the frat, “ There’s a lot
more responsibility and work as
president. A lot of things are
riding (Mi my shoulders. If we do
good I don’t always get credit. If
we don’t do good, I usually get
blamed.

“ 20 years from now, I ’m going
to be wondering what every guy
in the frat is doing,” said the new
president as he squirmed in the
small classroom desk that
confined him, “ I’ll remember the
frat life most of all from my
college experience.”

“ We’re a close-knit organiza

•The clock in the classroom was

moving. Students were filtering
in and the solitude was quickly
vanishing. Snow flakes were
swirling around the windows on
the cold dark February day. Russ
grabbed his warm winter coat
and jostled it over his shoulders.
“ All the girls in this school, as
nice as some of them may be,
couldn’ t change my feelings
about the frat,” Russ said as he
was getting ready to leave. “ I can
help the college through the
fraternity. This is my involve
ment.”
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Guest Editorial: R H C G o e s C o - E d
A s o f this sem ester, all students with lockers in
Duns Scotus have the option o f permitting male
and fem ale students use o f specific areas o f their
respective lockers.

Dear Editor:
It has come to our attention
that there are many misconcep
tions on this campus in regard to
Student Association. We would
first like to explain exactly what
Student Association is. It is
com prised of three EQUAL
B oards:
Student Activities
Board, Student Governing Board,
and Student Budget Board. The
three Boards receive a yearly
allotment of $11,000., to share
among them. Student Activities
Board plans activities and
allocates funds to clubs. Student
Governing Board deals with
academic and judicial matters.
Student Budget Board handles
the finances of all three Boards.

use for Spring Weekend. In so
doing, we did not neglect our
duties in planning activities.
Student Association sponsored
free movies in the Rathskeller,
mixers, sports activities and
equipment, a free Halloween
beer blast, plus we gave funds to
several clubs. Since we didn’t
know when the new officers
would finally be elected, Student
A ctivities Board scheduled
movies and two coffeehouses, to
be held this semester. We did this
only out of interest for the student
body. We felt that there should be
some activities on campus until
the new Board could schedule its
own.

Student Association plays an
important role on this campus as
a
link
between
the
Administration and the student
body. The E xecutive Board
(Chairmen and Vice Chairmen of
the three
B oards)
meets
regularly with Dr. Thomas
Miller, Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs. When the Ad
ministration wants student
opinion on an issue, they turn to
Student Association, which acts
¿ s t o p voice of the student body.

Student Association has been
called a “ docile” organization
and has been accused of being
^‘yes-men” for the Administra
tion. We would like to set the
record straight. The Administra
tion has called upon the Execu
tive Officers on numerous occas
ions for opinions and suggestions.
We have always responded
honestly and with the best inter
ests of the student body in mind.
We were not “ yes-men” — when
_we didn’t ‘agree with them, we
lold them so.

To be more specific, we would
like>to clear up some of the mis
understandings about the pre
vious Student Activities Board, of
which we were Chairman and
Vice Chairman. Traditionally,
$5500 is spent per semester. Last
semester, we only spent approxi
mately $4,000. in order to leave
the new Chairman and Vice
Chairman additional money to

We hope that this clarifies
Student Association’s role and
the importance of continuing
cooperation between each' of the
Boards and between the Admin
istration and the student body.
Beth Gustafson
Jomarie Tassone

The Ascent
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Male and Female student share locker
event that a RHC ID card is not
available, a Rosary Hill T-shirt
or sweater will do.

STIPULATIONS TO
PROPOSAL:
1. Each student will meet his or
her locker partner in the hall.
2. The left side of toe locker will
be reserved for the male student
and the right side will be desig
nated for the female.

4.i. All co-ed locker students
must\sign in (even if sitting in the
hall by their llocker) for the
purpose of knowing exactly who
is in the building.

3. A sign-in„ sign-out system
will be used. The student, male or
female, will sign his or her name
and locker combination and leave
his or her RHC ID card with the
Locker Assistant or Locker
Volunteer. The student must
leave proper identification. In the

5. No more than two (2)
students will be allowed to share
a locker. GOOD JUDGMENT
SHOULD BE EXERCISED AS
TO TOTAL NUMBER OF STU
DENTS IN THE LOCKIER AT
ANY GIVEN ]TIME. [ I

February 19,1975
To the Editor ;
A standing joke around campus
is one of “ being on the list.” It
seems that the Slightest rumor
that you smoke pot is enough to
set Tom Steinberg and his hounddogs on you for the rest of your
college life. Dr. Marshall stated
on a local television show that he
doesn’t play thè role of loco,
parentis. Obviously he didn’t
include Mr. Steinberg and our
R.A.’s in the same league as him
self. R.A.’s are expected to keep
their noses under everyone’s door
sniffing out the smokers. This is
not fair to them because they are

!■

SANCTIONS:
1. Any student found crossing
the imaginary line in his or her
locker in order to reach the side
of the opposite sex is subject to
the sanctions currently used by
the Director of Locker Life. In
addition, the respective locker
may lose its co-ed privileges for
any period up to and including
one semester.
Rem em ber this system is
experimental only, subject to
termination if deemed necessary
by the locker administrators. The
locker council will be consulted
before any such decision.

i

also expected to report their
friends; thus adding more names
to the “ list.”
•
.

■A

Drugs, like complaining, are
just ¡another way of coping with
the boredom of living on a
campus where nothing else is.
happening. ,P e fh a p s «if Dr.
Marshall and Mr. Steinberg
would turn their attentions to
finding some on-campus activi
ties for residents to enjoy they
wouldn’t have to play Big
Brother.

Thoughts from Campus Ministry

! Dear Editor,
Campus Ministry strives to
offer services to all students. I
am fully aware that we offer far
more to Catholics than to others.
I would welcome the offer of a
rabbi-or Protestant clergyman to
Work full or part-time at Rosary

mu.

Unfortunately, such a clergy
man would have to look to his own
congregation for support. The
only reason I am able to be here
is because the Catholic Diocese of
Buffalo contributes to my
support.
I would hope that some such
arrangement could be made so
that we could provide better
service for all.
Sincerely yours,
Father Don Wangler
Coordinator of Campus
Ministry

Note of Apology
I apologize for a very foolish
and ignorant letter to the editor
called ‘Shalom.’ It was in poor
taste and we do have many
services of many denominations
at R.H.C. I hope the community
here forgives me for a very
stupid joke.
Sincerely,
A stupid but ;
sorrowful individual
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Marijuana: Too Long
a Controversy
by JOHN J. WROBLEWSKI

Ask the
President
Dr. Robert Marshall

QUESTION: What are the
chances of Rosary Hill merging
with other private colleges in the
Buffalo area in the near future?
What does “ merging” entail, and
what are the advantages and or
disadvantages for Rosary Hill in
such a manuever?
ANSWER: On a scale of ten I
would say the chances of merging
with other private colleges in the
Buffalo area is about five.
What I would recom m end
would be a consolidation of a feW
of the private, four year liberal
arts colleges into an institution of
no more than three thousand stu
dents. In order to take full
financial advantage of such a
merger, some institutions will
have to divest themselves of
physical property while others
would divest themselves of per
sonnel. Hopefully, you would end
up with the appropriate physical
facilities and the appropriate
sized faculty to handle the
expected student enrollment.

Dates To
Remember
Mens Basketball
March 6,7,8
Mount St. Joseph
Academy Gym

Before we take such a step, we
must carefully evaluate what we
are doing. Is marijuana phy
sically
or
psychologically
damaging? The fact is, we jufet
don’t know. An enormous amount
of research has been done on this
question. As of now, the research
is inconclusive. Marijuana may
be a cause of infertility, not
The advantages for each one of
sterility, or cause memory prob
the
schools
considering
lems. It may not. One thing is
consolidation are the choices ~ certain; b y far, the great
between continued future exist
majority of scientific research
ence jn some altered state of
lends to the belief that pot causes
identity, or no future at all.
no or very little physical damage
to the user.
If I can hypothesize what the
new institution would look like it
“ There is no reason to believe
would be Rosary Hill Division of
that everyone who tries drugs
Liberal Studies at “ X ” College,
like marijuana, or uses such a
the blank School of Health at “ X ”
drug occasionally, is emotionally
College, the blank School of
maladjusted, alienated, or trying
Education at “ 2É” College.
to escape his problems ” . The
preceding quote is from a text
Academically, I can see great
book used in Intro courses in
benefits to students of Rosary
Psychology at Rosary Hill. Most
Hill and of all the other institu
psychologists agree that mari
tions involved, since there would
juana poses no great threat to the
be a greater variety of academic
mental well-being of an in
possibilities in the new institu
dividual. The drug can be
tion.
pyschologically “ addicting,” but
so can T .V. or just about anything
.else a person can do out of habit.

I personally feel that one of the
ways to make the consolidation
more appetizing to possible
participants is to find a way to in
sure the maximum amount of
preservation of identity of the
colleges going to ~make up the
new institution.

Wednesday
March 21-24
Weekend in
New York

What do you get out of it? In
terms of money, you get ab
solutely nothing! However, at the
risk Of sounding trite, there are
other kinds of payment we have
to offer you in return which may
be far more valuable to you than
money. Frankly speaking, there
are two tangable rewards you

may earn. The first is the title of
“ Admissions Assistant” which
can be added tq your resume and
considered an ajsset when seeking
employment. The second reward,
depending on your work, is a
written letter of recommendation
from the Admissions Office. This
could be submitted at your re
quest to your permanent place
ment folder. This, too, would be
an asset to you not only in terms
of career planning but also in
terms of possible future graduate
school application. While the
Value of these rewards may seem
insignificant at this time, you will
undoubtedly realize the full worth
in the future when you begin look
ing into a career and for graduate
school application.
Sound interesting? If so, please
feel free to drop me a note or stop
by my office for further informa
tion. I hope to be hearing from
you in the near future.
Sincerely,
’ D. Carbonelli
Admissions Counselor
Office of Admissions

M arijuana
is
not
phy
siologically
addicting
like
cigarettes or alcohol. There is no
scientific evidence to support the
notions that pot leads to the use of
other drugs, criminal behaviour,
delinquency or sexual excite
ment: The idea that marijuana
should be legally classified as a
dangerous drug needs to be re
examined.

It. has been estimated, by the
same textbook, that roughly 25
percent of the men in the United
States between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-four have
tried pot fifty or more times.
Even the most conservative esti
mates indicate a very large
number of people using the sub
stance. Where do they get it, and
what do they think about the law
makers who put a man in jail
overnight for being drunk and
disorderly, but imprison you for
years for the mere possession of
small quantities of grass?
Most marijuana users report
no significant difference between
the effects of pot and alcohol. The
laws must surely seem absurd to
these people, especially in light of
the knowledge that alcohol has
proven to be physically devastat
ing and both physically and psy
chologically addictive. This may
well be a cause for lack of respect
for authority, in the, younger

generation, though it would be a
gross mistake to assume that this
was the only reason we had to
believe that our lawmakers are
imperfect.
There is good cause to believe
that organized crime is heavily
involved in drug traffic of all
kinds,, including m arijuana.
Legalization would deprive
criminals of a large source of in
come and transfer that revenue
to the state. Considering the
extent of use, the financial bene
fits could be enormous. Further
more, the laws, requiring the
substance to be sold only at liquor
stores, ihight serve to keep pot
out of the hands of those too
young to smoke. There has even
been research to suggest that
THC, the physiologically active
ingredient in marijuana, may
have medicinal benefits.
Some full scale studies should
look into the question of legaliz
ing marijuana immediately. We
must consider in depth. all the
consequences of such a measure.
In the meantime, we must reduce
the harsh and injust penalties
now in effect. Several areas of the
United States have already
moved in this direction. We must
stop criminalizing the people who
represent a very large sub
culture in our society, for doing
something which is probably less
harmful than having a few beers
in the Rathskellar.

What is a Rosary Hill Girl?
by Jane Reardon

Thursday
April 17,1975
FOOD
DAY
P R O JEC T

Admissions Help Needed
The Admissions Office is cur
rently looking for students to fill
the position of Admissions
Assistant for Rosary Hill College.
Holding a position such as this
may be an exciting as well as re
warding experience for you if you
like people, don’t mind doing a
little work and know the value of
a learning experience. This posi
tion may involve any of a variety
of responsibilities including
showing prospective students
around the campus, telephoning
prospective students who are in
terested in your field of con
centration, lending a , hand (or
hands, if you can type) in running
this office, and even going “ onthe-road” to visit high schools in
the area or out-of-town with one
of the. Admissions Counselors.

The legalization of marijuana
has been a controversy for too
long a time. The day has come to
take a non-emotional look at the
facts. Sen. Franz S. Leichter (P.,
Manhattan) and Assemblyman
Alan G. Hevesi CD., Queens) Will
be introducing a bill soon, to
legalize marijuana under laws
similar to those which govern the
sale and distribution of alcohol.

'"p ^

'rw

The one who always wears
skirts and sweaters (crew neck,
of course) . . . whom you barely
recognize at a dance . . . who is
unlawfully healthy because of the
walk between buildings . . . who
tries to get into classes with her
trench coat on . . . who’s often in
the sm oker. . . who quietly enters
the chapel for prayer . . . who
starts an assignment the night
before . . . whose books will get
covered someday . . 7 who com
plains about assemblies, but

seldom likes to leave . . . who
never cleans her sandals . . .
whom you’re not surprised to see
at a concert . . . who looks at
babies with a yearning glance .. .
who can prepare for a tea or
buffet overnight. . . who tries to
act dumb on a date — but gets A’s
and B’s in her classes . . . who
can’t make up her mind about the
superiority of Canisius, Bona or
Niagara . . . who’s an all-round
young woman preparing for life .
... typical to the world . . . and yet
different.
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Fuller Lecture
by JANET SUSAN ELMER

*twas in Summer’s time those eyes met mine
which led not far astray from gazes i also spent
upon sunsets rouge and warm night’s golden sphere
but brisk fall did leaf by leaf steal summer
as those eyes on ce affixed, sent their stare past my view
how m uch like winter autumn seem ed!
Since Indian Summer knew not its time
knew n ot that coolin g love which lost its prime
for L ove’s words and smiles grew few er still
as each leaf from June’s trees lost their branchy grip
to descend through tossing winds and other leaves
so W inter’s snows on those same branches freeze!
how strange that art, when in ,beauty’s relief
through time bittersweet returns the same grief!

People sat on the tops of candy
machines, stood on the ledges
outside the building and hung in
the windows. It was obvious that
they had not come to hear or were
taking such pains to hear some
man say simply and plainly that
“ the only reason I’m here, speak
ing, is that I was asked. Other
wise I would not want to waste
your time or m ine.” That,
however, is exactly what R.
Buckminster Fuller said when he
lectured Tuesday, February 11th,
at the division of the U.B.’s
Architectural College at 2917
Main Street.
The lecture started at 8:00 and
by 8:15 the hall in which it was
taking place had attained a
carnival-type atmosphere. There
was pushing and shoving, and
people everywhere. Yet, noise
was missing. Everyone was
attentively standing on tip-toe,
straining their necks to see to the
front and straining their ears to
hear Mr. Fullers’ words. There
were people eating, but they were
eating quietly, and there were
people smoking, but they were
standing near the windows.
There were even some people
scribbling notes. Most of them
writing on the back of the person
ahead of them, people they had
probably never seen or talked to
before.
Standing toward the back of the
hall I could hear his words
slightly gabbled by the distance.
He spoke of energy, the mind,
what people have made of their
lives and what they could make
with their lives. R. Buckminster
Fuller said there were three rules
he lived by and those three prin
ciples were (1) to not waste your
lifetime, it is much too short; (2)
to not waste anyone else’s time;
and (3) to never waste the energy
of a mind. Carefully balanced on
my toes, and supported by the
crowd close around me I could
see the platform. I could see
Fuller and the sign above his
head. It was a quote taken from
his- book “ Spaceship Earth” :
“ The possibility for any man de-

A soft mist hides her face,
I can hardly see it,
but it is there.
Out o f my reach, but it is there.
W here is she,
that I may touch her.
W here is the love,
that I long for.
Many times I have loved,
as many times I have lost love.
Loneliness, does not com e easy
you have to w ork at it.

0
>

pends (xi the possibility of realiz
ing it for all men. And this is a
Function of Society’s ability to
turn the energies of the universe
to HUMAN advantage.”
As he spoke he moved his hands
in wide, sweeping, motion. His
face had a natural reddish glow,
and he wore a plain grey suit. His
hair was pure white, cut short,
and lay flat on his head. He
looked like any man whom you
might see, on any day, in any of
fice around America. Yet, Fuller
is a man who has set the old
worlds of thought, architecture,
life styles, and $pace, on fire. His
ideas are revolutionary. They are
destructive to the old ways, yet
they are in themselves profound
and concrete hopes for the future.
Buckminster Fuller is as I over
heard one man several feet be
hind me whisper, “ Possibly one
of the most brilliant minds in the
world, today.” If you cannot con
sider him that, you must at least
consider him one of the most
exciting forces in the worlds’
society today. To listen and to
understand his concepts can send
a thrill, an excitement, an awe
into your being. To watch him
arid listen to his words was cer
tainly to feel an energy flowing
out of him and into yourself.
I talked with one of the
Professors of Architecture at
U.B. and asked why they had
chosen to have the lecture in the
rather small hall of the building
instead of someplace larger. He
said “ It doesn’t matter where you
have Fuller, the place would be
packed. If we had had it in
Kleinharis, it would have been
just as full. They had him at
Sutton Field in Chicago and that
was overflowing. He’s an ex
perience.”
If he’s ever back in the Buffalo
area you should try to see him,
but make sure you’re there early.
You’ll still be in the crowds which
are an experience in themselves,
but you’ll be able to say you saw
him. The ironic possibility is the
fact that the crowd portrayed
“ Spaceship Earth” and in
another sense, “ My Petition For
Space.”

0
0

0
0

— Daniel M ackow iak
Night. The tim e o f dreams. W hat is a dream? n o answer?
a question?
Y es. a dream is th is. . . . . . nothing? But it is!
a dream-is-something. A dream is that which you have
dreamt. NO! It is m ore than that, it is m ore than that
it is not simply what you have dreamt, it is what you *
are dreaming, that is a dream.
Is a dream then what you are dreaming or is it what you have dreamt? Or is it B oTH !
Tis a funny question.
a dream is what you are dreaming or what you have dreamt.
A very strange idea.
What is a dream, one may ask. One might answer, “Dream
to D ream .” “ Dream to D ream ?”
Y es! Night is for dreaming, and dreaming is for Night!
Simple?
Not so.
a Dream is a wish, a palace, a new toy, an unattain
able goal.
N igh t ............ i s ____ __ free, let y ou rse lf. . . . . . . . go.
Let that dream b ecom e reality in the night, let the
night b ecom e reality within the Dream.

*
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All My Life I W asted until I G im e H ere'
school.. I want to learn. I want to
learn about myself. I want to
learn about other people,” said
Terry who plans to continue her
psychology
course
next
semester.
When asked how the folks at the
Erie County Home and Infirmary
feel about her coming back to
school, Terry smiled delightedly,
“ They’re proud of m e,” she said.
“ I’m paying my own way.
Nobody else is paying for me,”
explained Terry who feels this is
the best investment she has ever
made.

By Marie Fortuna
If you see Terry Defrancesco
around the Hill, say “ hello.”
That’s what she’d like. What
makes it tough to be at school is
that other students are “ cool.”

When asked what “ c o o l”
meant, Terry said, “ They’re
cold. They are cold acting
because they’re afraid of me. But
I don’t want them to be afraid. I
won’t bite,” Terry said.

Terry, . drives a mean, wheel
chair." She. manuevers it well
either backwards or forward. But
she isn’t put-off or uncomfortable
if fellow students offer to help. If
she needs help she’ll say yes to
your offer. If she doesn’t, she’ll
indicate a “ no” in a relaxed sort
of way.

The hardest thing about being
back in school Terry said is “ It’s
hard for me to talk.” But Terry
would have been back sooner
except for ten operations she has
had in the past eight years and
because society’s attitudes have
been negative about education
for a person with cerebral palsy.
Terry’s eyes blaze as she
recounts a most painful moment.
“ After grammar school, school
authorities told my mother I
could not go to school anymore.
There’s no point in her going to
school they said. I showed them
they were wrong,” said Terry.

A teacher came to the Erie
County Home and Infirmary
where Terry lives. Terry studied
with her. Terry got her high
school diploma in 1973. “ All my
life I wasted until I came back to

“ It was a risk coming to
college. I didn’t know how it
would work. I’m glad I came
back,” said Terry who hopes
other people in wheelchairs who
want to come to school but are
afraid, wiU.pick up their courage
and change it.

“ It’s never too late to learn.
They should com e back to
school,” she urged.
And what is education all
about? Is it only to enable us ta
earn a living? Pretty important
earning a living. But is it the only
legitimate reason for coming to
college? How about coming to
college because learning is
growth-producing? How about
because it prom otes selfactualization? - -

If you see Terry Defrancesco
around, say hello. That’s what
she’d like.

Rita Taylor
Named O ne of Top Ten Performers
Rita Marie Taylor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Azalee Taylor of 93
Walnut Street, Binghamton, was
named by the “ Buffalo Courier
Express” as one of the ten top
amateur actors in Western New
York. All amateur performers in
theatre productions were eligible
for the honor.

junior. She eventually hopes to
teach drama to youngsters.
She is currently a volunteer
teacher for the T.O.Y. Co., the
Theater of Youth, a professional
acting troupe housed at the
Rosary Hill campus. She is also
lead singer with a jazz and rock
band known as the Metropolis.

Ms. Taylor, a theater arts
student at Rosary Hill College,
was cited for her role as Mrs.
Potts in the college performance
of “ Picnic.”

A story she wrote, “ Christmas
at My- House,” is being con
sidered for publication by a
national magazine.

Ms. Taylor is working toward a
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in
theater arts at R osary Hill
College, Buffalo, where she is a

Ms. Taylor is a graduate of
Binghamton Central High School.
She has seven brothers and
sisters.

Bellydancing
By Dru Hettrich
I’ve been hearing about belly
dancing for some time now. I had
visions of dirty cafes with topless
broads throwing their hips and
stomachs at you. Fun to watch
for kicks but strictly low class.'
Not so.

As you walk down the stairs to
the La Hareem, school of beauti
ful bdlydancers, all yours senses
are assailed. The music is very
beautiful with the wail of the
Arabic singer floating between
the beats of the drum. The room
is like the inside of a pillow cloud.
There is thick carpeting, a ceiling
hung with Persian fabric, pillows
everywhere and muted lighting.
Incense, music and earth colors
make you feel as if you have
entered into another world.

The dancers themselves dress
in brilliant colors such as hot
pinks, purples and oranges. Gold
chains and chiming coins, veils

and zills (finger cymbals) keep
time with the music. Every move
of their dance seems understated
so that you find yourself on the
edge of your chair straining to
catch every move. Rather than
bumps and grinds, there are
graceful undulations and gentle
rolls. Housewives I’ ve seen
shopping at Loblaws with their
children trailing behind were
transformed into sensuous and
fascinating women, dancing
around thé room.

I watched her with the class.
Nan demonstrates what she
wants done and coaches them on
the movements. “ No, no Wendy,
the hip goes to the side while your
feet make the circle. Yes, that’s
right. B eau tifu l!” There are
women in their forties, young
girls and mother daughter teams.
The diversity makes no dif
ference. There is an easy
camaraderie among the stu
dents.

I was a captive audience. What
really got me was that they
looked like they were having so
much fun. Proud of their ability
to control their body muscles,
absolutely into what they were
doing, they shimmied their way
across the room and danced with
rhythmic pleasure.

I asked Nan what belldancing
does for your body. She said, “ It
makes you feel beautiful. Fully
aware of your body. You gain
poise. It also helps you to lose
weight. I’ve known girls 'who’ve
lost pounds and inches in the first
few months. And it also improves
your sexual ca p acity .” She
laughed and floated off to take
care of a student who needed help
with a step.

Nan Patterson is the most well
known teacher of the Bellydance
in Buffalo. She teaches at the
YMCA downtown as well as La
Hareem in East Aurora. Twenty
years ago she was a yoga student.
Ten yeafs ago she got into belly
dancing. She is one hell of a
dancer. She has control of
muscles that most women don’t
even know they have. Nan is in
supreme com m and of every
move, graceful, sure and quick.

Each dancer had a smile on her
face that seemed to denote a
secret pleasure. Pure enjoyment
of movement, and of their art,
pervades the atmosphere of La
Hareem. I signed up immediately
for class and am now in the pro
cess of becoming one of the
beautiful belly dancers: -

Kappa Delta PI
The Lambda Nu Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, an honor society
in education, presented certifi
cates and pins to their newly
inducted members on February
11,1975. The newest members of
the society are: John Bigg,
Shelley Bove, Karen Caffery,
Michelle Callela, Rita Campanella, Debra Davis, Karla Decker,
Phi line DeMeo, Linda DiPietro,
Linda Grobelski, Kathleen
Kelley, Colleen LoVullo, Shirley
Parks, Elizabeth Pilecki, Martha
Rooney, Karen Slezak, Mary
Therese Tidd, Cathy Tobia, and
Cynthia Wojcik.

Following the presentation of
the pins and certificates, Mr.
Tom McCully of Smallwood
Drive Elementary School spoke
on the topic of “ Humanistic
Education.”
In April, the officers of Kappa
Delta Pi will attend a regional
convention
in
Newton-,
Massachusetts. The officers are:
President, Susan Militello; Vice
President, M arie McConnell;
Secretary,
Debbie
T occo;
Treasurer, Mary Jane Cantóla;
and Historian, Cindi Oddi; The
advisors are Mrs. Magdalene
Hettler and Dr. Alfred Zielonka.
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At the Movies
with Darryl David Amato

by DRU HETTRICH

The Sleep Book $5.95 p b
Shirley Linde & L.M. Savary
Harper & Row
You want a book that will put
you to sleep? I’ve got one that will
but in a most delightful way. The
book is full of information on the
only times in our lives that we
really don’t know what is happen
ing in our heads.
The book is divided into two
sections. The first is on theory.
We learn about REM sleep, esp,
insomnia, dreams and dream
interpretation. The second
section is on practice. This
section gives us exercises to
follow that will make us sleep
soundly, comfortably and restfully. Murry Riss, a well known
photographer who has had two
books of his haunting photos
published, has accented the book
with surrealistic photos. 'Hie
pictures
add
a
beautiful
dimension to the text.
Sleep problems are discussed.
Snoring can be stopped with some
people by increasingly the
humidity in the bedroom. Bed
wetting can be caused by taking
* sweets, spices and salts before
bedtime. Waking up in the morn

ing can be hard for a lot of people.
The book gives us eight basic
rules for getting into gear in die
morning and they work.
I don’t want to come off as a
Ripley-Believe-it-or-not artist but
I can now sleep for five hours and
feel better than when I slept for
eight. I no longer have trouble
falling asleep at night and I can
also wake up ten minutes before
my alarm goes off^
The Sleep Book makes the
hours you spend asleep very
rewarding. You can learn to sleep
better, recall your dreams and
understand them, and you can
wake feeling like you haven’t lost
time.
Sleep has been one of the big
gest mysteries within ourselves.
Through research and analysis
the realm of sleep is becoming
understandable and one of the
most interesting aspects of the
human mind. The Sleep Book
puts the subconscience within
reach and allows the reader to
expand his awareness. It is the
only book I have ever come
across that allows you to expand
your conscience without relying
heavily on mysticism and or
religion. It is all within you.

M usic Beat
By Sandy Kaus‘
and
. Al Ciccarelli
, MOTT THE HOOPLE FIVE
As usual, British rock excells
again with the first “ Mott the
Hoople Five” ever recorded. It
features the inimitable Dan
Hunter, creator of most of Mottos
hard-assed, gut-bucket rock ‘n’
roll, a combination of introspec
tive ballads, tenacious fury, and
sheer overskill which; spell out
violence as you catch their
historic Uris Theatre date on
Broadway and at London’ s
Hammersmith Odean. Among
the 13 smashing greats are “ All
the Young Dudes,” “ All the Way
from Memphis,” “ One of the
Boys,” “ Rock ‘n’ Roll Queen”
and “ Walking with a Mountain.”
On Columbia records and tapes.
STYX II
Listen on my friends, that’s not
chamber music you hear, it’s
Styx transforming from a spellbounding solo into a multitude
chorus of unison with their hit
song “ Lady.” Going back to the
south side of Chicago in 1964,
Stynx started as a neighborhood
band called TW4, progressed to
bigger and better things — two
new guitars, a new name and a
steady position on KB radio (Yes,
that’s old Styx you heard Jeff
Kaye play during pre-gam e
shows last football season.)
Oddly enough, “ Lady” is the
first big hit by these five multi
talented musicians,
whose
energy is a tribute to the beauty
of the Chicago Rock ‘n’ Roll

Community. The song
is
produced on. Wooden Nichol
records as a single and on' the
album “ Styx II.”

“ YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN”
— is a refreshing compendium of
corn, slapstick and pun, sugges
tive jokes, old jokes and. new
jokes. Mary W. Shelley’s
creature classic has never gotten
a more frolicsome working over.
The producers remain faithful to
atmosphere — the locale is
Transylvania, the lab equipment
is original “ Frankenstein,” the
photography black and white.
But the script is contemporary
absurd comedy, the funny words
and directions of Gene Wilder
and Mel Brooks.
Wilder plays the mad scientistdoctor. Marty Feldman is his
hunchbacked lab assistant Igor,
whose hump keeps altering from
his left shoiilder to his right when
a scene changes or the spirit
moves him. Terri Garr is the eye
ful love interest. Cloris Leachman, at first glance unrecog
nizable, is the nutsy castlekeeper, once the original Dr.
Frankenstein’s “ girl friend.”

Through a carefully structured
system of flashbacks and flashforwards which eventually catch
up with the main action (the
court hearings on the censorship
of Lenny’ s “ dirty mouth” acts),
Julian Barry’s screenplay enter
tains, jokes and perplexes.
Dustin Hoffman is pure dyna
mite as Lenny. Ditto Valerie
Ferrine as his stripper-heroin
addict wife.
Lenny’ s story is deep and
morbid. The black and white
photography is despondent, but
so is Lenny’s life. If you watch it
intently, you’ll walk out of the
theatre with all your safe, little
notions of American society’s
justice com pletely crushed,
which is the intent and an
accomplishment.

The funniest scenes occur in
the first hour and a half of the two
hour flick. The classroom antics
of the adolescent boys are pre
cious. A picnic with Uncle Teo is
also amusing. Teo decides to
spend the afternoon sitting in a
tree and screeching, “ I want a
woman.”
Luckily, in rem em bering,
Fellini has not forgotten to
commission the vibrant Nino
( ‘ G odfather’ m usic) Rota to
write a rapturous score which
sends you out the door humming.

“ AMARCORD” — in Italian
means “ I Rembember.” At the
movies, it means Fellini fun.

With what must be an auto
biographical script, Federico
Madeline Kahn excels as
Young Frankenstein’ s primp
Fellini directs a procession of
intended. And Peter Boyle
Italian eccentrics doing some
outlandish bits and some not-soanimates the monster, not the
quizzical exploits.
most startling screen creature on
record but certainly the funniest
It is difficult to commit one’s
and most compassionate. Even
self totally to this picture. It is
Brooks’ mad comic mind cannot
certainly uproariously funny
dispel the touch of emotion in
most of the time, and Giuseppe
Frankenstein’s story. It is still all
about a jmonster who was.just oujt , „Rotunno has^ photographed the
looking for a little love ancP ~fnest sCetfMi-Sections of‘«a small
Italian town r circa the rise of
human kindness, and found it
Mussolini. We are even treated to
hard to find.
a typically European funeral and
wedding. But “ Amarcord” lacks
“ LENNY” — Bob Fosse
direction. Fellini goes off on
exposes the on and off-stage
tangents just when we wish he
activities of Lenny Bruce, the
would s tic k y the saga of the one
late 50’s early 60’s nightclub
dominating family in the picture
stand-up comic who fought the
— the overworked mother, her
court censors and a junkie wife
bricklaying husband and their
and, in the process, broke down
rascal son.
himself.
Dustin Hoffman as “ Lenny”

OHIO PLAYERS - FIRE |
With pulsating rhythm, spaced
on the surface, the Ohio Players
continue to intrigue their audi
ence with their new album
“ Fire.” The disc was written and
produced by The Ohio Players for
Mercury records.
The Players release a feeling of
power throughout. The numbers
are varied, from 50’s type songs
( “ I Wanna be Free,” “ Together”
and “ It’s All Over” ) with riffing
background vocals, second back
up chorus, unison singing and old
fade out endings to dramatic
heavies like “ Running from the
Devil,” “ Smoke” and “ Fire.”
The title song containa a lot of
brass, with a great variety of per
cussion and vocal pitch, which
makes “ Fire” the best single the
Players have ever done.
UPCOMING CONCERTS

March 4, Average White Band —
Kleinhans
March 15, Grand Funk — NFCC
March 16, Irish Rovers
NFCC
March 17, Humble Pie — Kleinhans (Due to an unscheduled
second concert in New York
City, Humble Pie, previously
scheduled for Feb. 16, has been
re-booked for March.)
March. 21, Ohio Players (two
shows) — Century Theatre

Higher Education In An
Economic Recession - W hy Bother?

Why are you investing four
years
of
your
life
(or
thereabouts) in a college educa
tion when, after you graduate,
conditions may make finding the
job you want very difficult? How
will you know if jobs in your field
of interest will exist? Will a
college education give you an
“ ed ge”
over
non-college
graduates? What good is a liberal
arts education? Are they any
skills that are always saleable?
What will you need to know in the

Carl Carballada
Vice President
Manufacturers & Traders
Trust Company

1980’S ?

Ralph De Vito
Chairman of Business &
Economics Concentration
and Director of Cooperative’
Education
Rosary^ Hill College

;

There’s Lots to Discuss — The
Career Planning and Placement
Office has brought- together a
panel of distinguished authorities
from various fields to discuss
“ Higher Education in a Period of
Economic Recession — Why
Bother?” You’re invited to parti
cipate and to hear:
Moderator — Dr. Robert
Marshall
President
Rosary Hill College

Linda Oswald
Personnel Director
Sample, Inc.
Jack Wiley
Director of Program
& Staff Training
YMCA

James Moran
Chairman of Foundations
Rosary Hill College
Rosary Hill College
Time: 8:00 p.m. Wednesday,
March 5, 1975
Place: Schenck Lounge, Wick
Center

Hounded by
Debts
Use Ascent
Classifieds
Send ads directly to Ascent.
Office or through campus
mail, Box No. 419
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Portrait of the Defaulter as a Win Warrior
On Feds crack down Students go broke and Everyone asks why
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

by NEIL KLOTZ

Even Women
PHD's Earn
Less

As factories close, workers
pound the pavement, stock
brokers wince and President
Ford WINs, students too have
played a dour role in the
economic passion play: they
default their loans.

It may come as no surprise, but
a new study comparing women
and men who hold doctoral
degrees has found that even the
best-educated women in our
society still earn less money than
their male counterparts.

Last year almost 2500 students
filed for bankruptcy, leaving $3million in state, federal and insti
tutional loans unpaid.

The study, sponsored by the
Graduate Records Examination
Board, found that male Ph.D’s
receive an average salary of
$18,700 five years after earning
their degrees, while women earn
an average of only $16,400. In
addition, a greater percentage of
male doctorates are hired by
business (where salaries are
generally higher) while most
worn« 1 are hired by educational
institutions (where salaries are
generally lower.)

Last year the newly-reorgan
ized Office of Guaranteed Student
Loans in OE hired nearly 100
more loan collectors to dun
students for unpaid funds. If a
school or bank cannot collect a
guaranteed student loan 120 days
after a student misses a pay
ment, the federal collectors get
on the case, since the government
insures both the loan and the
interest.
Uncle Sam is not stranger to
bill collecting and the results of
his latest collection effort were
gratifying. During the last six
months of 1974 twice the amount
of bad debts were collected as
during the first six months.

But while student bankruptcies
rose, they accounted for only
about ten per cent of all loan
evasions, according to the US
Office of Education (OE). The
other 90 per cent were ex
students who for some reason
cannot or will not pay.

Taking a cue from OE, many
institutions have begun to employ
collection agencies to catch
student skips.

In an effort to recoup some of
their losses, the federal govern
ment and other lenders have
undertaken a massive crackdown
of both student default and its
non-student causes.

At the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, where
collection
agencies were used for the first
time last year, one official
commented: “ We expect some
adverse publicity from this

The study concludes that,
despite recent moves toward
affirmative action, women today
are still “ less likely to receive the
rewards which their male
colleagues enjoy. ’ ’

The What, W hen,
W here, W hy and
How of the W ho
Both as a band and as individ
ual performers, The Who are
staying very busy.
Bassist John Entwistle will be
making his first American
concert tour with his new parttime band Ox in February. The
tour will coincide with the release
of Ox’s first album “ Mad Dogs.”
Meanwhile, Keith Moon’s solo
album, featuring a remake of the
Beach B oys’ “ Don’ t Worry
Baby,” will be released in March.
And, Roger Daltrey has finished
several cuts for his second solo
album, this one to be a hard
rocker. Finally, Pete Townshend
is finishing his advisory work on
the upcoming film version of
“ Tommy.” The film is set to
debut in the.U.S. on March 19.
Bandwise, The Who’s manager
and record label both report that
John, Keith, Roger, and Pete
should have a new giroup album
out sometime this year, and an
American tour is possible.
WET WILLIE’S HANDICAP:
Southern rockers Wet Willie have
become the first rock band tp
have a horse race named in their
honor. The New Orleans Fair
grounds Race Track recently
hosted
the
“ Wet
Willie
Handicap.” And yes, the band
members were on hand to
present the trophy.
TODD RUNDGREN TURNS
BLUE:
Singer,
com poser,
producer and glitter-star extra
ordinaire
Todd
Rundgren
reportedly has just taken the
glitter-rock movement one step
further by dying his pubic hair
blue.

JOHN DENVER MAY FORM
LABEL:
John
Denver
is
considering forming a new
record label with his manager
Jerry Weintraub and his
producer Milt Okun. Weintraub
says that while the label’s main
goal would be the development of
new talent, Denver might record
on the label himself.

McGUINN NEVER MISSES A
CALL: Roger McGuinn, former
leader of The Byrds, never
misses a phone call anymore.
For, McGuinn now carries a
portable telephone with him in
his briefcase almost every place
he goes.

(hiring collectors). But we just
can’t tolerate anyone not paying
us because they think we can’t do
anything about it.”
In an attempt to curtail student
bankruptcies, the University of
Southern California (USC) has
instituted a controversial policy.
With the economy the way it is,
many students don’t mind be
coming bad credit risks — about
the only stigma bankruptcy
carries. Now if a student defaults
a loan to USC, the school closes
his school records and bars read
mission until the loan is repaid.
Many loan officers have hit
upon another way to deal with
defaulters: don’t give them loans
in the first place. Rigorous
application procedures have be
gun to shut out many who are
considered bad risks. According
to a new OE report, these chronic
bad debts are usually poor, black
males or older married students.
Parents who underreport their
income to obtain loans for their
children have been another tar
get. Under pressure from partici
pating schools, the College
Scholarship Service (CSS) , which
administers parents’ confidential
statements, began to demand
income tax forms from a random
sample of more than a million
families. Under further pressure,
the CSS recently agreed to quad
ruple the number of spot checks it
does.

Under new proposed regu
lations for the guaranteed
student loan, all schools would be
required to adequately explain
loan provisions, to determine
whether a student might reason
ably profit from a course of
instruction before he enrolls (for
instance, no more blind people
bilked into air traffic controller’s
school) and to establish equitable
refund policies for student with
drawals as well as school
closures.
THE “ HOW MANY”
HULLABALOO
But while the govenment has
been slashing right and left at
defaults, it still can’t agree within
itself about how much default is
going on or about what an accept
able default rate might be.
Last month, for instance, the
General Accounting O ffice
(GAO) and OE faced a showdown
at credibility gap. GAO had
predicted \ that guaranteed
student loan defaults would reach
24.3 per cent by this July while
OE had predicted only 18.5 per
cent.
In an “ I’m OK, You’re OK”
briefing, OE explained that
GAO’s figures described the
default rate potential, while OE
had calculated the rate assuming
the government would not permit
defaults to reach their potential.

And for the first time, another
bad actor in the default story
began to receive heat from OE:
the schools themselves.

Under its new “ Loan Estima
tion Model,” developed at a cost
of $180,000, OE said it would be
better able to estimate how much
money would be necessary to pay
off defaults for years to come.

For the past seventy years,
many fly-by-night proprietary
schools have
inadequately
explained to students the liabil
ities involved in federal loans or
have folded leaving students with
an incomplete education, a huge
loan debt and a determination not
to pay for goods not received.

Oddly enough the model did not
include such “ external circum
stances” as inflation or un
employment, which OE admitted
were more important to the
pattern of defaults than any
characteristic their model did
analyze.

Killing Porpoise Without Purpose
by SCOTT THURBER
Before you bite into that succu
lent tuna-salad sandwich, Project
Jonah wants to ask you a ques
tion:

whale factory-boats. The tuna
catch is cleaned aboard the ships,
then frozen for ultimate delivery
to the canneries.

How many dolphins and
porpoises were killed last year by
the tuna-fishing industry — the
“ incidental” victims of techno
logy employed, by some of the big
brand tuna-packers?

When a herd of porpoises is
spotted, the seiner drops its
speedboats which, under radio
direction from the big ship’s
captain, “ herd” the porpoises
into a compact bunch.

The estimated kill runs from
200,000 to 400,000 annually,
according to officials of Project
Jonah, who have launched a
nationwide tuna boycott in an
effort to stop what they call a
mindless and needless slaughter.

Then a skiff is dropped, holding
one end of the net. It follows the
big ship in a tightening circle
around the porpoises (and tuna).
Once the net is “ set,” its top is
drawn tight like the top of a
drawstring purse, trapping both
the soughtafter tuna and die un
wanted porpoises.

The practice Jonah wants to
eliminate is called “ fishing on
porpoise,” and is limited to
yellowfin tuna, which follow the
porpoises and dolphins and feed
on their leftovers. Yellowfin
comprise 60 per cent of the
annual US catch, and 60 per cent
of the yellowfin are caught by
multi-million dollar vessels
called purse-seiners.
Jonah’s Eugenia McNaughton
said the seiners are like the huge

When the catch is hauled
aboard,, the tuna are sorted out
and the porpoises,— many badly
maimed, many already dead
from suffication — are dumped
unceremoniously back into the
sea.
Said McNaughton, “ the case is
stronger and more urgent than
even we had thought” — and the
boycott has now become a hard
reality.

Main targets of the boycott are
Star-Kist Foods, Inc., and Van
Camp Sea Food Co. (a division of
Ralston-Purina), both of Ter
minal Island, California, and
Bumble-Bee Seafoods, Astoria,
Oregon.
Jonah has urged boycotting
consumers to switch to chicken
salad and to quit buying any tuna
packed by the producers named.
With few exceptions, the cans
don’t say what kind of tuna is
inside, or how it was caught. This
leaves it up to consumers to find
independent canneries, probably
in Washington and Oregon.
Jonah has learned that a
scientific survey shows “ the
porpoise population has been
drastically reduced,” over the
past two years.
“ We don’t want to put the
small, independent tuna man out
of business,” says Ms. McIntyre.
“ What we’re against is agri
business in the sea.”
Jonah has chosen an unlikely
weapon for their new camign —

— a comic book called “ Net
Profit.” The book extolls the in
telligence and friendliness of
porpoises and dolphins — and
describes in graphic detail how
the big ships stalk and trap them.
The book, and other informa
tion, is available from Project
Jonah, P.O. Box 476, Bolinas, CA
94924.
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13 Rue de L'Amour' Lighthearted Farce
by William Moharsky
“ Amour” is a French farce by
a popular turn-of-the-century
dram atist
named
Georges
Feydeau and a new production of
the Studio Arena Theater.
An. exhilarative performance
through an excellent cast, it
features the indomitable Donald
Moffat along with his wife, Gwen
Amer, and Mr. Moffat as direc
tor.
The play breaks rather slowly
but none the less manages to
attain a hilarious pace which is
consistent throughout the per
formance.
There is the convincing hus
band, Duchotel, who insists on his
weekend hunting expeditions
which turn out instead to be visits
to his mistress at 13 Rue de
L’ Amour, his trusting and
unsuspecting wife, Leontine, who
faithfullv loads shotgun shells for
her philandering husband’s hunt
ing excursions, and Duchotel’s
close friend, Dr. Moricet, who
with his rather insipid poetry
tries to woo Leontine to his

bachelor’s apartment at 13 Hue
de L’Amour. A friend of the
family, Birabeau, a slow and
simple gent, plays the dupe who
suspects his wife of moral turpi
tude.
A relative of the family, JeanPierre, plays the college student
whose only problem is money,
money needed to entertain his
lady friend at 13 Rue de L’Am our.
Little does he know she doesn’t
live there anymore. Instead Dr.
Moricet has taken her room.
Consequently they all end up at
13 Rue de L’Amour.
M oricet con vin ces Leontine
that her husband is unfaithful, al
though he really doesn’t know;
none the less he uses it as a ploy
to persuade her to stay with him
at his bachelor’s apartment as an
act of revenge towards her
husband.
In the meantime Birabeau calls
in the inspector of tlje police to
attempt to catch his wife red
handed^n the act of infidelity.

Chaos ensues.
Duchotel is there in another
room and runs into Dr. Moricet
who is petrified at the sight of
him. Social disaster is avoided as
quickly as it takes to hide in the
closet and under a bedsheet.
Moricet. and Duchotel are fran
tically dashing from room to
room, minus their trousers, to
avoid being caught by the inspec
tor. The entrance of Jean-Pierre
adds to the already rampant in
sanity.
Managing to escape they are
all together at Duchotel’s house
the following day where the
inspector, with the aid of a pair of
trousers left at the scene, will
unmask the culprit.
As it turns out the deceiving
husband is confronted with his
lascivious deeds and forgiven by
his wife. The suitor is saved from
embarrassment but not frustra
tion and the student makes out
like a profiteer.
Gwen Arner and Tom Mardirosian in “ 13 Ruede L’Amour”

MEDAILLE COLLEGE
MENS' BASKETBALL TOUR
TEAMS: Rosary Hill, Villa Maria,
Bryant-Stratton, M edaille,
D Youville, Trocaire
PLACE:
Mount St. Joseph
Academ y Gym 2064 Main St
March 6,7,8

TIME

Prelim inary 6:30 P.M. 8:00 P.M.
Purchase tickets at W ick Desk.

PRICE
IfWTÏÏT7W/

s1.50 Pre-Sale $2.00 at Door

Rosary Hill College Career
Career Planning & Placem ent Office 1975

1975 Sumtaer Opportunities
College Work-Study Program (C.W.S.P.)
Positions Available

In Non-Profit Organizations such as:

Various School Systems
Social Agencies
Governm ental Agencies
If interested - Apply in the CP & PO.
Requirem ents
"SPEND SENSIBLY, SAVE YOUR MONEY,
AND CUT DOWN ON HIGH PRICED
FOODS."
_

1.
2.

) Eligibility determined by financial need.
) File parents' Confidential Statement (PCS) NOW!!!
so eligibility for the program may be determined.
(A LLO W 6 W EEK S)
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The Urge To Merge
by DEBBIE TOCCO
“Even without consolidation,
Rosary Hill j s going to survive,”
said Dr. Robert Marshall. The
aim of consolidation is to raise
the academic quality of Rosary
Hill and a few other area private
colleges. “ It would be to our
benefit and to their benefit to
consolidate. It’s not to our benefit
if other colleges fold. We don’t
offer whey they _do,” Dr.
Marshall explained.
; '
The possibility of merger is, on
a scale of ten, about six and a
half. Dr. Marshall commented,
“If it happens, I would like to see
it within twelve to eighteen
months.”
Conceivably, the merger would
work like this: Rosary Hill would
probably merge with two other
private colleges (total student
population not to exceed 3,000).
The new conglomerate would be
called X College. Hypothetically,
there could then exist the Rosary
Hill Division of Liberal Arts at X
College, Y Division of Health
Sciences at X College, and Z
Division of Education at X
College.

Question: What is your opinion
of the possibly merger of Rosary
Hill College with other private
colleges in the area?
Place: Rosary Hill College
Campus

“ If the State lets us call it
‘University’ these would become
colleges of a University,” Dr.
Marshall said, “What we name it
depends on the source of financial
aid and encouragement.”
Dr. Marshall is not in favor of
bussing students from campus to
campus for classes at U.B. is
currently doing. If a student is
living at Rosary Hill and taking
most of his or her courses on a
different campus, it would be
best for that student to live on the
other campus during that semes
ter. For those inevitable courses
that must be taken on a different
campus Dr. Marshall said, “ It
would be easier to bus the facul
ty.”
.
Dr. Marshall is convinced that
the academic standard provided
will improve because of the inters
play between those colleges
merging. Consolidation will not
necessarily effect the academic
foundations of RHC. Thesis and
Co-seminar Would be retained as
requirements of the Rosary Hill
Division of the new college.
Degrees would conceivably be

issued to students graduating
from “Rosary Hill Division of X
College.” Dr. Marshall would like
to see the identity of each college
participating in the m erger
preserved to the greatest extent
possible.
Although the issue of consolida
tion is not primarily an issue of
survival for Rosary Hill, the
financial plight of the colleges
involved could be a decisive
factor in the merger movement.
Dr. Marshall said, “ It would be
wise even if they weren’t in
trouble. They had the idea- ten
years ago. It’s just easier now.”
A consolidation would cut down
expenses. “ I see the majority of
savings in the administrative
area and in a divestiture of
property,” Dr. Marshall added.
Dr. Marshall sees a possibility
of all divisions of X College being
housed on one campus eventu
ally. Rosary Hill has the neces
sary property available to build
upon to accommodate the expect
ed student enrollment. Monetary
backing of the construction could
conceivably come from the

Rosary Hill Response:
Merger

“It would probably be a good
idea but. there are certain
“The question to be asked at
problems that would have to be
this point is ‘With what colleges
worked out — problems being:
would Rosary Hill merge?’ It
which campus would be used as a
seems to me that the only private
central facility and who would
institutions within the vacinity
make administrative decisions
worth merging with would be
and what facilities if any, would
Canisius College and Niagara
be closed and who would detef mUniversity, which I do not believe^ ine those closings. In practical
would consider such an action.
ity, I would find it an extremely
Rosary Hill College has been
hard plan to im plem ent iq
known for its academ ically
Buffalo, New York because of the
superior educational system , < distances between the colleges
above that of other private insti
involved.”
tutions in the area. Such an
Lames Chase, Student
attempt to consolidate with those
rem aining likely candidates
“ It has been my experience
would therefore, in my opinion, ' that many of the Universities and
be a hindrance to our present
College systems in the country
academic standing. Keeping i n . are considering adoption of thè
mind the. sole purpose for an
‘cluster college’,, concept. The
educational institution, a merge
basis of the concept is small
should only be considered if a “da
group interaction. For example,
or die” situation is imminent for
the University of Buffalo has a
Rosary Hill College.” .
Health-related college, a Social
Christine Barto, Student
Sciences college,. Living Learn
ing centers, and so on^Eurther, it
“ I’m for it if anyone can
is my understanding that if
convince me that it’s genuinely to
Rosary Hill College were to
anyone’s advantage.”
merge with other private colleges
Peter Siedlecki,
in the area it too would adopted
English Faculty
the cluster college concept.

Personally, I can see many
advantages to this concept, being
adopted by this college. However,
the final determinations of this
plan would involve extensive
preparations, planning and skill
full management.”
Dr. Stephen Adorian,
Admissions
“If it’s the only thing to keep
Rosàry Hill herej it’s good. But if Rosary Hill can survive on its
own, then nq,”
Dave Domboski, Student
“ I t ’s inevitable with the
decrease in perspective college
students, that some type of
merger appears to be necessary
in order to. provide quality
private education. Since
consider "Rosary Hill College to
be one of the strongest of those
considering consolidation, I be
lieve that it would be to the bene
fit of the various institutions in
volved to join together to make a
strong institution of p rivate
education.”
Sister Marie Therese Dixon,
Math Faculty

e
mm
divestiture of property of the
other schools. “ If you were going
Jo build a college today, would
you put it in the city?” posed Dr.
Marshall.

“ When I first came to Rosary
Hill in 1973 I was impressed with
the small college atmosphere. I
mean the ‘close-knit family’ o f
ad m in istrato rs, faculty and
students. I-feel,that this close
ness, which is unique to Rosary
Hill, will be missing if the merger
takes place. The decision to
merge is not mine. I just hope
that the people involved make the
right decision. To Dr. Marshall
and the rest of the administra
tion, I wish them the best of
luck.”
Brian McQueen, Student

Although Dr. Marshall has
admitted that there is more inter
est iru. merger on the parts of
other administrations, he has
assured that the possible merger
has nothing to do with the fact
that the RHC administration is
; Currently non-contracted. “ It’s a
! completely different question,”
i he emphasized.
|
l
!
!
!
I.

Before the merger becomes a
reality, a study will be conducted
to determine whether or not there
should, in fact, be â merger. If
the conclusions of the study indicate that a merger would be
beneficial, it must be determined
in what ways the merger will
take effect.
“A particular person in the
community, well-respected and
neutral, a recognized leader in
the community,” according to
Dr. Marshall, will head the study.
Dr. Marshall continued, “Who
ever the leaders of the
community are who put this thing
together v will put together a
consulting team .” This team will
decide if and how Rosary Hill
should merge with area private
colleges. ~

“The most important thing is
that Rosary Hill continues be
cause we can offer a form of
education that is just not avail
able in the State system. Merger
may bring difficulties, but
they’re well worth risking and
overcoming.”.
V
. " Fr. Don Wangler,
Campus Ministry

“If I’m involved, the student
will be,” Dr. Marshall added, “ I
propose we all become equal
partners in a new college. A good
viable academic unit is what
you’re after.”

“ If it means the difference be
tween dying out and continuing
as a viable institution than I’m all
for it.”
*
Linda Etzel, Student

NOTEi I would like to thank all
of these students, friends, faculty
and administration alike who
have been helping me through
my injury.
Thank you,
Dennis W. Morley
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Dear Editor

MARCH 18,1975

MEMO TO : The Campus^ Community

Dear Editor:
On behalf of Phi Beta Gamma
Fraternity, I would like to thank
all the people who helped us in
raising money at die Mardi Gras
for the Allan Johnson fund.

To the Editor:
I wish to address this to the un
signed letter in the March 4,1975
edition of The Ascent. I do have to
agree with one statement made
in it. Dr. Marshall did state on a
local television show that he
doesn’t play the role of loco
parentis. Well, I’m sorry if this
comes as a surprise, but neither
does Tom Steinberg or the Resi
dent Assistants.
>
The conception of the people
which I have spoken with, in
cluding faculty, administration
and students, has been that Yin
loco parentis” means in place of
parents. To my knowledge, the
law is not considered parents.
Dear Faculty and Student Body,
On Saturday night, .February
22. a basketball team represent
ing your College was defeated by
a team of our seminarians 59-56
at our gym. The final score was
not important; the experience of
the encounter was significant.
It was a pleasure for us to. host
> this group of young men and the
fans who accompanied them.
Their values of poise, re 
sponsibility, sportsmanship, and
genuine Christian * charity de
signate them as a “ c4ass” team

Granted, parents may or may not
approve of their son or daughter
smoking pot, but this is not the
issue. The way the law, not
parents, is written, is that it is
illegal to use, sell or have m ari
juana in your possession.
Perhaps drugs are just another
way of coping with the boredom
of giving here on campus, byt
what have you, the students who
wrote the unsigned letter done to
get activities here on campus,
and w hat’s wrong, with offcampus involvement? Maybe it’s
about time you MADE a life here
on campus arid get involved.
Name Withheld
indeed. Rosary^ Hill College can .
boast of basketball players and
fans who enhance the excellent
reputation of their school.
In earning the respect of those
who attended the game, Rosary
Hill College scored a victory not
indicated by the meaninglessness
of a final score.
' Good luck in the future and
please know that it will be our*
pleasure to welcome you here
again.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. McQueen

I would also like to thank Larry
Griffin, Manager of Food Ser-\
vice, for contributing a bottle of
Seagrams blended whiskey; and
also a fellow brother, who con
tributed a bottle of Great Western
Champagne. $32.00 wasf raised
from the raffling off of these bot
tles, and then given to the Allan
Johnson fund.
Again, Thank You.
Sincerely,
Russ Lupi,
President of Phi, Beta _
Gamma Fraternity
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There are three pieces of in
formation which I should like to
shâre With you.
1. Dr. Alvin P. Lierheim/er,
A ssociate Com missioner for
Higher Education, has informed
us that our proposed program
leading to a B.A. in Humanities
has been registered on an interim
basis until such time as a formal
^ visit is. made for evaluation
purposes.'IUsually such a visit is
planned to coincide with that of
Middle States.)

2. The Middle States Associa
tion has informed t us that Dr.
Francis J. Mertz has agreed to
serve as* chairman of the team
that will come to Rosary Hill Col
lege in the fall. Dr. -Mertz is
Executive Vice President of St.
Peter’s College in Jersey City,
New Jersey. He earned his B.A.
from St. Peter’s College and a
J.D. from New York University.
3.
;Dr. Marshall has appointed
(reappointed) the following
faculty members as chairmen of
their respective concentrations
for a three-year period.
Business & Economics, Mr.
Ralph DeVito; Education, Dr.
Edward McMahon; History &
Government, Dr. John Starkey;
Psychology,
Dr.
R ichard
Cimbalo.

Veterans! What's The Difference?
On December 3,1974, Congress
enacted the “ Vietnam E ra
Veteran’s Readjustment Act,”
increasing benefits and financial
entitlements for our type of
Educational Institutional Train1
ing. This increase was made
retroactive to September 1, 1974.
To illustrate, the graph below
shows the new rates and general
requirements to receive them.
(This table is forVeterans under
chapter 34 only.)
Note: R ates differ during
summer school.

Other programs which felt sub
stantial increases were the Work
Study Program, the Tutorial
Dear Members of the Campus
Assistance Program and the
Community:
Vocational Rehabilitation PcoAllen Johnson Cerebral Palsy- •^gram. In addition, veteran’s who
We would like to extend a
sincere thank-you to everyone . Fund, Versailles Volunteer Fire
served after World War II and
Company, Versailles, New York
who contributed to the AJlen
before "the Korean Conflict, or
14168.
* Johnson Cerebral Palsy Fund. At
after the Korean Conflict who
Rosary Hill, we contributed
have , service-connected condiA special mention of appreciaj
$153.00 to the fund drive.
tion should gcLto the members of
Phi Beta Gamma Fraternity as
' As of February 27, 1975,.a total
well as all the Individuals who
of $7700.00 had been collected.
participated in the collection ef
The goal of $10,000.00 is expected
„ *
to be reacheaVery soon. Anyone' forts.
Gratefully, .
wishing to make an individual
Richard Pemick
ponafion may do so by mailing it
Barbara Sheehan
directly to:

The Ascent

M EM O1 TO: The Campus
Community
FROM: S. M arita Lannan,
O.S.F., Vice P resident for
Academic Affairs S.M.L.

Institutional Training^

No
Dep
Full Time (12 hrs. and ffioi'e) $270
% Time (9,10, llh fs .)
203
% Time (6,7,8 h rs:)
135
Less than half-time or
Active Duty Enrollment '

1
Dep
$321
240 ‘
160

2 ,
Dep
$366
275
182

Ea Add
Dep
$22
17
11

Tuition cost, not to exceed rate of
$270 mo. for full-time
195 mo. for % time
130 mo. for Vz time or less,
but more than lA time
65 mo. for lA time.
tions evaluated at less than 30 per
cent disabling no longer must
de m o n s t r a t'e p r o n o u n c e d
employnaeni handicap to be eli
gible for Vocation Rehabilitation
Trainirig. .
There are also Educational
loans available to veterans under
the GI Bill; if the veteran is
qualified to receive it. However,
as with all Federal Education

Loan programs, these are be
coming increasingly difficult to
g e t;
-

Any questions about the above
areas should be directed to Bruce
Hart, the Vet-Rep-On-Campus.
Mb'. Hart is on campus every
Tuesday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and is in room DS 230. ,

r
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What's the Future of RHC Theatre Arts?
by CATHY BALL JENSEN

“The most important thing
Cheryl revealed that the inthat's happened is that the spirit
ming freshmen have some
strange notions about the pro
the concentratiôn used to have is
dead. We’re tired .of paying $4000
gram of „Theater Arts here. “A
and still having to fight fdr some
girl came in the other day. She
thing.” Cheryl Arnold, president
didn’t know there wasn’t a dance
of the Theater Arts concentra
program. She thought the stage
tion, looked across thekxafeteria. in the theater was a classroom.”
Cheryl glanced downwards and
She continued, “We^kee|> talking
to the administration to see if we
said, “We tell them ‘you can get
can/havethe quality we once had.
through with a not-so-bad educa
We can’t get what we’re entitled
tion. But it’s not worth the
to. There’s all kinds of ridiculous
money. The first year is great.
courses listed in the catalogue * You get individual attention, you
that we don’t have. Gene
have conferences with your
Lenahan is a tech major. He goes
professors. It builds confidence.
to U.B. or Buff State to complete
You get the Basics. But aft« 1that
his requirements. He still pays
— nothing.”
$4000 though.”
£'.$\ ¡ ¡ t¡ 3 -■ - • ,
. gfev \\ v
;.^ * £-*■
Cheryl
is
presently
a.
sophomore Theater Arts major.
“Next year there will be no junior
class. We’re all leaving. I don’t
Theater Arts has been one of know about the freshmen. Maybe
the concentrations most severely' they’re like we were last year.
hit by the recessibn. Decreasing You’re doing what you finally
enrollment and the high cost of a want to do. But you really get dis
Fine Arts program will ul couraged fast. Sometimes I feel
timately result in the disconti- bad saying these things but as a
nuation of Theater Arts in its student/1 have to look at what my
money is getting me. It’s not
present form.
worth it Anymore. Every person
in the Theater would stay here
but ydu can’t take the risk anyiiiore. I never wanted to; leave
here, never.” She stopped as if to
contemplate on the words she had
Sister M arita Lannan, Vice5- spoken. She leaned her head to
President for Academic Affairs, one aide. “The worst thing*of it is
comments, “ Fine Arts is the —we’ve run out of solutions. The
most expensive area. In theater sophomores last year stayed on
you need money for royalties, blind faith. They stayed to. keep
costuming, staging . . . If you tiie concentration alive, and they
can’t put on a quality program, can’t transfer. They’re getting
you shouldn’t have one. And if the shitty end. Theater is money.
you don’t have students, you To get quality theater, you need
moneyrNo money, no quality.”
can’t afford one.”

i

Sister Marita produced figures
showing a dwindling number of
students in Theater Arts in the
last five years. “This program is
ynpossible to maintain. JVe had
to look for viable alternatives.
What we’re looking at now is a
B.A. in English with a sequence
in Theater, like Education has.
Isn’t it alw ays the English
teacher who is asked to put on the
plays? As far as employment,
both of these capabilities are
good assets.”

She placed the folder on the
table. “ If we maintain -this se
quence, we won’t be losing. There
will still be productions to enrich
college life.. When I first came
here there was* a Drama Club,
•open to everyone, There are
others with performance in them.
I know it seems like a step back
wards, but in terms of student in
volvem ent,'it , could be enrich
ment.”
Ç jS S F

Both Sister Marita and Dr.
Elizabeth O’Neil, Chairman of
the English and the Theater Arts
concentrations, have talked with
the Theater Arts students. They
know how the students feel. But
they see this change as an un
avoidable one.

Sister Marita acknowledged, 7 The recommendation from the
student faculty meeting will go
“ It’s a very substantive change.
to the Educational Policies Com
The* students, here like RHC but
mittee. The EPC’s recommenda
thqy want to be theater people.
tion will be passed on to Dr.
It’s rough at times to decide what
Marshall.
are the priorities. They’ve looked
at alternatives, at foundations.
They really worked hard, but
Dr. O’Neil ‘ sh ares Sister
without success.”
Marita’s belief that Theater Arts
may be more integrated into the
college with this, move. “We hope
On Thursday, March 6, the Theater Arts will be a more vital
Theater Arts concentration held
part of college life. Perhaps Art
the meeting in which they would
students will be able to get into
decide what recommendations
scene design. The quality m the
they would give in regards to '.program won’t be diminished.
their concentrations continuance.
We’lJ have the same program and
Dr. O’Neil shared the outcome of the same faculty . , A.B.A. in
that meeting.
English is also better in the job
market. It might enhance the
chances of graduate school.”
“ We made a commitment to
the on-cam pus people to
complete the B.F.A. and B.A. in
Theater Arts. This is with the
very minimum-faculty of two. We
asked for recommendations from
the two and for student reaction
and input. We’re going to drop the
B.F.A. for incoming freshrjlen
and retain the B.A. for one year.”

She continued, “We had to
make this decision in view of the
situation in the country and the
world. We can’t go from semester
to semester" That’s how we got
into this, on what may be. Rather
than bring freshmen in for a B.A.
or B.F.A. in Theater, we’ll bring
them into English with a se
quence in Theater Arts.”

“ Instead of eroding, we wanted
to make a positive step and re-'
generate. The students would like
to see the program go out grace
fully rather than limp out,” said
the Chairman.
It has been said that “ theater
pebple” are a breed different
from the others in the main
stream of life. Though this new
program has . becam e an
economic inevitability, the
Theater Arts majors are not
easily reckoned to its positive
aspects. This feeling is a difficult
one to express to other.s. A s_
Cheryl ended the interview, she
pointed out, “ You don’t realize
what you’ve got till you lose it. I
think someday they’re 'gonna
realize it.”

Panel on 'Higher Education In Period of Recession'
by MARIE FORTUNA
In answer to where the jobs
are, Dr. Marshall said, “ There
are 40 openings for college presi
den ts/’ Audience chuckled.

stress situation. I pay attention to
the interpersonal relations.
That’s the way social agencies
operate,” Jack Wiley said.

Panelists discussed whether
college education would help
personsjin d jo b s ^

“ What professionals need skills
in are power’politics. They need
insights into com m unity o r
ganization. That’s where the jobs
will be,” he added.

M r .4 Jack Wiley, Director of
Program and Staff Training at
the YMCA, praised the Co-Op
program at Rosary Hill. “ I have
198 Resumes in my file. Mostly'
from persons who have B.A.
degrees in the social sciences.
Keep as many options open as
possible. Graduate School is. one
option. Co-Op program is
another,” said Mr. Wiley.
“The YMCA has some Rosary
Hill students as part ofrCo-Op.
What I watch for in employees is
the potential for leadership in a

“ I’d be much more inclined to
hire a person who has had the
practical experience Co-Op,pro
vides than I would to hire a col
lege graduate without the ex
perience,” Mr. Carl Carballada,
Vice-President of Manufacturers
and Traders Trust Co. admitted.
“If I could put a student in the
bank for a year as part of his
education, we could teach him
management skills. How to make
loans for example,” he said.

“I’d advise freshmen to get in
volved in part time work or a
summer job to build rapport so
that you will be able to get full
time, work later. Chances are
better that way then they are if
you come in cold after gradua
tion,” Mr. Carballada suggested.
Mr. Ralph DeVito, chairman of
Business
and
Econom ics
Concentration said, ^‘Labor
Department statistics are wrong
persistently. F irst we read
engineers are needed. Then
engineers are NOT needed. Now
there’s a shortage.” How to train
students for specific jobs when.
What skills are needed? Where
are the jobs? That’s what the
educators wanted to know. Dr.
Moran felt people” should not put
their lives totally in the hands of
the market.”
“The economic reward is NOT

the only fconsideration ANY
BODY' should take. Is the in
dependent exploration of one’s
interests a luxury? Every hour,
you spend in- a bank is an hour
spent away from Keats, Shelley
and Aristotle,” he exclaimed.
(The audience laughed and
applauded.)
“ Is Co-Op for every one?”
asked Dr. Moran. Linda Oswald,
personnel director of Sample,
Inc. felt that Co-Op is an the right
track. She also believes college
education itself with out Co-Op is
valuable.
“Co-Op experience will put you
10 or 20 points ahead. But a
liberal arts degt#e shows me, a
person has the ability to learn, to
survive. We need the liberal arts
imagination,” she said.

“Maybe the optimum vocation
today is wine waiter in a lumber
camp,” Dr. Marshall joked.

After the panel, Dr. Paul
Hennin added, “ I would always
prefer to be well educated rather
than well trained. If I am well
educated, people will be glad to
train me.

Sharing a bit of her personal
experiences Dr. Hennin^ saidj “I
can do any work without humilia
tion, because I have a sense of
identity. I have worked as a land1
scaper, as an embassy assistant,
anii as a dqpr to door sales per
son. I can do it. I have a sense of
my own identity which I gained
through my fine education.”
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A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To . . .
by TONY VIOLANTI
done counseling m all phases of
care.
“I started a woman’s liberation
movement at Hartwick. Women’s
lib is a misnomer. Liberation
involves equal rights for all. Men
should have the right to do what
they want. All people should ha we
the option to fill whatever role
that suits their particular needs,
whether man or woman. It’s only
in the last five or ten years that
people have been questioning
their roles.”
E v e n tin ' her serious roles,
strange things keep happening to
Dee.
'
“Once I had to drive a girl
student to the hospital,” Dee said
as a silver chain bracelet jingled
on her supple right wrist.

Once while visiting a high
school on her job as an
Admissions Counselor, Dee _
Carbonelli got lost trying to find
the ladies room. Dee was trying
to find her way back to the
school’s guidance office when a
hall m onitor stopped her.
“Students have to use the other
door/’ said the monitor. “ It was
bad enough t a be stuck in the
haliway but I also had to go to the
bathroom like a racehorse,” Dee
laughingly recalled. A student
finally showed Dee the way back
to the office.
“Two minutes later the hall
monitor came- ba<?k and
apologized. That aggravated me
because he treated me by my
status instead of what I am ,” Dee
said.
“ I ’ve considered painting
wrinkles on my face, that would
make me look older. It doesn’t

Diane Carbonelli
help that I live on Tootsie-roll
pops, I ’m addicted to them” Dee
said as she held up an almost
empty plastic Tooste-roll pop
bag. “They’re good, they keep
the pimples growing strong.”
Dee Carbonelli is a physical
image of the All-American girl.
Her'lightesome body is accented
by dark hazel eyes, freckles and
sandy brown hair. She’s in her
mid-twenties but she’ll probably
look' like 17 forever. Her
appearance
belies
her
experience. Dee has seen the
world, and dealt with harsh
realities.
“ My
bag
is
personal
counseling,” Dee said. “ I worked,
as a participant observer at
Bassett Hospital in Cooperstbwn,
New York. I dealt with problems
iike abortions and drug addiction,
f was a head resident for two
years at Hartwick College. I’ve

“On our way to the hospital a
cop pulled us over. I was driving
my husband’s car and his name
was on the registration. The cop
looked at that, then he asked to *
see my license. I had just gotten
married and my license was in
my maiden name. The cop was
making memervous and the girl
in the car was just shaking to
death. I told the cop I wasn’t
speeding and asked him why he
stopped me.,‘I wanted to see what
the inside of a Javelin AMX
looked like,’ the cop said.”
As an Admissions Counselor,
Dee visits high schools and junior
colleges, to tell prospective
students about Rosary Hill. “ My
job gives me an opportunity to
drive a lot, she said. “ I love to
drive. I could drive for hours,”
Dee said as she rested her elbow
on the huge brown desk in her
office.
“There are various approaches
to admissions. There’s hard sells,

soft sells and no sells at all. I’m a
soft sell. I try to get students to
talk about themselves. For most
people that’s the most interesting
subject to talk about.
“ I won’t sell Rosary, Hill to
someone who might just end-up
transferring to another school. I
sometimes have trouble with
Rosary Hill’s image. I’m a girl,
representing a private school.
People think of it as a CatJjolic
school — Rosary Hill doesn’t
sounds Jewish.” •
Dee quickly lit-up a cigarette
as she talked about her job.
“Once people have a stereo
type, it’s hard to rg-educate
them . Being a female in ad
missions work has advantages
and dis-advantages. It works
against me because it reinform ces the stereotype of
Rosary Hill. It works for me if a
male Will look at me and my
presentation. You can tell the
guys who flirt by their first
questions. Some of these high
school guys are pretty big.”
Today the role of admissions
counselor’s has changed. “ It’^
tough for sm all colleges to
survive,” Dee said. “ Years ago,
admission counselors could sit
back in their ia t chairs and wait
for students to come 'to them.
They just can’t do that any
more.” . .
vDee pointed towards a small
metal filing cabinet on a book
case in ha* office. “ Each of those
yellow cards in the cabinet repre
sents a prospect who. nas
expressed an interest in Rosary
Hill,” she said. “ I’ll contact all of
them. Rosary Hill has a lot to
offer. It will be interesting to see
what happens to the school in the
next few years.”

Why don’t people call her Diane
or Mrs. Carbonelli?
“People call me Dee because I
always put that on my jbooks
when I was m college and it stuck
as a nickname,” Dee said. “I
don’t feel old enough to introduce
m yself as M rs. Carbonelli.
Respect doesn’t come with a title,
it comes from what you are.”
Are funny
things—^ still
happening to Dee Carbonelli?
“ The first time I went out on
thé road for Rosary Hill, I got lost
near Watertown, New York,”
Dee said as she leaned back in
her chair. “ I finally wound-up on
a side road. A cop came by and
told me to follow him. He pulled
away but my car wouldn’t start.
The transmission was broken.
“ When I applied for the
admissions job at Rosary Hill, I
was suffering with a severe cold.
My husband came with me for
the jpb interview and he
answered most of the questions. I
kept nodding my head.
“ Another time on the road, the
office let me use the college
President’s car. I stopped at a
gas station and when I was ready
to leave, the car wouldn’t start. I
called the school, then 1 called
my husband. Two mechanics
worked on the car but it still
wouldn’t start. Finally, I gave it
one last try and it worked. I still
have no idea what was wrong
with the car.”
}
»
Dee
Carbonelli
has
a
marvelous sense of humor and
enjoys life. There is one thing
that upsets her:
‘‘Anything that violates an
.individual's right to become what
he or she has the potential of
becoming, infuriates me.”

Horsin'Around With Little O ttand George
R eprinted by perm ission *
American Horseman and the'
Author C. Feb., 1974 written by
Holly English Payne. Edited for
Ascent by George Krantz.

Presently, I am Jn th e ,
Medical Records curriculum.'
Five years ago I began a
friendship with Little Ott; an
unusual name, a unique horse.

*

To see George Krantz and his
Little Ott loping around the ring
. at Tally Ho Stables in Brookville,
Long Island, you probably would
not notice anything
unusual

about them. Horse and rider in
perfect accord. Nothing unusual,
unless you know that George is
handicapped. Born with cerebral
palsy, he is fulfilling a childhood
dream — to own, train, and ride
his own horse.
Daily rides in the green rings
and paddocks of Tally Ho Stables,
surrounded by leggy show horses
and racing trotters, George is far
away from a childhood filled with
the awkwardness of heavy metal
braces. After two operations at
the age of 12, the braces were no.
longer necessary,^

“ I guess it was “ Gunsmoke”
that got me started,” George
notes, “Do you remember Ches
ter, the sheriff’s deputy with the
bad leg? He used to ride all the
tim e, and being young and
im pressionable as I was, I
figured that if he could ride, I
could, too.”

George’s riding started slowly.
*He was first able to try riding at
the age of 17 while vacationing,
with his family on a farm. He im
mediately decided he wanted to
keep riding, renting horses not
far from home. Eight years later,
he met Ott. “He’s a great horse,!’
exclaims George, “ He had to be
pretty patient with me at first.
You should have seen me the first
summer — I was like a little old
lady. It took me an hour to get
^him tacked up and out of the stall,
at least five minutes for me to
ease myself into the saddle and
then I would go out into the ring
for a record-breaking 10-minute
ride. I would get very sore if I
rode longer than that. Now I have
ridden for as long as an hour and
a half. That isn’t much for the
■average rider, but quite an
improvement for me.”

George’s independence opened
the door to double pleasure in
owning Little Ott. Frustrated by
needing assistance to mount;
George set out to teach Ott to
kneel on command so he could
step aboard with ease. Playing it
by ear at first, George began by
teaching him to tuck his head
down to his chest. Extending the
left leg came next, then combin
ing both steps. “ A piece of carrot
is the reward for tricks well
done,” says George.
“Tricks became as satisfying
to me as riding,’,’ he continues,
“and I imagine they are és
important to me as shows and
jumping are to the rest of the
stable.” They frequently perform
for the children around the stable
and their repertoire includes
bowing, shaking the head “Yes”
and “No,” crossing the front legs
with the head drooping ‘!like a
drunk horse’! and the funniest
looking trick- curling the upper
lip as though he were laughing.
George dislikes asking for help.
“ Î don’t think of myself as being
handicapped,” he says, “ I judge
myself by what I can do, jiot by
how I look. I beliéve that if some
one really wants to ride and he is
determined and it is at. all

possible, then he should be
allowed to . No one has the right to
hold a person back just because
he happens to be handicapped. It
is up to that handicapped person
to discover what his own limit
ations are and for him to decide
what he is going to do with his
life.”
When asked what his parents
think of their one-time cerebral
palsy poster child riding almost
daily, George claims they think
it’s great. Ott’s blacksmith point
ed out that compared to the aver
age horse, Ott might be consider
ed spoiled. “ But he has to be,”
explains the blacksmith, “This is
a vary special horse for a man
with a special situation. To find a
horse and owner so well suited to
each other is rare.”
v- N |§!

I sold Ott shortly before
coming to Rosary Hill, but we
had four great years. You
know, I never did find out how
he got his name. After, visiting
him during the Thanksgiving
. recess', lean report that he has
a fine home, he remembered
all of his tricks and I have not
forgotten him.
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Rosary Hill Reach Out
Part I: Social Work Field Experience
V

P art I: Social Work
Field Experience
by MARIE FORTUNA
Editors Note:
This is the first in a series on
RHC student services to and
involvement with the commun
ity.
“I chose Roswell Park Memor
ial Institute as my placement be
cause I wanted to work in a medi
cal center .with the terminally
ill,” said Louise SalamOne.
Fourteen students from the
Social Work Concentration work
in various community agencies
and institutions as student social
workers. Interviews with two of
them follow.
. $
/ “Dying is so lonely,” Louise
lamented, “The hardest part of
my work is knowing when a
person wants to talk about her
fears. I’m glad I read Elizabeth Kubler-Ross’s book “On Death *
and Dying.” I had a chance to
identify each of those different
phases a person goes through.
Denial, anger, bargaining,
acceptance.”
.■t
“A helping person needs to
have a lot of insight to sense
when a person is ready to talk,”
she explained,“To feel with the
person what he or she is feeling,
that’s what I want to do.”
... “We’re all afraid to die,”
Louise said, “ People have ego
defenses for a reason. It’s defin
itely wrong to break down those
defenses.”

Some social work field experience students: left to right — Robin Gabner, Pat Ardino, “ Skip”
Mahler, Len Williams, Louise Salamone, Pat McCue, Dick Pernick, Barb Lutner, Mike Schiffier.
Louise Salam one’s duties
include anything that meets the
immediate needs of the patient.
“ IJielp hirtrget medical cover
age and financial assistance,”
she said, “ I contact his relatives.
Most of all I help patients gain the
deeper self acceptance they
need.”

“The in-coming patient has to
cope with role change,” she
continued. “ A change from thp
role of an independent person to
that of a patient. The person’s
reactio n ^to this. role-change
, varies. Family reactions vary,
too. The patients and their
families always need help with
adjustment to a whole set of new
roles.”
“Once I had to accompany a
woman to M illard Fillm ore
Hospital where her child was
tested for a brain tumor.” Louise

Related, “ She seemed to be a
pillar of strength. She had lived
with uncertainty and tension for
years. The brain tumor had been
discovered four years earlier.”
“Tests showed the boy (now 8
years old) had an inoperable
brain tumor,” she said “ The
mother came apart. I was able to
help her by sharing her concerns.
I could relate to her very well be
cause i have' a four and a half
year old son myself.”
“ Facing the death of a patient
squarely is '¿ornetifnes difficult
for the doctor, too,” Louise noted.
M 1 “This doctor had just lost two
of his patients and the third (Hie
was in the Jourth and fatal stage
of the same disease,” she contin
ued, “He felt a sense of personal
failure. He couldn’t tell the wife
that her husband was dying. I
was able to help him. And I help
ed prepare the wife for the death
of her husband.”

“ I really enjoy my work as
caseworker,” exclaimed Marie
Cieplinski, “ I do intake and
follow up.” Marie chose Ingleside
Home, a residential center for
adolescents in crisis, as her
placement.
/ v i

“The girls have emotional and
behavioral problem s,”,. M arie
said, “Lots <*f girls’ family struc
tures are very bad. The volun
teers in the ‘Big Sister’ program
will help a lot. The girls need a
role model. And they need a
friend outside the agency. They
are inside all the time. The girls
who are pregnant even go to
school inside Ingleside.”

“They need to get out more,”
she admitted, “Twice monthly
we take the girls out to a nearby
school. They use the gym, the
pool table.”

Marie Cieplirtski, who does
group work and individual coun
seling, started 4jje ‘Big Sister’
program. She gets frustrated
sometimes: “ Lots of the girls
have -Character disorders. That
requires lengthy treatment. You
have to get them motivated.
Sometimes they don’t really want
to come for counseling.”
Field experience gives Louise
and Marie opportunities to test
their potential for social work
and their interest in the particu
lar field they have chosen. They
learn how to apply theory to
actual practice. They gain the
ability to work well with the regu
lar staff. They discover other
community resources and other
disciplines. They learn hojv best
to help the clients.
What each student learns he or
she shares with others during the
weekly seminars.
-Other students presently in
field work a r e :,Barbara Lufkin,
Shannon Shipston, Robin Gabner,
Harold Mahler, Patricia McCue,
Jack ie
N avarro,
R ichard
Fernick, Pat Ardino; Mike Schiffler, Leonard Williams, Clara
Schillaci and Lisa Rafferty. A
partial listing of agencies they
service are: New York State
Division for Youth, Linw ood'
Community Services, Children’s
Rehabilitation, Gateway and The
Psychiatric Clinic.

Co Ifer - Distado Wedding
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S A Plans Activities
by JOHN J. WROBLEWSKI
“You had to practically beg
people to vote, but when they
hear about a mixer with free
beer, they come,” said Dennis
Morley, Chairman of the Student
Governing Board of the Student
Association.
“ We’re sick of people
complaining and asking what
we’re doing with their money.”
Deftnis said, nursing a broken
shoulder, “in the first place, it’s
not their money.’-’
Thdre has been confusion
among many students whobelieve that the Student Asso
ciation is getting all the money
collected from the student fee. As
this money goes into the general
budget fund, this is not the case.
“We would like to have just half
their money,” ;Dennis said.
With less thap-$6,000, S.A. has
am bitious "plans for
the
remainder of the semester. They
have already scheduled movies,
mixers and coffeehouses. The

Association plans a three day
“Spring Weekend” to bé held offcampus, with live music and oncampus activities as well. Also
funded a re student clubs,
recognized by S.A. individual
students presenting papers, and
game room equipment.
“The idea is not to stereotype
us,” said Dennis.
The Association has-voted upon
a resolution which bans S.A.
parties, T-shirtS, or mugs funded
with student money. Also, past
members of the Association ere
going to have to start paying to
get into S.A. functions. Only
current Association m em bers
now get in for free.
Dejmis’ biggest problem is
apathy. No one wants to go
through the work of arranging a
coffee house if “no one attends.”
Meetings of the Association are
usually not closed, and any
interested students can* get in
touch with the chairman at Wick
Desk.

by JOHN J. WROBLEWSKI
Richard “ Ma Hen”. Colfer and Deborah DiStacio, two former
Rosary Hill resident students, were married Feb. 22 in Lindenhurst,
Long Island. Dick was art influential member of the Phi Beta Gamma
fraternity, and took part in Student Government as President of the
Resident Student Association. Debbie, also involved in resident
politics, arranged a modern wedding service, complete with folk
music, and a gospel reading from Dick’s proud father.
The couple will be residing in Dick’s home state of Maine until
September. Their address wjll be available through the Ascent office
c'o John Wroblewski.
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Ten Best Movies of the Year
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Crowds Escape to the Cinema
by DARRYL DAVID AMATO
Thé movie business in the first
six months of 1974 was slack. Few
folks saw two of the year’s finest
— “The Sugarland Express” and
“The Conversation.” “ The Great
Gatsby” gof unjustly panned,”
by critics and audiences alik e.v
Then, in mid-’74, some things
happened. There were more de
liberations on W atergate. A
President resigned. The price of
sugar, and almost every other
supermarket item, went up. Peo
ple got laid* off. People got fed
■ up. So, as in the previous re
cession-depression,1 they took
umbrage in the nearest movie
house. Where they got the three
bucks to get in remains a
m ystery. My guess is that a lot of
‘families forsaked the trip to-íbé
r~ Falls this year, ahd instead,
spent their summer leisure time
watching Barbra Streisand make
strained mirth* in “ F6r Pete’s
Sake” and listened to Helen
Hayes speak English to her
Volkswagen in “ Herbie Rides
Again.”
. By Christmas ’74, Americans
were seeing the gamut, every
thing from the blockbuster
sequels (“The Trial of Billy
«Jaek,” “The Godfather P art II” )
to corny porno comedies (“The
Groove Tube,’’ “ Flesh Gordon” ) .
Crowds, escaping the American
pblitical-ecóndm ical d isaster,
swarmed to the film disasters
(“Airpdrt 1975,” “ Earthquake,”
“The Towering Inferno” );

Supporting players continued
the upgrade begun in ’72. Sam
Waterston excelled as the like
able, accom m odating Nick
Carraway of “The Great Gats
b y .” William Atherton and
Michael Sacks ably abetted
Goldie on, “ The Sugarland
Express.” Melanie Mayron and
Geraldine Fitzgerald triumphed
in the “ Harry and Ton to’^ cast.
“The Godfather P art II” com
bined the phenomenal talents of
Robert DeNiro, B. Kirby, Jr.,
Michael V, Gazzo, Lee Strasberg
and John Canale, all in meaty
mobster roles.
With “The Conversation” and
“Godfather II” to his credit,
Francis. Ford Coppola emanates
as the most ambitious, artistic
director of the year. Also superb
and promising is Steven Spiel
berg, director of “The Sugarland
Express.”
• Yes, 1974 WAS a good year,
almost as good as that golden
1972 movie season. The year’s ten
best, in order of preference, are:
THE GODFATHER PART II —
BEST PICTURE OF THE
.YEAR! The final chapter -in
Francis Ford Coppola and Mario
Puzo’s driving film chronicle of
the Corleone Mafia family r We
watch,v in awe as Coppola un
twines the 1959 inherited criminal
rise and self-afflicted moral des
cent of MichaelX^orleone; inter
twined with the hard knocks saga
Of his immigrant father Don Vito)*
who paved the American road to
criminal power for himself in the
1920’s.

For m o v ieg o ers4,jp th é â tre
owners, film producers, direc
tors, w riters, actors and
actresses alike, 1974 was a pros
perous; year. Gene Hackman
A1 Pacino continues the cold
- (“The Conversation’’); Richard
- Dreyfuss (“The Apprenticeship ness of Michael, the all-business,
• of Duddy Kravita” ), Dustin Hoff all-mighty, unreachable, under
man (“ Lenny” ), Art Carney world bastard boss-of-bosses. We
(“ Harry and Tonto” ) and Albert feel the absence of Marlon
Finney (“ Murder on the Orient Brando as Don Vito and Richard
_ E x p re ss” ) share Best Actor C astellano as Clemenza, but
honors. In the Best Actress cate - Robert DeNira’s young Vito and
gory, Goldie Hawn (“The Sugar- B. Kirby, J r.’s young Clemenza
land Express” ) ranks first, with are m ore th a n -^ a d e q u a te
Delores Taylor, the stalwart compensation.
pacifist in “The Trial of Billy
Nino Rota’s music, mainly
Jack,” running a close second;
m andolins
and
followed by V alerie P errin e jubilating
lamenating violins, heightens the
(“ Lenny” ) and Faye Dunaway
tragedy’s emotional effects.
(“ Chinatown” ).

With “The Godfather” and its
sequel, Mr. Coppola has not only
directed the definitive gangster
picture, but he has preserved on
film for life some classic scenes
of the Italian folk experience —
■fhe twoYwéddings in “ Godfather
I,” , the opening funeral proces
sion and New York’s Little Italy
holy festival in “ P art II” come
first to mind. •
THE SUGARLAND EXPRESS
— SECOND BEST PICTURE OF
THE YEAR-! A num ber Of
wonderful talents merge - and
emerge in this well-scripted,
well-edited film, based upon a
true incident that transpired in
Texas in 1969. Palatable Goldie
Hawn plays to perfection the in
curably rom antic hysterical
mother Lu Jean. She helps her
confused, loyal husband (William
Atherton) escape prison, then
convinces him to hijack a police
car and a state trooper (Michael
Sacks) in order to reach Sugarland where they hope to reclaim
their baby who has been adopted.
Thá*e are so many admirable
things about this movie. I think I
like the escalating carnival
atmosphere best. ‘Sugarland’ isa
clear4exposition on,how modern
ihass hysteria can turn common
petty criminals into American
folk heroes. Also hilarious is the
gradual increase of tail-gating
patrol cars from one to an innum
erable' motorcade.
V- "
The first 105 minutes of this
picture are the most hysterically
funny minutes of high-powered
comedy capers ever put on film.
Just preparé yourself for an in
evitable catastrophic climax.
. CHINATOWN — The funniest,
sadest, most enigmatic detective
thriller within memory. Jaok
Nicholson and Faye Dunaway
simmer together on the corrupt,
fizzling streets of Los Angeles,
Circa 1930. Something’s rotten in
4 jA, but everything’s perfect in
“ Chinatown,” including the
penetrating details, ATe clever
symbols, the cunning foreboding
of events, Róman Polanski’s
direction and Robert Towne’s
script.

Martin Balsam (center) and Albert Finney (extreme right) get ready to board the train in
“Murder on the Orient Express.”
x

Dreste Baldini, as 11-year old immigrant Vito Corleone, gazes
longingly at the Statue of Liberty in “ The Godfather P art I I .”
THE CONVERSATION —
Francis Ford Coppola’s earlier
1974 masterpiece, not as sweep
ing and etertainipg as his ‘God
fathers,’ but certainly just as
personal and perceptive. Gehev
Hackman, as a sad and lonely
surveillance expert, is the
centerpiece. Audiences did not
flock to “The Conversation.” It
ran no more than two weeks in
most cities. Perhaps this thriller
on the dangers of bugging was too
reminiscent of the Watergate
wiretapping mess, an American
tragedy we were trying to forget
when we went to the movies in
’74. No matter, it’s still one of the
finer contemporary film masterworks. It deals with problems
that deserve our fear, worry and
urgent retribution.

MURDER ON THE ORIENT
EXPRESS — A parade of film
prominents assemble for an elegapt, colorful production of a
glittering, exquisitely mysteriouswhodunit. A brutal, ceremonial
stabbing occurs on an Express
train through Europe. Albert*
Finney is the clever detective
who
carefully,
slowly
m aterializes the motive and
cracks the case while the pas-'
sengers (among them, Lauren
Bacall, Sean Connery, Vanessa
R edgrave, Anthony P erkins,
Wendy Hiller, Jacqueline Bisset
and Michael York) fidget, lie and
deny. What the sleuth uncovers is
a startling plot ofyevenge. Out. of
concern for those who have not
read the Agatha Christie novel,
we will refrain from divulging the
squalid surprise.
The resourceful Paul Dehn
adaptation and the orchestral
direction by”Sidney Lumet allow
‘Orient Express’ to steadily'chug
along on the tracks of suspenseful
entertainment. It is an enjoyable
ride, well worth reserving a seat
on.

LENNY— Dustin Hoffman and
V alerie P errin e enliven the
downhill, depressing life story of
“obscene-mouthed”
comedian
Lenny Bruce and his drugged-up
wife Honey. Bob Fosse adapts a
quasi-documentary style which,
contrary to expectations, raises
the. pathetic, dramatic level of
the couple’s lives. "
CALIFORNIA SPLIT — Robert
Altman’s wierd, wild, Very, very
funny simultaneous celebration
and castigation of gambling.
George Segal and Elliott Gould
are out to rival Newman and
Redford as celluloid buddies, but
the m ost richly comic p er
formances come from an extra
ordinary cast of no-name extras.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS
— The w ittie s t, combination
satire-slapstick we’ve seen all
year. Richard Lester directs the
perfect cast (including Charlton
Heston, Faye Dunaway, Michael
York and Raquel Welch) in the
m ost enjoyable', m ost hand
somely dressed filifi version of
the Dumas classic.

HARRY AND TONTO — The
first picture about old age that is
neither patronizing, lamenting
nor overly sentimental. It is real,
hum orous and moving. Art
Carney is impressive as an alive
and kicking 72-year old widower.

THE APPRENTICESHIP OF
DUDDY KRAVITZ — does to
Jews ^ h a t ‘^The Godfather” did
to Italians — not incrimination,
but sharp examination and vivid
characterization, the best of
which is Richard Dreyfuss’ por
trayal of a ferocious, ruthless
opportunist.*
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Sci-Fi Conventions -
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Star Trek Lives... And Uves...
0

by KAREN KLINCK
Another year past, another
year gone, and February is on us
again. With it comes the annual
established Star Trek Conven
tion, this year’s was the fourth.
This year the regular group had
split with one of their members,
who held his own con in January.
But th a t d idn’t prevent the
February con from drawing over
9000 people, many of whom had
gone to the other one, too.

The highlight of the coir came
Saturday morning when Gene
Roddenberry announced to a
mass of people that the stock
holders of Paramount Pictures
had been informed in their 1975
newsletter that a motion picture
version of Star Trek was on the
agenda. Mr. Roddenberry also
said that he had been given a
more-or-less free hand with the
budget. There was a minor
amount of pandemonium for a
minute or so as this pronounce
ment sank in.

The con opened on Friday in
New York City’s Commodore
Hotel. In one side ballroom they
ran films continuously: ST epi
sodes; “Genesis II,” “ Planet
Earth,” and the Blooper reel. The
last is what everyone really
comes to see; .. and it’s worth it!
But each year it keeps getting
smaller. This time it ran at least
eleven minutes less than 4ast.
And if three or more fans get to
gether they can tell exactly what
was cut. The film room was in
operation all day S aturday,
except for about three hours that
evening when Costume Call went
through, all day Sunday, and
Monday until the Convention
ended;
The “ Andromeda Light Show”
was back: a conglomeration of
ST and colored lights. Isaac
Asimov was there, and Hal
Clement. And, of course, David
Gerrold. The guests were Gene
Roddenberry and his wife Majel
Barrett; Williajn Theiss, ” the
.show’s costum e designer;
William Shatner, and George
Takai. All were very nice, most
going out of their way to be help
ful.
\
' * - ;■.’. '
William Shatner’s first rap ses
sion with the con-goers w as'. 4 .
memorable. He was slightly up
set because his jacket hqd been
wired for sound and was*some
what uncomfortable. He pro
ceeded to remove it, arid im
mediately a male voice bellowed
from the audience, “Take it all*
off!”
■
. - • ■
Shatner. replied, “ It doesn’t
take much persuasion!”

Magda and Spock in Star Tre^ episode “ Mudd’s Women’’

Being his irrepressible self,
Asimov yelled back, “ Here, take
a better look!” and pulled his
shirt open, turning in a slow
circle to allow everyone to get a
picture.
I won’t criticize the entire Con,
that would be about the same as
taking on the entire Creation. I
wouldn’t care to worry about 9000
+ people and guest stars and
people in the wrong places and
hotel regulations and all the other
million and one details that are
involved. But there are a few
gripes:
/

Costume call was fun, even if it
was disorganized. One little boy
came in a dress uniform kilt.
Someone else came in a Promise
Margarine box to the recorded
strains of .“ Promise . . .” (Too
bad Shatner wasn’t there to see
that.) There were two sets from
Planet of the Apes, and three
groups of belly dancers. One boy
had a beautiful reproduction of
the “Mirror; Mirror” Spock, and
no ong_can figure out why he
didn’t win Most Authentic in the
ST WorlcL As the group in back,
■'* wht^had oeen keeping score jon
who’d actually ’win, said, (or
rather, bellowed) “ YouBlew It!”
to the announcer onstage and in
directly to the judges. ;

1. The Way The Press Was
Treated, not well at all. I quote
‘here from the official program
booklet : “The'Press Room is set
up so that the Major Media will
have the first three rows.” This
was later made the first five
rows, and I have yet to s e e /
or hear of one story, even one
mention of the Con in any major
media, be it newspaper, maga
zine, TV or radio. And the major
media took full advantage of it ; 2.
Flashcubes:
they
w eren’t
allowed, and the light was not
such that they wouldn’t be needl
ed. Furthermore, we weren’t in
formed of this until we got there,
so we had no way of making „
alternate plans;

111§|
"
:3. The Costqme Call was ex
tremely disorganized; 4.. David
GerroLd’s conduct r during the'
Costume Call. I don’t care
whether it’san adtor not, after he
shakes his hotel key after i a
female who isn’t wearing much'of
anything and she wins in a cate
gory she does not belong in (u e.,.
she was misrepresenting her
_ Costume, *being in Star Trek
World when it had nothing to do
Thai came Isaac Asimov, SF’s
“Dirty Old Man,” He walked out With that) H looks bad. Other than
the fact that the Helpers were
mi stage and a female yelled,
rude to everyone in sight, it was a
“Hey Isaac, we love your bust
great time.
ling!”

One of the best parts of any con
is the dealers’ room — in this
çase, all three of them. Tips year
was even more fun: the fanzines
were there. Now a fanzine is a
true labor of lové". If the editors*
are lucky* they’ll break evén.
More,often they lose money. Yet
they print a second issue, and a
third, whenever theyJiave the
money. Sometimes the artwork is
horrendous and the stories
juvenile, if that good. These
things exist because to the ST
fans (Trekkie is becoming a
nasty word) that world is a much
better one and they’d like to
strive toward it. So they writê’in
volumes. Some have been run
ning since before the .show went
off the air.
• Come Monday afternoon,
everyone is saying sorrowful
goodbyes, exchanging addresses
that are promptly lost, trying to
joke and already looking back
wistfully at the fun we had.
Till next year.
Or until there’s more money.
There are other^ST cons, some
where. We’ll get there somehow.
If I don’t see you there, I’ll write.
Try the other one in another
place. Till next yearr

j

Boskone XII
From Buffalo to Boston is an
eight-hour drive, not counting
rest stops. But since the Bpskone
conventions are held in Boston, to
Boston we went. The 1975
Boskone (XID was all its reputa
tion said it would be.
Boskone takes its names from
the Boskonian Council in E.E.
“Doc” Smith’s Lensman novels.
It is a regional science fiction
convention held annually under"
the auspice's of the New England
Science Fiction Association, Inc.
This year’s con had approxi
mately 800members (that I know
*of). Each year a Guest Author
and A rtist'are chosen, and the
con has speakers, panels, an a r r
show, auctions,* awards, a cos-,
tume contest, parties (!!!) and
movies. There is also a dealers’
room where you can buy films,
photos, bboks and other assorted
paraphenalia. Each year since
Doc Smith’s death in 1965 the con .

by KAREN KLINCK 1

committee has given the Skylark
Award (a lens mounted on a
Wooden base, in name and form
com m em orating Sm ith’s t>vo
series) to the person “who in the
opinion of the Association, has
contributed significantly .to
science fiction, both through
work in the field and by
exemplifying the qualities which
made ‘Doc’ so well-loved by all
who knew him.”
*This.year’s Guest of Honor was
Anne McCaffrey (“ Dragonflight,” “ Dragonquest,” “ Restoree,” “The Ship Who Sang,”
“ Decision at Doona,” “To Ride
Pegasus,” and others) and the
Official Artist was Bormie Dalzell. Among thp other authors
there were Hall Clement, Larry
Niven, Gordon Dickson, Lester
del Rgy, the ever-present David
Gerrold and Ben Bbva, writer
and editor of “ Analog” maga
zine There were discussion

groups on the erteating of worlds,
the making of other races and
animals, how-tos on editing and
writing, and a discussion on get- %
ting a book to print, which also
had Don Wollheim, head of DAW
books, on the panel
Gordy Dickson won/the Skylark
Award for 1975, which was pre
sented by Ben Bova, last year’s
winner.
The movies were an oddly as
sorted lot. “ Zardoz” was shown,
and we were unlucky enough to
catch it. “ Bambi Meets Godzilla”
was a two-minute oddity, George
Pal’s “Atlahtis” is outdated, and
someone let both Flint flicks and
a large group of Roadrunner
cartoons in. These were all better
than the first two mentioned.
“Future Shock” and “The Seven
Faces of Dr. Lao” were also
shown, as were an episode of

Sci-Fi con guest of honor Anne McCaffrey
“ Space'Patrol” and “Evolution,”
a Canadian cartoon.”
The art show was marvelous.
Someone thought of putting
enough light, in the room.
Boskone drew fantastic artists
this year, both amateur and
professional.

''There were, o f course, parties.
In fact, there are those who claim
(in jest, we would hope) that all
SF plots are conceived by writers
wheq they are half- to threequarters drunk.* All in all, a most
enjoyable time. We’re looking
forward to next year.
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I'd W alk a Mile to Find
A Place to Smoke
(CPS) — The hazy view of the
lecturer through pipe smoke may
soon be a memory if the current
wave of state and local anti
smoking laws continue.

by DRU HETTRICH
The Joy of Sex
A Gourmet Guide to Love
Making by Alex Comfort, M.B.,
P hD .
$4.95 Fireside
Most sex manuals are dry
affairs, discussing sex in medical
terms, making the act of inter
course unappealing arid sterile.
Masters and Johnson gave us the
technical information (how many
homosexuals there, are in a city
block), Dr. David Rueban gave
us the wrong answers to every
thing we wanted to know and
porno literature is male oriented
and fantasy prone. Most of us
—learn through experience and
second-hand info.
Liberal times are upon us. It’s
not cool to a(Jmit to ignorance
when sex is involved. Actually
having to go out and buy a book
about sex is not good for your
image. We know the anatomical
parts and basics, we know that
there is more than one position
but 'we are sadly deficient in the
extra enjoyments to be had.
The American lover is all
caught up in the “ I’ve got to
make you come” syndrome. Sex
has become a battleground of,
holding off so that your partner
can have orgasm. It makes for a
very uptight time. This book
, preaches enjoyment, pure and
simple. Why not just relax and
enjoy it? Play at it, have fun, kick
back and party.

about kisses, how, when and
wheres. Fetishes can be fun if
done with that head; strictly for
fun. Nothing is immoral if both
partners enjoy it. It is a share
experience. Pickles and sauces,
the dessert part of the book, goes
into mirrors, leather, ice, bathing
and feathers. There is much
more.
\
Throughout the book there are
illustrations that accent the text.
They do not play coy. The beauti
ful pen and ink drawings of
Raymond and Foss are realistic
and striking. In fact, the draw
ings are the best part of the book.
If you can’t get the idea from the
text, the drawings will make it
perfectly clear.
This book looks at sgx honestly ,
and m ore im portantly, with
humor. We" take ourselves too
seriously in regard to sex. Every
failure is a major catastrophe
resulting in severe emotional
scars. Impotence, rape, frigidity
and hairtrigger problems are
dealt with in a direct way without
the “oh, you poor dear” over
tones. Look, it happens to the best
of us.

This book has been criticized
because of its no holds barred ap
proach. That approach is pre
cisely the reason why it should be
praised . Healthy sex is made pos
sible only when the act itself is
brought out of the closet into the
lit bedroom or kitchen or. . .
The author has compared his Almost everyone does, why
should we insist on keeping sex a
book to a cookbook. He gives
forbidden fruit, and unfathom 
recipes for enjoying sex that are
able subject? It is an integral
delicious.^The basic ingredients
are all there. ,He diseusses posi . part of our lives. If it wasn’t for
sex we wouldn’t be here. Cultiva
tions, body stru ctu re , birth
tion of knowledge of ourselves is
control, beds and attitudes. Then
there are the main courses. Fore important and sex is very much a
play is just that, play. We read
part of us*

In several cities, new and
stringent laws th at outlaw
smoking in a variety of public
places, including classroom s
have been enacted.

to $300 and in New York City
penalties for smoking in college
c la s s ro o m s , s u p e r m a rk e ts ,
elevators and other public places
range up to $1,000 or one year in
jail.
Arizona and Nebraska have
barred smoking in Elevators and
most areas of concert halls,
museums and hospitals, and
Colorado is currently debating
such a bill. !

In the past, colleges and
universities fashioned rules pro
hibiting smoking in classrooms
but set no penalties or fines for
violators. Administrators have
described these regulations as
generally “ unenforceable” or
have left enforcement to the dis
cretion of individual professors.

Nationally, Rep. Edward Koch
(D-NY) has advocated a twocent-per pack hikfe in taxes to
“discourage cigarette smoking”
. and raise nearly $600 million a
year for research into disease
linked to smoking.

-But the teeth of the new« laws
have been heavy fines and penal
ties. In Washington DC, smokers
in elevators can- now be fined up

Advocates of the new laws have
pointed to research which indi
cates that smoke present in the
air can be hazardous to health.
According to a Public Health

Service study, smoke contains
carbon monoxide, a well-known
poison; cadmium, a trace metal
which has been linked to certain
chronic lung disorders, and benzo
(a) pyrne, a hydrocarbon which
has been found to cause lung
cancer when inhaled by labor
atory animals.
However, at one campus, the
U niversity of Oregon-Eugene,
smokers have begun to fight
back.
In response to a recently-enact
ed policy that limits smoking to
only a few places in the univer
sity union, a “ Smokers Liber
ation Movement” circulated .a
petition to gain an area for
smokers to study. The group has
asked for official recognition as a
campus organization.
“ It’s hard to take pride in being
pro-sm oking,”-_said a group
spokesperson, “but we feel we
are being oppressed.”

How About The Day
After Tomorrow, Henry?
(CPS) — Occasionally Henry
Kissinger will say something that
isn’t particularly newsworthy,
but that doesn’t stop the Depart
ment of State from issuing a news
release anyway.
Below is the complete trans
cript of an official press release
concerning an informal meeting
with the press by “the honorable
Henry K issinger and B ritish
Foreign Secretary Jam es Callag,han” following a meeting in
Brussels, Dec. 13.
« __________ ---------------------------------------- W --------

u
SONNET 15

Question: Can you tell us any
thing about the meeting?
Secretary Callaghan: Frank,
friendly and constructive.
Secretary Kissinger: We really
reviewed the world situation and
theJVIiddle East, energy, Cyprus,
some odds and ends of the NATO
meeting and I would say this: it
would seem to me complete
agreement and a very friendly
atmosphere.
W

“

i f

W

Question: Do you expect.any
thing in the way of important
developments on Cyprus today?
Secretary Kissinger: No, not
today.
Question: Tomorrow? S ecretary K issinger:
tomorrow, either.
“

---------------*

^Poet’s Gomti

a summer, a fall, and a winter did pass
>£•when one moonlit night, her face did appear
making dry my lips and wider my eyes
since before this night it was my belief
th at,like swift days to my dazed sight,
we^never again each other to see.
yet when Summer’s warm sweet brerith does visit
how tells one of Winter’s stay just before?
green trees and navy skies are not of Winter
and show no signs of snows and grey light!
oh how my love lies like Summer’s twin
.
« 1
- V 7
since i, like Winter, seemed gone from her sight!
SONNET 12 (Sequel to 11)

Not

<

A summer, a fall, and a winter have passed
and via these three too has true love so fast!

Daryl W. Smith
But without that grief dies Beauty’s relief ,
and grieving — for which those flooded eyes sent their rain
spilling over cheeks as do rivers their shores
yet I know Love does ride some battered Ship
whicn, with each restless wave, still afloat remains.
But mistaken I may be for Thinking
The glorious sun, amidst Fall’s broken clouds
rekindled the hearts’ starving cool furnace
Time’s breath is but all much too short
since those leaves we cannot see on Winter’s trees
almost tomorrow beg Spring’s and Summer’s sun
to rid sweet white snows for their green to show
whatever kind or amount of Love there be
my heart finds test in its consistency
Daryl Smith
'

4

In the darkness of my room, with the soft light of night shining through my window •
I look back at the night when there was someone here
to share the night with.
Where has it gone? I ask it, yet I receive no answer.
Where has it gone? I wish I could find it now
Help me find it, help me find it?
Daniel Mackowiak
*
M ' . M ..........*
44 .......H

Rosary Hill Reach Out
Part II: Community Action Corps
by MARIE FORTUNA
“You can’t explain wheel-chair
dancing. You’d have to see it.
Thursday afternoons the patients
themselves create the dances.
Tuesdays they teach it to us. To
Angela Kell«*, Virginia Ventura,
Pat Cowles, Linda Stone and
me,” said P at Weichsel, student
coordinator of the Campus
Ministry sponsored Community
Action Corps. “The patients really like it. We
do too,” said Pat.
“Going to the E rie County
Home and Infirmary is new for
us. We only started this
sem ester,” Pat explained.
“Saint Patty’s Day we brought
three new gentlemen with us.”
Sure they were students. But not
all students would have gone.
They were gentlemen,” she said.
“Their first time there was
quite an experience. They were
face to face with all the things
people are afraid of — wrinkled
skin, physically handicapped
persons, things frightening —
hard to get used to, she added.
yI remember my first visit
there. My first thought was I’d
never send anybody there,” she
said shaking her head.
“But families do send people
there. They have to if they can’t
take care of them at home! Two
sixteen year old kids are there.
Both paralyzed. Both accident
victims,” she sighed.

D r. John Stark ey nodded
understandingly. “ As a kind of
middleman between volunteers
and agencies they serve, I ’ve
seen how students have started
out frightened of what they don’t
know,” he said. ‘«‘Once they try
it,” he continued, “they find they
are rewarded.”
“Working for the first time
with persons who have physical
deformities for example. Soon
the student forgets the deformity.
What he sees is a person just like
himself,” John Starkey said.
Some volunteers teach. Sister
Vivian R auch, O .S .F . who
coordinates volunteers to St.
Benedict’s School said, “ Mary
Tidd, M artha Rooney, Ruth
Haen, Chris G uarnieri ^and
Bonnie Fralonardo are continu
ing a twelve year long Rosary
Hill tradition of service there. In
addition to teaching con
fraternity of Christian doctrine
classes every Monday, they also
meet regularly with Mrs. Norma
Tabbi faculty member of St.
Benedict’s in order to plan the
course.”
“ At S t. Anne’s inner city
parish, Dennis M orley, Meg
Iwanski, Nancy Grzybowski and
I tutor first, second and third
graders. We each work with our
own group of five to ten kids. I
like it a lot. It’s really fun,”
Marty Pelletier said.
“I brought in Cat Steven’s
“Wide, Wide World,” which tells

about all kinds of human prob
lems. Kept the whole class talk
ing on that record for the total
class period,” said sophomore
Bri^n McQueen.
Brian teaches C.C.D. classes to
about 18 seventh graders at
Saints Peter and Paul School in
Williamsville. He has been help
ing children since he himself was
14 years old.
“My closeness in age to the
kids I helped seemed to help me
to help them,” he chuckled.
Brian McQueen earned the
Capital
D istrict,
Albany,
Schenectady, Troy area Com< munity Service Award last year
for his counseling work as a sum
mer student caseworker for the
county in Utica, New York.
“ If ■ kids knew the stories be
hind the kids in trouble,, more
would volunteer. My brother
worked with CYO. He’d come
home talking about the kids in the
inner city. I got interested,”
Brian said.
“ I was sent to investigate a
child beating. I was shocked. The
mother actually had burned the
child’s hands holding them over
the gas flame on the stove. When
I got there, I had to console both
of them,” he added soberly.
Of his^ work that summer he
concluded, “ I had some strengths
I shared. But ail people have
strengths. If all gave, of their

A Night in the Rat
by DARRYL D. AMATO
and JAN ET SUSAN ELM ER
Thursday Beer-Drinking Night
in the R at has become somewhat
of a tradition, possibly a ritual,
for the hard day-working, hard
night-playing Rosary Hill stu
dent, commuter and résident
alike. Thursday, March 20th in
the R at was special for two
reasons: 1} It was the night be
fore the last day of classes before
Easter vacation; 2) A special
group of sing ers, about 10
members of the Amherst Male
Glee Club, visited the campus bar
and, after downing a few pitchers
of b eer, perform ed. Their,
specialty is a concert of famous,
old American folk tunes — the
intricate harmony songs and, Of
course, the toe-tapping.- hand‘d a pping sihg-ajlongs/•

Everyone cam e to have a good
time and there was no reason for
staying if you didn’t want to have
fun. The Glee Club sang and the
students, visitors, and oldies sang
along. Within the first 10 minutes
of their singing some of the crowd
had started to form a circle
around them and slowly the
circle got larger.
The members of the Glee Club
started handing out their pitchers
of beer to everyone and when
their throats got dry the singing
' was taken over by the student
crowd. People got up and started
dancing and soon a train type line
had formed- and the whole train
was dancing-around in a circle.

A 1:00 a .m, when Tommy made
the last call, yelling out his usual
“ motel time everybody” no one
wanted to leave and even the
security guard for that night
agreed and everyone kept singing
and dancing, and swaying back
and forth in their chairs, until 2 or
2:30.
It was definitely one night to be
in the Rat and one nigh^ you’d
never forget if you were there. So
if you occasionally see a rather
distant looking person at Rosary
Hill singing the words of
“Swannee River” to themselves,
remember he tor she) is not
crazy, they’re just thinking about
that last special night in the R at
before vacation.

strengths to help others, the
world would be a happier place.”
B rian
McQueen
p ra c tice
teaches at Heim Elementary.
He’s busy. Pat Weichsel resident
assistant, volunteer for Project
Care (as a requirement for her
community psychology course)
says, “Tim eis more of a problem
than anything else. I don’t really
have two and a half free hours a
week to devote to the people at
the E rie County Home. But I go.
I’ve got a favorite patient there
too. Terry B eFran cisco. She’s a
paft time student here at Rosary
Hill.”
“Some programs are without
volunteers because it’s a sacri
fice time-wise,” said Pat.
Dr. Starkey knows that’s true.
He opened his briefcase. A tor
rent of papers tumbled out. He
waved the papers in the air.
“All these places want our
help. Manhatten Nursing Home
would like students to play cards
with the patients. Or on Fridays
from three to four in the after
noon students could entertain the
folks there. Sing for them, play
an instrument, put on a drama.
Anything. Mr. Zacker is the per
son to contact there,” he advised.
“Here’s another. Mrs. Kercher

at the Veteran’s Administration
Hospital seeks students to feed
patients, visit them, lead a com
munity sing-a-long,” 'said Dr.
Starkey.
E rie County Detention Home
looks for companions and helpers
with the recreation programs for
boys $nd girls age 8 to 16 years
who are awaiting court proceed
ings. G atew ay needs group
activities helpers and Special
Friends, that’s a one on one
relationship with boys ages 8 to 16
years.
“ Anyone
in terested
in
volunteering for Septem ber?
They could give their names right
now to Father Wangler, P at
W eichsel or m e ,” said D r.
Starkey.
“No one need hesitate because
they are not sure how they will
get out to the people they will be
helping. If they have no
transportation, we will work
transportation out for them,” he
said.
“Volunteer work, it’s not a one
way deal. They have just as much
to offer us as we give them,” P at
said.
Next: P art III Community
Psychology students out in the
city.
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Classes will
not meet
Friday,
I April 18,1975
□.
□

f President's Holiday! f
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ATTENTION SEN IO RS
Academic Attire Pick-Up will be.

Mon. May 12,1975
-L ,T^es. ^ay l3 ,1 9 f7^,

f

9 a.m. —4 p.m.
. SCHOLAR SHOP. OFFICE
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SPRING WEEKEND 1975
Theme:
"Just Letting It Ride"
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT W ICK DESK

~

Fri. May 2
Dear Editor,
I am presently incarcerated in
Attica Correctional Facility serving a ten year sentence, in which
I’ve already served two years.
My problem is'ythis, serving
time without receiving any mail,
is a sure enough drag. It is the
most lonesome existence imaginable. I ’m not trying to invocate
anyone’s sympathy, I merely desire to strike up a friendly rela
tionship via the U.S. mail. I wish
to correspond with interested

I am twenty-two years young
and from Cheektowaga, and anyone who would care to write
should address letters to: David
E . Friedrich, 73-C-141, Box 149,
Attica, New York 14011.
All letters received will be
g reatly
appreciated
and
promptly answered,
Thank you for your time and
consideration.
David E . Friedrich
73-C-141

MOVIE: “THE HARRAD EXPERIM ENT”
Wick Social Room 7:30 P.M.
Possible 25* beers in the Rat

Sat. May 3
PICNIC at SPRINGBROOK VOLUNTEER FIREM AN’S PARK
Food, Beer, Soda 2 Bands Shuttle Busses

2 P.M. - 2 A.M.

Sun. May 4
SOFTBALL & VOLLEYBALL GAMES
on Front Lawn

The Town Grier
Have you ever been served
unjustly by a government agent,
a policeman, or your kid brother
and felt that the whole world
should know about it? Here’s
your chance.
“The Town Crier’’ is a new
radio show, replacing “Opinion
Line,’’ on station WBUF (92.9
mhz.) daily at nine a m. It’s an
hourly show intended to rekindle
“local radio’’ as opposed to “net
work radio.”
The programming differs from
the original Roy Albertson. “ Ye
Olde Town Crier.” That dif
ference lies in the participation of
the telephoning audience. This
show is hosted by a refreshingly
intelligent man, Robert Allen.
The man responsible for the
change in format is Carl Spa
vento, m anager of WBUF.
In the early 1930’s Roy Albert-

FREE BEER

son wrote and performed his
scripts anonymously, thus adding
mysticism- to his poignantly sar
castic show. His programs were
geared to put a little salt in the
sides of corrupt, local politicians
and big business. As a^resuit;
Albertson was constantly wat
ched and taunted.
Now ‘ ‘The Town C rie r”
depends on audience participa
ren . Carl Spavento’s postulate is
for people to call and voice their
opinion, pro and or con. Expose a
corrupt o ffic ia l, valid ate an
honest businessman, or relate a
hum orous incident. W hatever
you want to say, say it. You’ll be
surprised at the number of people
who feel the same as you.
In this listeners opinion, “The
Town Crier” is a program many
have been looking for and many,
many more will come to appre
ciate.
J.A . Mallory

RHC Students: Free with I.D.
Guests: $3.00
Now is the Time
WHAT:
21-day Study-Tour of Israel and Rome for academic credit, if you wish
W H ERE:
See all of Israel and the city of Rome
W HEN:
May 26-June 16/1975
(treat yourself to a graduation present)
COST:
$975.00 for 21-days, all inclusive package: airfare (NYC-Tel Avlv-NYC), firstclass accommodations, 2 meals a day, guided tours throughout entire country,
all admissions, baggage'transfers and amenities
L IM IT :
35 persons, first come basis, before April 7,1975
CONTACT:
Fr. Frederic J. Kelly, S.J.
Canisius College, 2001 Main Street, Buffalo, New York 14208
716-883-7000
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At the Movies:

The Sequels are Here

'Funny Lady' and '4 Musketeers'
by DARRYL DAVID AMATO
It’s been seven y e a rs since the
cinema success of “ Funny G irl.”
“ Funny Lady,” although con
ceived by different,writers (Jay
Presson Allen and Arnold Schulman), is cut from the same
emblazoned cloth - a piece of
hum«* here, a touch of sentiment
there, a big musical production
number everywhere.

returns to her role as Fanny
Brice, the Depression era ’s top
singing comedienne. Omar Sharif
makes a couple appearances as
Nicky Arnstein, Fanny’s gamb
ling ex-husband. Nicky serves
mainly as a reminder of the ori
ginal film and as a catapult for a
quiet Streisand tear or a resound
ing Streisand swig.

B a rb ra Streisan d vibrantly

The new addition is Jam es

Caan playing BiHy Rose, Fanny’s
partner-com poser and second
husband. Caan, supposedly
totally physically unlike the real
Rose, wields a most indelible per
formance. He’s got comic facial
and manual mannerisms (left
over from his Sonny in “ The God
father,” it appears), plus a half
way decent singing voice which
he displays in two pop classics —
“Me and My Shadow” and “ It’s
Only a Paper Moon.”

F a n n y ’s ascending sta g e,
record and radio career is poten
tly punctuated by her descending
personal and marital relation
ships. Sometimes the two en
croach each other, with disas.trous results for Ms. B rice’s psy
chological state, but overwhelm
ing consequences for Ms. Strei
sand’s melodic form.
The songs aren’t as memor
able. There is no proximity to
“ Funny Girl’s” “ People” or “ My
M an.” F red E bb and John
Kander have composed the new
material. “ How Lucky Can You
Get” is the f i n e s t L e t ’s Hear It
For Me” tries too hard to parallel
“Dont Rain on My Parade.” The
old Billy Rose tunes, especially
“More Than You Know” and “ I
Found a Million Dollar Baby,”
are more refreshing,'not to men
tion nostalgic (that extremely
marketable movie movement).
Herbert Ross, musical director
on “ Funny G irl,” directs the
dramatic as well as musical
moments o f,“ Funny Lady.”
Finally, it is Streisand’s perfor
m ance (The ca m era lin gers
lovingly, seductiyely on her pro
file) and her boisterous con
frontations wi£b Caan’s Billy
Rose (The cinema sexual chem
istry between the stars is voltaic)
that make “ Funny Lady” worth
seeing.
The witty socially satiric bite of
the first Musketeer movie ( “The
Three Musketeers” ) has been
swallowed up by silly slapstick in
R ichard L e s te r’s “ The F ou r

Musketeers.” This is the sequel
that bares “ the somber face of
revenge, retribution and death,”
as program notes indicate, but
not until the climax. Most of it is
low comic violence. The pre-teen
agers in the audience had a hell of
a good time. And perhaps that’s
the best way to view “ The Four
Musketeers” — as good, bloody
fun.
In this final (?) episode, Milady
(Faye Dunaway) gathers up all
her fury and scorn and [dots the
demise of the newly appointed
fourth M usketeer D’A rtagnan
(Michael York).
Oliver Reed, Richard Cham
berlain and Frank Finlay return
in all their gusto glory as Musket
eers Athos, Aramis and Porthos.
They take on their new assign
ment with the old swashbuckling
spirit and goofing off attitude
which permeated their first ad
venture .
Dunaway and York dominate.
And why not? They’re m ar
velous. York is all blue-eyed,
boyishly innocent and heroic. Ms.
Dunaway’s a seductively sinister
blonde vixen, who uses her
sexuality cunningly and not-sojudiciously in order to content her
vengeance.
*.’ ¡I§f Unfortunately, the remainder
of the cast, principally Raquel
Welch, Geraldine Chaplin and
Jean Pierre Cassel who were
wonderfully funny in part one,
don’t get enough screen time in
part two. Charlton Heston looked
particularly haggard in his evil
Cardinal Richelieu role.

'Tommy' is Here,too
by D.D. Amato

/

Thous shalt not worship false!
commercial gods.
That, if anything in particular,
is the central theme of Ken Rus
sell’s movie of the rock opera
album “Tommy” by The Who.
The central adjectives in laud
of “ Tom m y” a re : dazzling,
m ind-teasing and expanding,
symbolic and, possibly, spiritual,
if you can really get into it. The
symbolism covers an amalgam
of images from religious to philo
sophic to phallic.
This is the ironically eye-open
ing, contem porary sag a of
Tommy (Roger Daltrey), the
vendible child of the 50’s and 60’s,
who becomes blind, deaf and
dumb as a toddler due to a psy
chological shoe IT— He witnesses
the murder of his father (Robert
Powell) by his mother’s lover
LOliver Reed).
In a vain, attempt to pry
Tommy? Out Of his cataleptic
shell, •Tommy1« mother (AnnMargaret) takes her teenaged
son to church where dozens of
humble worshippers pay homage
to their holy goddess, Marilyn
Monroe, the celluloid sex goddess
of the 50’s. The church walls, in a
pun on the Stations of the Cross,
are plastered with full-iength
p o rtraits of the sta r. The
‘‘priests” wear MM masks and
wheel in a giant sculpture of their

goddess (in her famous naughty
pose from the skirt-blowing scene
in “The Seven Year Itch” ) as
others administer “communion”
—- a gulp of Johnnie Walker Red
and a downer.
With all this stimulation and
even after touching the blessed
statue, Tommy does not respond.
Out of curiosity and inner bar
barism, the step father (Reed)
gets The Acid Queen (Tina
Turner) to trip Tommy on LSD.
Still no reaction, just brain hallu
cinations.
Tommy is left with a sitter Cousin Kevin (Paul Nicholas), a
self-confessed school bully who
tortures Tommy with irons,
water, spikes and other sadist
paraphernalia. Tommy does not
retort.
Tommy is left with Uncle Ernie
(Keith Moon) for the day. Ernie
tries to freak Tommy to respond,
also to no avail.
Finally, Tommy is checked by
The Doctor (Ja ck Nicholson), but
The Doctor is more interested in
checking out Tommy’s mother.
(Historical note: In the sugges
tive eye and lip com,munication
between Nicholson’s Doctor and
A nn-M argaret’s m other, one
can’t help remembering when
these two stars did a similar stunt
in “ Carnal Knowledge.” ^

Tommy does come through an
“awareness,” but through his
own inner power, not jolting arti
ficial stimuli. The physical sign
of this, of course, is sight, hearing
and the ab ility to speak.
Promptly, he becomes a spiritual
idol and his “ religion” gets the
glossy old sales pitch (Tommy
crosses,
Tommy
record s,
Tommy T-shirts).
All this does not occur, how
ever, until Tommy has become
Pinball Champ, beating out The
Pinball Wizard (Elton John) in
one of the film’s most competitive* musical moments.
It’s too early to determine if
Roger Daltrey has an acting
career in the bud. He certainly
has the vocal chords and ram 
pant dash to carry a moving rock
musical to catharsis.
Ann-Margaret’s singing cracks
and strains often. She says more
with her sensuous moves and
expressions.
I could go on for at least
another three paragraphs on the
many visual and audio exper
iences in “Tommy” (Most thea
tres are presenting the picture
with a new Super Quintaphonic
sound system), but I want you to
have time to go see “Tommy”
and I want time to go see it again.

Jesse Norman in Retrospect
by DARRYL SMITH •<
One of the most rewarding
experiences any musician or
music loyer can have is leaving a
concert so overwhelmed that his
ability to talk is gone. When I left
Jesseye Norman’s recital April 1,
it seemed that her tremendously
moving performance had act
ually caused lock jaw to set in.
The recital was held at Kleinhans Music Hall. Included in the
program were songs by Robert
Schumann, Francis Povlenc and
Henri Duparc. Norman’s accom
panist, Irwin Gage, displayed an
inherent sensitivity to, timing,
keyboard color and integration
with the voice. Of the sixteen
Schumann songs, “ Mondnacht”
(Moonlight) was done exception
ally well; Norman using that
expressive left hand and arm
creating a stimulating and pic
turesque interpretation. ^
The Poulenc art. songs are
famous for their usually imme
diate melodic appeal. Norman
sang “ Voyage a P aris” in a fresh
and carefully carefree style. The
diction was clear and precise.
“Montparnasse,” a more serious
and pastoral piece contains, in its
ending, a breathtaking descend

ing" figure which Norman poig
nantly caressed. The text of this
particular section is interesting:
“ . . . it is rather sultry and your
hair is long. O good little poet a
bit stupid and too blonde, your
eyes so much resemble these two
big balloons that float away in the
pure a ir at rand om .” “ Les
Chemins de L ’Amour” (The
Pathways of Love) is a song in a
popular vein —=■ the melody and
its charm pleased Norman to the
point her own personal enjoy
ment of the piece was unmistaka
bly' v isib le. The sweep and
impassioned loveliness put me on
my feet, applauding.
The first song by Duparc,
“ L ’Invitation au V oyage,”
proves to be a fatiguing job of
keeping tim e and color for any
pianist, though Gage convinc
ingly shaped the difficult pas
sages. “ E xtase” (Ecstasy) is a
song of rare beauty,. and Nor
man’s profound performance of it
did justice to its character.
Jesseye Norman received a
five minute standing ovation. She
is a singer who deeply sings what
she feels, and deeply feels what
she sings.
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Humble Pie Concert Music
B eat
Ref usized
by SANDY KAUS

March 17th, QFM in conjunc
tion with Festival E ast, brought
Humble Pie to Kleinhan’s in a
farewell concert that Buffalo will
long remember. Although tickets
were on sale till*6 o’clock the day ^
of the concert (surprisingly not a
sell-out), with th e ,first of the
night-long, foot-stomp’n, boogie
and blues, not a seat remained
empty except for those whose
occupants surrounded the stage
front and flooded the aisles. There
was an exuberant welcome as
Don Magan introduced the group,
starting with a standing ovation
at the opening number of 30 Days
In The Hole, and which lasted the
duration of the concert save a
brief catch-your-breath period
blues. It was like one big rock’n
roll picnic, nothing fancy, no
glitter, just jeans. Even Steve
Marriott, the lead singer and
guitar player, had his patched
high-waters on complete with
football jersey and baseball cap.
The only flash member of the

group, Greg Ridley, wore satin
jean styled pants and cowboy
shirt. There was your usual booz
ing done sneaking behind the
seats and that oh^smfamiliar pot
aroma filled the air, as the
guards were kept busy busting
heads up front where there were
a few mild uprisings, and the
chicks kept\ trying to climb on
stage. The end cam e un
expectedly soon (time sure does
fly when you’re having-fun), but
isn’t it like Humble Pie to cut the
fans some slack, and do a roof
raising encore of “ Don’t Need No
Doctor,” ),after which 10 minutes
of hard hand clapping keeping
time with a full house chorus of,
“We want more, we want more . .
.” and lighted lig h ters and
matches turning the place into a
4th of July night of Roman
candles, there cam e a second en
co re of a less-th a n -p erfect
“Honkey Tonk Woman” (ahh,
everybody wants to be a Stone).

Good Luck
The Ascent regretfully bids
“ Adieu” to Mr. Thomas Stein
berg. Good luck in the future.
We will all miss you.

by A1 Cicarrelli

Rufusized. — Rufus featuring
Chalce Kahan
ABC records
Rufus originally began as a
rock soul band similar to Sly &
the Fam ily Stone.
K ahan, the groups lead"
vocalist, has quickly taken com
mand of Rufus. She possesses an
extraordinary voice capable of
leaping long octaves in a single
bound.
Rufusized is the band’s third
disc. Rufus has become a vehicle
for showcasing. Chalce Kahan’s
voice, which is finally given free
vein on this album. Rufusjzed,
the album’s only instrumental,
features a trite synthesizer, semiclassy horn chants, a funky
rhythmic base, all compacted.
On several tra ck s« — “ Some
body’s W atching Y ou ,*’ and
“P ack’d My Bags” — Kahan
seems to be evolving to a distinc
tive approach. The best of their
albums.
K,

Tirade one tough sum m er
for two great years.
T'lu* Awny ROTC. Basic Camp. It's tough
Ix'causo vou'll lx* m ating up lor the entire first two
years of the A nm RO IC. Four-Year Program. Two
years in only six works.
During this time, while weYe toughening
up your Ixk Iy a I it tie. we II lx - even tougher on your
mind. B y asking you to <om plete a concent lotted
course of study covering all the topics you missed.
But when y o u return to ■college in the tail.
you
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can look lorward to two pretty great years.

Yon II lx-earning an extra SIOOu month, up to ton
.months a year. And you'll also lx- earning an
officer s commission while you're earning your
College* degree.
If you're transferring from junior college
ór for solite other reason you Couldn't take thelirst
two yearsol R () I (•.•I<x>k into the*-Army RO IC
' Iw<>-Year 1Y<>gra ill.
Army RO IC. I he more you l<x>k at it.
the better it l<x>ks.

ms

Poet’s Co/me/i
SONNET 16
for L.F.
sadly i stand,like an angry storekeeper
robbed of his goods by kind and loving thieves /
who, only lovers of themselves feed upon
like parasites, the two sweet keepers of that shop
and since we, the keepers now have less to sell
between ourselves is there less to give!
oh when will True Friendship show as true Beauty does?
like a quiet thief the sun steals the moon
yet the sun loves the moon; since, when done shining at twilight
she sinks to leave the moon to deepen night
and by grieving skies how cherished is the earthy floor
when poor dry grasses strain great tears from Heaven’s face!
. . though, fellow keeper, we are so tenderly
. . already with me have you secretly sobbed?

—Daryl W. Smith
BICENTENNIAL (for James Kavanaugh)
200 years,
. and going downhill.
200 years,
. . I ’ve had my fill.

.

■

200 years,
. . Don’t sit in the shade.
200 years,
. . You can make the grade.
200 years,
By-pass what, “They say. ’’
200 years,
. It’s time to stop looking away.

*. .

200 years,
. .Now you have to do it.
200 years,
. .I f you don’t, start digging your own pit.
—

J.A. Mallory

G irls come to the Northeast YAACA Body Shop
and shape up for spring. Work out with the stretching and
toning equipment, swim in the pool, and take a sauna.
(2 months — ¿30)
Open 8 a.m. -10 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 8 a.rrv - 6 p.m. Sat.
Northeast YM CA, 4433 Main Street. . . 839-2543

Any VW (no matter how old) can be checked out
completely on our computer. It's a $7 trip but with this
coupon you get the computer diagnosis, free. Make a
reservation now. Call "service" 885-9300.

Butler®
iinmcito-.Aiu*™
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1200 MAIN ST.
ATBARKER
885-9300 a 4/15
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Rosary l^ill Reach Out
Part Ilk A New W ay to Teach
By Marie Fortuna

“Placement out in the com
munity is a new way to teach
com m unity p sych ology,” Dr.
Thomas W. Miller said.
Dr. Miller gives his students
five options: work at the Vet
eran’s Administration Hospital,
the Buffalo Psychiatric Center,
-'West Seneca Development Cen
ter, with the elderly, or write
grant proposals or term papers.
Twenty five of his students chose
direct involvement with the com
munity.
“At the West Seneca Develop
ment Center eight students work
along with Dr. Art Equinozzo^
They learn about the well known
important technique, behavior
modification. They get exposure
to in-patient care for children and
adults who are retarded,” said
Dr. Miller.
Since January dark-haired
Lorrie Panek has worked four
hours weekly §t West Seneca.
“I work in motivational groups.
It’s important that I participate
with the children in whatever
they are doing. If it’s a singalong, I sing with them. When the
children paint, I paint,” said
Lorrie.
“It’s difficult to find things they
CAN do. Many of the persons
there are just trainable, but not
educable. Some are autistic.
Others are mentally retarded.
Many cannot talk,” she said.
“With a staff member, I work
with 12 to 15 children. Ward 22 A
contains a series of normalization
rooms. Large rooms with a living
room setting at one end.
Complete with TV. The other end
has a table, sink, silverware. It’s
a kitchen but without a stove. The
youngsters have normal routines
they go through. They set the
table. They eat there,” she said.
“Nine students serve as com
panion-therapists on the psychia
tric service at the Veteran’s Administration hospital. I’m on,
the staff there. I took the students
through thehospital and showed
them the Hyperbaric Program,
the Day Hospital (a partial care
program for psychiatric pa
tients), and the in-patient, out-pa
tient services arid the admissions
center,” explained Dr. Miller.

Karen Dill, one of the compan
ion-therapists said, “The parti
cular client I’m helping now is a
male about 35 years old. He’s had
a series of nervous breakdowns.
He’s unsure of himself. Unsure of
his future. I serve as a friend, a
friend with extra skill valuable to
the client and to the staff.”
“I listen selectively. To help
him, I have to keep attuned to
what his particular problem is. I
listen for what he emphasizes. I
hear his feelings,” Karen said.
“Thursdays, at the weekly
meetings with the coordinators
Dr. Hoffman, psychiatrist and

Steve Sharley, who is a graduate
student from U.B., students dicuss each client’s progress,”
Karen added.
At the Adolescent Unit of the
Buffalo P sychiatric Center,
which is housed at Buffalo State
College, students work with
youngsters who are referred to
this program through the courts
or private physicians.
“Usually about ten kids show
up for the Saturday morning pro
gram. They need to know some
body cares. They ask if you’ll be
back next week. Even though I’m
doing this for school credit, I
won’t quit when school does. I’ll
be there this summer. I decided
that the second time I went
there,” saick Janet Söderström.
“I had no idea what the kids
would be like. They’re mostly in
their middle teens. They really
care about each other. They try
to console each other if some
thing bad happened,” said Janet.
“Rap sessions. After the kids
cook breakfast, staff, volunteers
and clients all sit together and
-eat. Th^n we begin the rap. Lots
of family problems come up.
Some of the clients have been
bringing in their brothers and
sisters. Dr. Miller suggested this.
It’s working out well,” she said.
“Two brothers got into a fight,
right id the rap session. Both had
a chance to talk it all out. Both
sides were heard. With no inter
ruptions,” Janet exclaimed.
“Sometimes it’s hard to reach
them. One weeki a girl washav-"
ing a really hartftime. We took a
walk around outside the Campus
School. She finally opened up.
You’ve got to have an open ear,”
Janet added.

“We place students on an indi
vidual basis with elderly persons
who need contact on a one-to-one
basis,” said Dr. Miller.
“Claudia Chew and I visit a
lady 83 years old. Amazing
woman! She has a lot to offer. She
knows it too. But she had no one
to offer it to,” explained Pat
Weichsel.
“This lady looks about 60.
When I found out her real age I
couldn’t believe it. She-told us
about Buffalo in the early part of
this century. She told us about
her husband. She’s even going to
teach us to play bridge. I rjeally
like her,” Pat said.
1
'. N,
“I plan to work in Buffalo this
summer. I hope to go on seeing
her. I want to,” she said.

Pat explained tfiat she and
Claudia had trained as volunteers
for Project Care, (Concerned
Adolescents for Retired Elders)
which is under Catholic Charities
auspices.
“I’m teaching students to write
grant proposals not only so they
will have the necessary ability
for ‘grantsmanship’ when they
get into community agencies as
staff, but also because this
focuses their thoughts on what
services SHOULD be provided,”
explained Dr. Miller.

“I emphasize the importance of
the 1963 Community Health Cen
ters Act. Purge students to use
that law as a guideline for recog
nizing community needs they
should focus on. I tell them to
gear their grant proposals to the
needs,” he said.
Barbara Chambers and Louise
Salamone are preparing a grant
proposal, that would provide
after-care for the unwed mother
who plans to keep her baby.
“Presently Erie county re^
quires that the mother already
have an established residence
BEFORE she applies for finan
cial-aid for her household Our
.proposal would provide a super
vised living arrangem ent a t ”
Ingleside Home that would meet
the eligibility requirement of the
Erie County Departm ent of
Social Services,” said Louise
Salamone.
“This After-Care Mother-Baby
Program would give girls, age 16
to 21 another alternative. Without
it, the.unwed mother may have to
give her up for adoption or place
him in a foster home,” said
Louise.
“Included in the program at
Ingleside would be education in
nutrition and health, employment
education, m edical program s
such as an out-patient clinic and
ay care provided by volunteers
from the Junior League,” she
said.

“This consistent education of
the nurturant role of the mother
to the child could, we hope, break
the chain of generation after
generation of unwed mothers ami
prevent child abuse and the be
havior problems and juvenile
delinquency that can arise from
it,” Louise said.
Sub-groups of the community
psychology class work on each of
the five options. “The whole class
covers the New York State Men
tal Hygiene Law. I ask each of
them to write to another state to
get that state’s laws on mental
hygiene. We then compare and
contrast the quality of care and
the sensitivity to the needs of the
people on the part of each of the
other states with our own New
York State,” Thomas Miller,
Ph.D. explained.

“Another vital part of their
education is the up to date re
search I present. Like the find
ings of the Stamford University
researchers who went into 12 dif
ferent mental hospitalsas pseudo
patients to assess the quality of
care patients are getting,” he
said.
th e joining of theory in the
classroom to practice with sepcific problems in the community
maximizes the learning of com
munity psychology.
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Attica
Support Group

Dear Editor,

Letter to the Editor:

The President of Pi Gamma
Mu, the National Social Science
Honor Society, wishes to thank all
those members, faculty, students
and others who contributed to
making our “Have a Good Time
Raffle” a success. A special
thanks goes to our moderator,Dr. Cuddy, for all his encourage
ment and assistance.

Permit me to thank all the
students who have made this
year and the past five years at
Rosary Hill College an enjoyable
and enriching experience. My
wish is for each of you — the very
best in the future. Thank you for
you!
Dr. Tom Miller

The raffle drawing was held on
Monday, April 7, 1975 and the
winners of the three prizes are:
First Prize - the dinner for two at
'the Old Red Mill Inn (a $20. gift
certificate), Mr. C.J. Reedy;
Second Prize - the basket of cheer
(six bottles of wine), Mrs. Jean
Kalusny, 400 Walden Ave., Buf
falo, NY and Third Prize - a pair
of tickets to see any film at the
Holiday Six Theaters, any eve
ning performance, goes to Mr.
William Hoffman of Rosary Hill
College.
Once again, thanks to all who
made the Pi Gamma Mu raffle a
worthwhile endeavor.
Denise Jean Zasowski
President, Pi Gamma Mu

Dear Editor,
The St. Patrick’s Scholarship
Committee at Rosary Hill College
has chosen Miss Michelle Ott as
the recipient from this institu
tion. Miss Ott is a junior in thè
English Concentration. W'e will
be proud to have her represent
Rosary Hill in the St. Patrick
Scholarship Fund summer pro
gram.
Miss Lynne Schimminger, a
senior in the History and Govern
ment Concentration, has been
named runner-up. If anything
prevents Miss Ott from accept
ing, Miss Schimminger will serve
as Rosary Hill’s alternate.
S. Marita Lannan, O.S.F.
Vice President for
Academic Affairs

> # # # # # + # # # # # ### ### #+# ### #### ### ### +## ### ##+# ### ### +## #+# #*I

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ROSARY HILL'S

1975
GRADUATES
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We, concerned students from
the University of Buffalo, would
like to relate to our peers across
New York State our experiences
this past week. Unfortunately,
this is essential because the news
media has turned the very
serious Attica trial of Dacajeweiah and Charley Joe into a
spectacular event and con
tinually reports a distorted point
of view.
The trial that concluded this
week after two years and four
months, is more than a question
of the guilt or innocence of two
men. It involves every student
and every person in this country.
The trial involves an individual’s,
rights; the right to live and rebel
against social injustice, and the
right to be treated as a human
being.
Prisoners are human beings
and have the right to demand to
be treated as such. They are the
result of a society where unequal
distribution of wealth exists and
laws are created-by and for the
rich.
„
After many frustrating, peace
ful attempts, 1,400 men rebeled
against the inhuman conditions
that they were subjected to in
Attica prison. This uprising was
brutally resolved under Rocke
feller’s orders for armed state
troopers with weapons that were
banned by the Geneva: Con
vention of 1954, to retake the in
stitution. When the massacre had
ended, forty men including nine
hostages were dead from gunshot
wounds fired by the state
troopers and National Guard.
The state, in an attempt to.
cover up their wrong doings, has
«ice again turned the victims
into the criminals. It is imper
ative to understand that these
two men, D acajew eiah and
Charley Joe, now on trial for the
murder of corrections officer
William Quinn, are part of a pre
conceived plan of the state to
justify their atrocities. The trial
has been one of fabrication where
the prosecution has spent nine to
eleven m illion dollars of.
taxpayers money, while the
defense has been allocated
250,000 dollars.
Many students across the state
believe the evepts that led up trd

and precipitated after the Attica
rebellion are isolated from their
lives. We m ust not allow
ourselves to fall into the false
comfort of a college community,
because outside our world of
books, parties, and rhetoric is a
real world where people are
standing up and fighting for their
human rights.

As a result of these legal vio
lations, we realized that our
power was in unity. We locked
arms, drawing strength and pro
tection from each other.
The next day, fifty students
continued our vigil by the court
house. We feel that because we
were only fifty students, we were
placed in a vulnerable position to
the Verbal and physical abuses of
the police. Racial and religious
slurs were continually used. One
officer called defense attorney,
William Kuntsler, a “fucking
Jew” as he tried to explain to the
police our legal right to peachful
assembly.

When students stood up at Kent
State, , the National Guard
answered their demands with
bullets. At Mai Lai, the infantry
had a “badge” and a gun and at
Wounded Knee the State
Troopers had a badge and guns-.Is a badge and the barrel of a gun
a license to kill and injure,
regardless of justice and purely-a
product of aggressor’s emotions?
Or are these actions an extension
of the American society and
therefore an extension of our
selves? It is much too easy To be
blinded to what is really going on.

Another young attorney with
long hair was arrested while
attempting to explain our rights
to the police. When he presented
his bar card to the officer,' the
officer said, “You don’t look like
a lawyer, you look like trash,”
and proceeded to drag him away
to the police station.

On April 2nd, well over six
hundred students took buses to
downtown Buffalo to exercise
their constitutional rights^ and
show their support for thé two
Attica brothers. We feel this
m ass m obilization occured
because students finally realized
how the struggles around the
country and the world are very
much a part of their lives.

When instructed to halt our
vigil, we were pushed two blocks
from the courthpuse and order
which side of the street to walk
on. While walking, we were en
circled by the police and directed
by the ends of their billy clubs.
We were later told, if we didn’t
want ta get thrown into the shithouse, we had better walk single
file around the courthouse
without touching each other. This
was a blatant attempt to divide
•our unity and control our actions.

The repercussions to this
mobilization were great. We were
denied the right to peaceful
assembly and while the police
were trying to move us, we were
pushed, prodded, and brutalized
in . a manner applicable to
animals being carted to market.
As one officer said, “ If you want
to be treated like cattie, we’ll
move you like cattle.”
The law was now in the hands
of a few men in positions of
authority. They refused to uphold
the laws and interests of the
people who elected them. They
arbitrarily changed their minds
as to what they would allow us to
do, m - accordance with their
interests. Five students were
randomly singled out and
arrested
for
“ obstructing
governmental administration, ’’
when in fact they were in the
boundaries of the law. These five
students were violently appre
hended and dragged away to the
Erie County jail.

We can’t stress enough, the
importance of participating and
becoming involved. It is time to
end the stereotype of the
apathetic student.
F^ur days after our mass rally,
Dacajeweiah was found guilty of
murder and Charley Joe was
convicted of second degree
attempted assault. As the police
tried to pull Dacajeweiah away
from his wife, his last words
were, “I’m not ready yet. I’m
just not ready to go. ...”
We cannot let the frame up of
two young men go unnoticed. As
one of the Attica defendants, Big
Black said, “People it is time to
wake up because the only thing
that comes to a sleeper is a
dream.”
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Dru Draws a Draught

By MARIE FORTUNA

Don’t mess with the bartender
at Nellie’s Pub. “They may try to
pat me when I step out from be
hind the bar to put their money in
the juke box, but I say right
away, ‘Don’t EVER touch m e!’
Cold. Nasty. Hard.' Like that.
Shocks them ,” Dru added
smiling impishly, “because when
I’m behind the bar I don’t talk
like that.”

I got a hurry up call from them.
They needed me right away. I
started the next day,” she said.
“Anyone can mix drinks. But
it’sembarassing to have to look a
recipe up. If we don’t know how to
make a drink there’s always
“Trader Vic’s Guide.” If you
have to look it up once, you
remember. You’re not going to be
em barrassed
tw ice,”
she
explained.

No trace of Dru Hettrich’s
southern accent remains. She
talks straight New York Stater
English now. “When I came here
for my senior year of high school,
kids kept asking me to say one
thing or another. They wanted to
hear my accent. I got so embar:
rassed. I stood in front of a
mirror for three days and prac
ticed talking New York State
English,” she said.

“Being bartender takes more
than knowing how to mix drinks
properly: The regular customers,
you have to make him feel at
•home in HIS bar. I file three
pieces of information about him
up here,” she said tapping her
head with^one slim finger.
“His name. His favorite drink.
Some particular characteristic
about him. When he comes in I
greet him with his name. If I
don’t remember that, I say,
‘That’s a bourbon and water
right?’ Then he knows I know
him,” she said.

A very determined girl.¿‘I hate
to have to kick people out. I
remember when I was under 18
myself. But there’s a hundred
dollar personal fine for the per
son who actually serves the
drink. And the business can be
closed down,” she said.

“The regulars like you to
remember what they order. Like
I kept getting orders for two
manhattens on the rocks with a
dash of bitters on top. That’s ah
unusual way to order manhat
tens. Finally I vVent back to the
restaurant part to look at who
was ordering them this way.
They were a couple from Eng
land. That’s how people drink
them there,” she said
* Vf

„ “Certain drinks are a tip off.
Sloe^gin. Lots of gjrls start with
that. Or if someone orders a
Brandy Alexander, L look over to
see who it is. h I see a young girl,
nervous and with her boyfriend, I
card them.”.
She spoke of the first fight she
witnessed.- “ I was scared. When
fights break out I stay behind the
bar. I know now' Nobody ever
hits the bartender. Nobody wants
to cut himself off from his
sup ply ” she said.
,

“I love my job. I’ve got my own
people. They come in to see me.
It's not like a job. It’s like talking
to people. East Aurora is a small
town. I know one third of the
people now. I feel at home,” she
smiled.

“People don’t mean to fight.
But alcohol does funny things to
them When they get argumenta
tive, I purposely don’t hear them
when they ask for another. My
dishwasher has noisy ball bear
ings. I turn that on. I get busy
washing top glasses. Slowly. I just
don’t pay attention to them,” Dru
explained.

Dru Hettrich

She’s tended bar at Nellies Pub
on Elm Street, East Aurora four
nights a week since October. “I

applied for the job in September.
When I didn’t hear, for two
months, I forgot all about it. Then

“I like to talk to people.
They’re interesting. Only they
get drunker and drunker. And not
so interesting to talk to at the end
of the evening,” she said.
Dru wears whatever she wants
to. A cowboy outfit with a plaid

Merrill Hosts
Spanish Radio Show
L. Aranibar Merrill o f
Washington Highway, Snyder, is
hosting a new, public service
radio program in Spanish on
radio station WWOL.

Any VW (no matter how old) can be checked out
completely on our computer. It's a $7 trip but with this
coupon you get the computer diagnosis, free, tiftake a
reservation now. Call ” service''4J85-9300

Butler
Service Hours: 7:30 AM —*9 PM, (Sat. til 5 PM

^
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The program, “An Hour with
Lilibar,” will be presented every
Sunday evening at 6:00 and
features Spanish conversation
and music. “Lilibar” is a Spanish
nickname for Mrs. Merrill’s first
name, Lillian.
Mrs.
Merrill,
assistant
professor of the Modern Foreign
Language Department at Rosary
Hill College, seeks to relay news
andNinformation of interest to
Spanish-speaking residents of
Western New York. She will give
news of events, special recipes,
and items of interest and will
occasionally have guests on her
program.

Mrs. Merrill joined Rosary Hill
College in 1960. Prior to that, she
was the Chairman of the Foreign
Language
Departm ent
of
Maryvale High School. She is a
member of the American
Association of Teachers of
Spanish and Portuguese and Beta
Sigma P h i/ a professional,
women’s organization.
She teaches Spanish dances to
teachers of Spanish in area high
schools and has been involved
with international cultural
activities. She has traveled in
Columbia, Peru,^ Ecuador,
France, Germany, Italy and
Mexico.
She recently returned from
Spain, where she chaperoned a
group of students from Amherst
Central. High School.

shirt usually. “When I wear a
dress and stockings and my con
tacts, I get better tips. I get asked
out too,” she said.
Perhaps the most frequent
question lady bartenders are
asked is, “Honey what time do
you get off work?” Dru chuckled
in recognition, She’s heard it be
fore.
» “I don’t go out with any of
them. I dorFt know them. A girl
has to be careful. People think
nurses, waitresses and barmaids
are on the make. When I first
started working I told people I
was married so they wouldn’t
bother me,” she said.
“But now, I’ve started dating.
Some really nice men. I’ve been
to John’s Flaming Hearth,” she
said.
. Paint a portrait in pastel. Wet
pink mouth. Baby blue denim Sandy colored hair. Tinted
glasses. Dru Hettrich, age twenty
two. She copies across pretty.
Slim and fast moving. Earnest
steady gaze. Disconcerting.
“I want to learn to write. That’s
what I’m here for,” said
freshman Dru. She earned a 3.25
average last semester.” Just five
points away from the dean’s
list,” she sighed.
When she left her home in Vir
ginia she was seventeen.
“I’m the oldes of nine children.
I used to think my mother kept
having children just to spite m e,”
she said. As the oldest she had all
the chores to do:
<lBefore I came to Rosary Hill
I’d traveled 33 states in a van. I
lived in a commune in'East Am
herst with twenty people and ten
dogs. Straps. We took them in.
But we didn’t have the money to
buy them tags. Neighbors com
plained. So we broke up the com
mune,” she said.
“ People think right away
commune m eans orgy,” she
grimaced. “But it was pretty
much like living in the dorms.
Girls roomed with girls. There
were a few cou p les,” she
shrugged.
“I lived with a man for three
and a half years. I left him in
January. When I started school
we drifted apart. School changes
you,” she said thoughtfully. _
“I love my job, but I don’t
really believe in what I’m doing. I
see a guy getting bombed. I keep
^serving because unless there’s a
specific reason for not serving, I
can’t cut him off. It’s not good for
business,” she said.
“But I know when I close,jbe’s
going to get into his car'and
drive. That really upsets met. I
feel indirectly responsible for it.
Alcohol is a scary thing.”
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Dr. Thomas Miller displays trophy at Bowling League dinner
held April 15th. Dr. Miller describes the dinner and awards pre
sentation as the culmination of an effort to expand RosaryTlill
athletics.

FRANKLY SPEAKING.'.. .by phi! frank

Rosary Hill
Represented in
Student Harness
Watch for Virginia Rich, sociology concentrator May 9th,
Friday evening at Buffalo Raceway.
*
Monica Winkel, University of
Buffalo representative, in the
lead all the way, won the April
11th run off race. Monica won by
a half a length. Moving from 5th
position to a slot behind Monica
one fourth of the way around,

Ginnie Rich drove Fiacco Joe to
the outside in the home stretch.
^
“But I couldn’t catch her. It
was exciting though. We used jog
buggies for that race. May 9th
we’ll be driving sulkies,” Ginnie
said.
Scholarship monies will be
awarded to winners. Best of luck
to Ginnie. Come out to see her.
Tickets are only $1.

CONGRATULATIONS JOHN HOLT,.
THIS I© A SUHOENA ID APPEAR
ffltK E THE W m UNADIERICAW
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE-"

'THANK \OU,ANP HERE'* THE
KEY TO THE UNIVERSITY
TEST FILE RCOVS T
CO LLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BOX 9411-BERKELEY CA 9470$

- £ COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES-BOX 9411-BERKELEY, CA 94709

FRANKLY SPEAK IN G ... .by phil frank

HIT THEM WHERE IT HURTS.
S tm tt THEIR ZONE DEFENSE
AND CRIPPLE THEIR SECONDARY
THESE THIH# WE 4SK IN THV
NAME,... AWIEN!'
-

Uey! I did ill A perfect Gerald Ford caricature!

t COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES"BOX 9411-BERKELEY. CA 94709

May 1 ,1 9 7 5
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The Orphans of
Ho Chi Minh
Like leaves in a secret garden
separated from w hatever was their ow n life,
they fall victim to
the spent fury of alien winds.
Like fallen leaves in a secret garden
where winds had intruded,
they are rak,ed into a neat pile,
all that seem w hole and fit,
all but the torn and bleeding.
Visible beauty is salvaged
and sent to decorate a distant rdom
as dried color
pressed betw een panes of glass.

i

Like fallen leaves in a secret garden (whose gates had been forced
s o redundantly by a host of m ighties,
envious of what secrets they contained),
they w ere shaken to the ground
by the stormy "breath
*'
of an insecure christ,
of a cunning gaul,
of a swaggering amerikan
so pleased with his mirror im age
that he tried to m ake the world his private room
and each o f its secret gardens
into a separate mirror.

? He raged -¿with fury
when this o n e rebelled
'
- | | jp •
and he storm ed the leaves from the trees.
H e kept the severed beauty for him self.
He stunted their growth into new trees.
He slow ed the replenishm ent,
Taking its dried rem nance to him self,
he destroyed this garden that w ould not be his mirror.
<S><S>C S>
_

Pete Siedlecki

Be My Baby

C o lleg e Stud ents
Full Time
Summer Employment
$630 Monthly Guarantee plus
$1,000 Scho larsh ip Opportunity
If accepted on a 13-week summer
program, we'll give you an opportun
ity to work with other college students
in an exciting summer project.
NO C A R R E Q U IR E D .
R E Q U IR E M E N T S :
I . Neat business like appearance.
2 Strong, out goipg personality.
3. Ability to work in concert with others.
4. For interview contact;
J. Dadek at 881-6110
9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. daily.

I

\

i

§

I
I
I
I

killed your father
killed your mother
m olested your sister
castrated your brother

I
I
I
I

destroyed your house
napalmed your friend
polluted your land
justified by end

What’s done is done
Forget the past and maybe,
Y ou’ll learn to love me
If you’ll only, be my baby.
T onyV iolanti

I

§

I
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'Shampoo' - Political Sex Film
By DARRYL DAVID AMATO
How appropriate that Robert
Towne, this year’s Oscar winner
(for his original screenplay
“ Chinatown” ), should have
another script, co-authored by
Warren
B eatty,
called
“Shampoo” currently shining on
the screen. This sleazy-sophisti
cated (if that’s possible), intelli
gent film is headed for the same
citation “Chinatown’^ deceived.
“Shampoo” is the sad salacious
travesty of George, a California
hairdresser and professional
lecher who chose his career only
because it guaranteed constant
interaction with a bevy of
frustrated lad ies, ladies just
dying to have their bodies
caressed as well as their hair
coifed. George has a harem of
said customers, a legion of sexloaded, love-straved ladies
num erous enough to keep
Casanova himself busy for two
weeks, twenty-four hours a day.

Julie Christie, Goldie Hawn
àhd Lee Grant, all obscenely
beautiful, play/G eorge’s three
main loves. Warren Beatty, as
X»eorge, looks and acts like he’s
having the time of his life. Thé
action sags in the first hour, but
things pick up tremendously
when George encounters all three
concubines at a dinner party.
The ch aracters’ screwed-up
dalliances are facetiously set
against the backdrop of the 1968
Nixon-Agnew campaign which
serves as further indication of
American decay, corruption and
scrèw-ups, I would guess. I would

also conjecture that Towne and
Beatty began writing a sexy
political film, but carnal capers
\and bedroom ballets come out the
stronger. It is more acctilrate tn
call it a political sex filim

May 1 ,1 9 7 5

George Carlin
at Melody Fair

If a good movie can make you
laugh and enjoy while viewing it
and force you to seriously think
about its seem ingly flippant
attitude
afterw ards,
then
“Shampoo” is a very good movie.
The title is symbolic. America
could use a good washing, polit
ically and sexu ally, says
-“Shampoo.”

The humor is on a par with a
past Columbia picture “Bob and
Carol and Ted and Alice.” This
isn ’t
surprising
because
“Shampoo” covers (or uncovers)
the same subject (sex) in the
same time period (the end of the
1960’s).

Oscar Night "Godfather II" Cleans Up
By DARRYL DAVID AMATO
The sequel that producerdirector-w riter F rancis Ford
Copppla at first did not want to
make, cleaned house at the 47th
annual Academy Awards presen
tation April 8th. Coppola finally
took on Paramount Pictures’ re
quest for a sequel to “The God
father” as a challenge, and the
Academ y accepted Coppola’s

final product — “The Godfather
Part II” — as the best picture
released in 1974. Coppola’s
original ‘Godfather’ was bes
towed the same honor for 1972.
‘Godfather II’ Oscars did not
stop with the top honor. Coppola
was named best director and
Coppola and Mario Puzo’s script

was cited as the best screenplay
(adapted from another medium).
Robert DeNiro, >who played the
young Mafia ¿hieftan Vito
Corleone, was appointed best
supporting actor. (Quite a
surprise! The Academy usually
passes over young, new actors in
favor of old Hollywood veterans.)
Nino Rota and Carmine Coppola
(the director’s father) collected
an award for their rich, saucy
original dramatic score. The film
also contains, according to Aca
demy voters, the best art direc
tion-set decoration.

George Carlin
George Carlin will h§ back
again Saturday,• May 3, for a one
night performance at Melody
Fair. Last year George thrilled
his capacity audience with a IV2
hour monologue. He covered a
variety of topics from “The 7
Words You Can’t Say on TV” to
“AHysteri^al Look at Religion.” George Carlin is a different
type of stand-up com id. He .pre
sents visual humor as well as
a cerebral type of humor. He usesV
gestures, caricature voices as
well as faces to portray a funny
story as well as tell it. His
material is of a'new and stimu
lating Variety, which you will
easily be able to identify with.

Art Carney was com ically
delighted to receive a best actor’
Oscar for his lively old man in
“Harry and Tonto.” Ellen
Burstyn picked up her Oscar as
best actress for “Alice Doesn’t
Live liere Anymore^”
Ingrid Bergman swept up best«
supporting actress Oscar for her
small, but significant role as a
mysterious traveler in “Murder
on the Orient Express.”
“Chinatown,” an Academy and
critic favorite with M Oscar
nominations, only won one — for
Robert Towne’§intridhte, thrill
ing plot-thickebing original
screenplay. -

AI Pacino and Morgana King in Oscar winning picture “Godfather
II.”

best film of the year. Hollywood
had to give it something.
Costume design was the big
gest asset in “The Great Gatsby.” The film was duljNhonored
for its dress.
“We May Never Love Like This
Again,” from “The Towering
Inferno,” was obviously the only
decent best song nominee. It won.

And what could beat the sound
The remaining awards were
of “ Earthquake”
or the
fairly predictable. What else but
cinematography and editing of
Federico Fellini’s Italian recol
‘Towering Inferno’? D isaster
lection ‘‘Am arcord” -as best
.movies always do well in the
foreign film? The New York Film ^ technical category, even if they
Critics went so far as to name it
do rot in the performing arena.

\

The way he tells of his growing
up, and about things in today’s
world. Although Carlin himself is
35, he dresses just like his crowd
in long hair and blue jeans.
Carlin is more than a very
funny man; he is a critic of our
hectic lifestyle. He is harsh at
times, using words which may
burn some peoples’ ears, but his
message will come_ through that
they are just words.
So if you wish to escape a little
and laugh till your ears hurt, see
George Carlin May 3rd. Tickets
are available through Melody
Fair. Call 693-770(L

\
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College-going Rate Declines
^

Fqr Third Consecutive Year
Hie percentage of New York
Despite.the decline, New York
the rate of attendance at out-ofstate institutions. The college
State high school graduates going
State still has a higher percenon to some form of post-second \ tage of students going on to post
going rate at New York State
ary education, including both de
colleges and universities was 51.7
secondary education than the Na
gree-granting arid non-degree
percent in the fall of 1973 and 51.4
tional average. Figures obtained
granting institutions, has de
percent in the fall of 1974,
from the U.S. Office of Education
clined for the third consecutive
whereas the rate at out-of-state
show that nationwide, 60.7 per
year, according to statistics re
institutions declined from 11.7'
cent of all high school graduates
leased today by the State Educa
percent to 10.9 percent during the
enrolled in a college or university
same period. In addition, in each
tion Departm ent. The post
in the fall of 1974. Hie National
secondary going rate for fall 1974
of the last five years, the in-state
figure is up from 57.9 percent the
was 66.6 percent compared to 68.1
college-going rate has stayed be
previous year.
tween 51 and 52 percent.
per cent in the fall of 1973, 69.2
The proportion of New York
percent in the fall of 1972, and the
The percentage of high school
peak of 70.7 per cent in both die
graduates in New York attending Vhigh school graduates going to
fall of 1971 and 1970.
four-year colleges within New
degree-granting institutions de
York actually increased slightly
clined from 63.4 percent in the
between fall 1973 and fall 1974
fall of 1973 to 62.3 percent in the
The figures are contained in a
from 28.5 percent to 28.9 percent,
fall of 1974. In the fall of 1971, 65.6
Department publication entitled,
while the proportion continuing
percent of the graduates enrolled
“Distribution of High School
at two-year colleges within (he
in two and four-year colleges.
Graduates and College-Going
State declined from 23.2 percent
Rate, New^ork State, Fall 1974.”
to 22.5 percent.
Most of this decline occurred in

Fullbright Grants
Competition for approximately
550 grants to 50 countries for
graduate study òr research
abroad in academic fields and for
professional training in the crea
tive and performing arts, will be
available for the 1976-77 aca
demic year.
Applicants must be U.S. citi
zens at'the time of application,
who will generally hold a bache
lor’s degree or its equivalent be
fore the beginning date of *the
grant and, in most^cases, will be
profivient in the language of the
host country. Selection is based
on the academic and or profes
sional record of the applicant, the
validity and feasibility of his pro
posed study plan, his language
preparation and personal qualifi
cations. Preference is given to
candidates between 20 and 35
yea^s of age who have not had
prior opportunity for extended
study or residence abroad.

Information and application
forms may be '’obtained from
Mary Ann Stegmeier, Fullbright
Program Adviser, located in the
Career Planning and Placement
Office. H ie deadline date for
receipt of application in her office
is October 10,1975. Ms. Stegmeier
encourages all interested stu
dents to investigate these oppor
tunities and requirements this
spring so that there will be more
time in the fall to complete the
extensive application forms.

Josephine Kakol, a 1974 Rosary
Hill College graduate in sociology
who received a Fullbright Grant
to Poland writes that her first
weeks in Poland were especially
difficult. Life in Poland is almost
a struggle at times. However,
upon her return in January,
everything went a bit better. Her
research is very exciting as well

as the numerous lectures she
gives to students and organiza- •
tions. *.
.
Josephine has toured most of
the country. Recently, she was in
Poznan for the International
Trade Fairs and in Lodz for a
couple of operas. She and her
roommate are going, to Zakopane
- the Tatra mountains - for some
skiing and m ountainclim bing.
She feels that her time has been
wellspent and certainly is glad to
have had this opportunity to see
and do so much and meet so
many fine people. Later in
spring, she is planning a trip
through Western Europe, Middle
East, and hopefully to Sudan.
Josephine has many exciting
things to tell, but will wait until
she returns. It will be possible for
her to stay in Warsaw on a Fullbright Grant for another whole
year should she decide to do so.

P o e t

Q

Go

H A V E Y O U SEEN
Have you seen this thing called me?
Is it what you thought you ’d see?
Long roads warm my tender skin.
Long days wear my patience thin.
Y ou ought, to try m e on for size.
One chance today is all it buys.
So take it now and don’t delay.
In a short tim e I may fade away.
But I never die, I never die.
And to you I ’ll never lie.
D on’t delay, Oh! D o n ’t delay.
Tomorrow I may fade away.
Have you seen this thing called me?
Your dreariis of what I ought to be.
Only my sleep will hold my hop e—.
Can’t decide if I can cope.
You ou gh t'to try m e on for size.
A chance you take with each Sunrise.
So take m e now and don’t delay,
to stand and watch the world turn gray.
I never lie, I never lie.
And for you I’ll never die.
But don’t delay, please don’t delay.
Once chance is all I’ll get this day.
Mark R. Hardy

SONNET 18
Yet unlike true Beauty, i know not Love’s truth
til like day is without night, i am without you.
While in your memory’s bank you do hold me
does not your love more strongly grow?
When to your eyes i am but pale tears and moonlight
do not my lips upon yours fall
like these late winter snows upon ground and all?
Oh day and night you are with me!
unlike day or night who both separately live
’til dusky evening when day’s light by eve’s is dimmed,
but here’s Love’s best test: would you from my life part
so Time’s insight brings our need to its height?
only when Love’s not deepened to essence
is absence but blindness to presence
Daryl W. Smith

New York State Assembly
SumrtyëMnternship

FRANKLY S P E A K IN G ... .by phil frank
WHAT:

The Summer Internship Program is an opportunity for students to be involved on a full-time
basis for a concentrated period of time in the research and program development activities
of the New York State Assembly. Interns may be assigned to such offices as the Majority
and Minority Ways & Means Staffs, the Majority and Minority Program and Committee
Staffs, and the Assembly Office of Research and Analysis.

WHERE:

The Capitol
Albany, New York

WHEN:

June 16, 1975 - August 8, 1975

STIPEND:

$1,000 ( no expenses will be reimbursed by the Assembly)

NUMBER OF
INTERNS:
No more than 8 interns will be selected. The Assembly reserves the right to select a sm aller
number of interns if it desires.
ELIGIBILITY:

Only those individuals who during the 1975-76 academic-year will be enrolled in a
graduate or professional school or will be in their senior year of a baccaulaureate program
are eligible to participate.
(2) Interns must be New York State residents.

APPLICATION
*

■CONGRATULATIONS AMD WELCOME

TO THE COLO CRUEL \NDRCD a? BEAtfTY!

P R O C FD ITR F^

■Applications and supporting documents must be received by the New York State Assembly
no later than May 2, 1975. The selection of interns will be completed May 30, 1975. Thé1
Selection Committee may require applicants to come to Albany for interview during May.
Applications are available from Mary Ann Stegmeier, Career Planning Office, or from the
Assembly Intern Program, Room 519, The Capitol, Albany, New York 12224, Area Code
518,472-7300.
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Star Trek Fans at W ork

SPRIN8. WEEKEND 1975

The affiliated Star Trek Revival Organizations (A.S.T.R.O.) is coor
dinating a world wide campaign to revive Star Trek. Lincoln Enter
prises, the Star Trek Association for Revival (S.T.A.R.), and similar
organization have agreed to assist in our efforts.

Theme:
"Just Letting It Ride"

Our plan is as follows:

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT WICK DESK
^

May 1 ,1 9 7 5

tY Notify as many people as possible. Start axhain letter.
2) Write to Barry Diller (President of Paramount) now, at the follow
ing address:

Fri. May 2

MOVIE: “THE HARRAD EXPERIMENT”
Wick Social Room 7:30 P.M.

- Possible 25* beers in the Rat

3) On-May 7,1975, mail another letter. This is the key to our plan. If
everyone contacted does this, we estimate that over 1,000,000 letters
will reach Paramount within one week.

Sat. May 3

PICNIC at SPRINQBROOK VOLUNTEER FIREMAN’S PARK
Food, Boer, Soda 2 Bands Shuttle Busses

Barry Diller
Paramount Pictures
5451 Marathon St.
Los Angeles, California 90038

2 P.M. - 2 A.M.

SOME IMPORTANT NOTES:
Don’t let the envelope identify the letter as being associated with
Star Trek.
Don’t send petitions, insulting or “cute” letters.
May 7th Star Trek revival day, write letters to Paramount.

Sun. May 4

ORGANIZE YOURSELVES.

SOFTBALL & VOLLEYBALL GAMES
on Front Lawn

FREE BEER

Pyramid letters are legal as long as they do not use threats or ask
for money. Start with science-fiction clubs and fans. Over 1,000 copies
of this letter have been sent out to the Star Trek Clubs, most Collegeaffiliated science-fiction clubs, and many fans, but there are hundreds
that we missed.
Free copies similar of this letter are available to those wishing to
contact many people. If you have any questions, feel free to write, or to
call us at (518) 272-3297.

RHC Students: Free with

A.S.T.R.O. will publish a bi-weekly update (3-5PP) for the duration
of the campaign. To receive all 6, send $1.50 (check or money order)
to:

H ow to tell jo u r M ends
you’re takin g A rm y ROTC.
First qf all there’s no reason
:o be defensive about it because
\rm y ROTC has a lot of good
:hings going for it. So you might
>tart by telling your friends that
you’re under no military obligaion your first two years of
:he program.
Then go on to mention that
f you do decide to take the final
wo years, you’ll be earning $100
i month, up to ten months a year.
Tell them it only takes about

3 to 5 hours a week. And at most
schools that’s the only time, you
have to wear a uniform.
And tell them no matter
what you decide, you’ll have
background in practical leader-'
ship that will give you a better
Chance at almost any career.
Tell them that maybe they
just ought to take a look at it
themselves.
‘Army ROTC. The more v
you look at it, the better it looks.

A.S.T.R.O. Coordinating Committee
137 Hoosick St.
Troy, NY 12180
Good Luck!

T

Wyoming County Parachute Center
Welcomes Rosary Hill students to enter the fascinating sport of
__SKY - DIVING! !

We are located just V2 hour South of Buffalo, and within the local cal-ling area.
Beginning May 3rd., our drop zone will be in operation evenings
through the week, and all day on weekends.
Our drop zone offeres qualified instructors who take a personal
interest in their students. Our course includes a minimum of six hours
ground training before your first jump, plus instructions on the tech
nique offreefall.
For information on single or group rates, please call; PAUL GATH
457-9680 or TOM CLOUSE 652-1603 (after 5 p.m.)

